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Just Who Controls What?
Your Weather, Your Money
Your LIFE
In Peril!
Editor’s note: We have decided to run
“Professor” Soltec’s writing on the Front
Page again this week because his noholds-barred
slice through our current
dire situation, as a nation in grave peril,
requires your undivided attention.
The
noose is tightening, the funnel’s neck is
narrowing-yet
most continue to see not
the writing on the wall.
Along the same lines as Soltec’s comments, I would call your attention to the
Uweather and earthquake controls” wn’ting on page 30 by Dr. Peter Beter, who
had worked closely with Commander
Hatonn and wrote that startling information 15 years ago now! Just how much
further along are the technologies of the
Satanic Elite at this point in time? Just
how much closer to final enslavement are
we-the-people
as a nation?
Do you ever wonderjust how confident
those Elite crooks are that you’will simply
roll over and die as “01’ Man River” and
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more than you are able to endure. Yet,
these most difficult lessons are those
from which you shall learn the most and,
yes, though you think not, you shall
endure all that comes against you.
In the passing of one week of time, the
situation in your Midwestern United
States has but grown worse, and more
and more are now without homes or
possessions. The lack of potable water is
becoming a serious problem, as is the
lack of proper sanitation facilities. Porta- Dr. Edwin MT Young johns have been hauled into these areas,
Editor-In-Chief
along with public showers and water
tank trucks. Some people have been
seven to eight days without a bath or
‘7118193
SOLTEC
shower-they simply do not have any of
the conveniences that your society has
Toniose Soltec, present in the Light of come to take for granted. You have
Holy God. There is much pain with many close to one-half million people now in
this day and that pain is felt and under- a survival mode in the heartland of
stood by the Hosts of God. Your lessons your nation!
during this time are many and may seem
(Please see WHO CONTROLS, page- 50)

the other scheduled disasters continue to
U’st keep on rolling along”? Well, let me
end this with a brief comment I heard on
the radio earliertoday: Yhe Clinton Cruise
Line is all ready to take America for a
ride”. Rush may only be focusing on the
most supeflcial
of puppets but, from the
point of view of those along the Mississippi, disaster and ruin are very real this
day. For those with eyes to see and ears
to hear, may we see and hear THE TRUTH!
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HATONN

HOME SCHOOLING-EMOTIONAL
TRAUMA
I finally have what we need to look at
this topic with great insight and positive
change (hopefully). What I am going to say
and suggest is going to impact some of you
greatly and will, in some cases, bring peace
and comfort-to others, denial and more
cover-up of personal *guilt”.
Good parents WANT to give their children THE BEST available with which to
flourish in a goodly world with positive selfesteem, moral rightness and intelligence.
But, by cLhomeschooling” is that actually
WHAT YOU ARE ACCOMPLISHING?

A MOUNTAIN
TOP WHEREIN
THE
THINGS OF THE WORLD DO NOT EVER
REACH YOU.
THE POINT OF FULLY
BALANCED CHILDREN (AND ADULTS] IS
TO BE ABLE TO HAVE A FOUNDATION
SO STRONG IN LOVE AND MORAL
RIGHTNESS
THAT PARTICIPATION
WITHIN THE SYSTEM FULFILLS THE
SOCIAL INTERACTIONS AS WELL AS
ALLOWINGEXPRESSION INTHE WORLD
IN WHICH THEY MUST COME TO FUNCTION.

Is the experience fulfilling, REALLY, to
the parents as well as. to the children? I
have to tell you, chelas, that TOO MUCH
TOGETHERNESS BREEDS DISCONTENT
AND REBELLION. You live in a social
world-and the interchange within that
world MUST be expressed. What do you
LOOK FIRST AT THE
ACTUALLY fear from the school system?
Will your absence from the school system
NEGATIVES (PROBLEMS)
actually solve your problems OR help solve
YOU who decide to offer this opportu- the overall problems of the “system” in
nity to the children by pulling them out of order that fl experience be better
a school environment are taking on a great foundationed?
responsibility and task. AND WHAT ARE
YOUR RESULTS? Are your children REWHAT I PERCEIVE IN
ALLY happy? Are YOU doing this for your
EVERY INSTANCE
children
OR DO YOU DO IT FOR
YOURSELF(S)? Hard questions? Indeed!
Where there is avail&bility of schools in
Is this ACTUALLY a need by YOU, AS the public arena, I find a total conflict of
ADULTS, who have to do something or interests. When the parents are also grown
other which APPEARS to be ‘goodly”? to the extent that they do not utilize a
Think carefully about what you do AND ‘church” group for social interactionWHY DO YOU DO IT?
there is isolation and a very faulty and
The first response is: THE SYSTEM IS lacking experience of “rounded out activiTERRIBLE1 Yes, so what else is excellent in ties”. You cannot simply ‘grow up” and
projection? Now, do you CHANGE a sys- have comfort in the social circles in which
tem by severing FROM it? Do you HELP the there MUST later be function.
overall problem by simply withdrawing the
Can you teach the ABCs better? What
children and isolating them and yourselves makes YOU think so? And, is there SOME
from the problem? Does this REALLY and REASON that, if the system DOES NOT
ACTUALLY give the children a fully bal- TEACH THEABCs PROPERLY, YOU CAN’T
anced experience in living?
FILL IN THE GAPS? The only problem
You cannot CHANGETHE SYSTEM FOR with the school system is the lack of de& if YOU do not work within and on the mand and participation of parents within
system needing change.
the system!1 Every time!! Parents send
DO YOU HAVE THE EMOTIONAL their children off to school to get rid of
STAMINA TO FUNCTION AS PARENTS IN them! And there it STOPS! Do you ones not
THE PRESENCE OF MALADJUSTED CHIL- actually think that if children spent their
DREN? (OH INDEED THEY ARE BY AL- time IN school, then come home and have
MOST ALL STANDARDS.) YOU DO NOT full, loving and peaceful discipline and
LIVE
IN AN ISOLATED
PIONEER
attention from PARENT(S), THAT THE
ENVIRONMENT.
YOU DO NOT LIVE ON CHILD WOULD NOT BENEFIT?

In addition, in these families wherein
religion is not a focus for interaction-the
child MUST have release AND SO MUST
THE PARENTS.
You do not live in a
society, longer, wherein grandparents are
present to bear a part of the load. I do not
even speak of “physical load”-1 speak of
&emotional” load. Then, as the lessons
become more tedious and overreach the
capabilities of the mother-where do you
turn for those very NECESSARY basics?
Can a child longer survive on JUST THE
BASICS? Not in this society!
You say, ‘Well, that’s what’s wrong-l
want them OUT of this society.” How are
you going to accomplish that, my friends?
Would it not be better to go forth and get
very INVOLVED with the parent-teacher
opportunities, allow the children their social interactions in after-school activities
wherein ganies and friendships are made
and PARTICIPATEWITH THEM? Moreover
you, as a parent, will be better able ti
handle the time allocated to the children’s
home studies AND BE A CENTRAL LOVING
FOCUS TO THEIR FRIENDS.
IF PARENTS WHO HOMETEACH AND
DO IT WELL WOULD SPEND THE SAME
AMOUNT OF TIME WITH YOUR CHILDREN IN A MORE FULLY-RANGED SET
OF ACTMTIES
AND PARTICIPATE AS
PARENTS WITHIN THE SCHOOL SYSTEM AND IN GUIDANCE OF GROUP ACTMTIES-YOU
WOULD BE EMOTIONALLY FAR MORE STABLE, TIME WOULD
BE “QUALITY” AND THE CONTRIBUTION TO MANKIND WOULD BE WITHOUT MEASURE OR LIMITS.

CITY vs. SMALL TOWNS
If you have a small-town setting, you
can do wonders and make great impact on
the system by your cooperation. And so,
too, can the teacher-doing the best they
can-growing and sharing appropriately.
There are GOOD teachers who are simply
beaten down by the massive surge of the
downfall of society as a wholebut
the
driveisnot lost, onlyhopelesslyconfronted.
With a few GOOD parents in narticination-miracles
can be created in the
schools. I NEVER ADVOCATE WITHDRAWAL FROM A SITUATION
IN
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TROUBLE-I
ADVOCATE WORKING
WITHIN IT AND CLEANING IT UP,I repeat:
the child is better off, emotionally the one
carrying the load, as a parent, is better off,
and ultimately there is POSSIBILITY of
bringing sanity back into the system.
I ESPECIALLY DO NOT EVER RECOM-

sound roots and a place in which to
place them. Then you must give them
that which allows them to function and
FLY in the environment in which they
must express.

sorted and then make a mark in the SYSTEM! There are certain amounts of responsibility acceptance that a child MUST
have and he can get it by the routine and
discipline of structured school days. What
I note that if the parent is HONEST- will you have lost? If it doesn’t work-you
there is little peace and total joy in such a can again remove the child. YOU MUST
MEND HOMETEACHINGWHERETHERE
heavy-duty task. I find restlessness, lack LEARN TO DISCIPLINE AND DIRECT THE
IS MORE THAN ONE CHILD UNDER ANY of peace, too much togetherness and a total CHILD-NOT THE OPPOSITE. CHILDREN
CIRCUMSTANCES INA“NORMAL” SET- loss of the parent most involved--emotion- CAN EMOTIONALLY SABOTAGE YOU
TING, IF EITHER PARENT IS GONE FOR ally. How can this even be remotely consid- FASTER THAN ANY LIVING CREATURE
AND DESTROY A MARRIAGE FASTER
VERY MUCH OF THE TIME.
THAT ered worthy?
YOU DO NOT NOW LIVE INTHE “DARK THAN ANY THIRD PARTY AFFAIR. THEY
MEANS, EVEN OFF TO THE LOCAL OFFICE.
This is not a balanced circum- AGES”. YOU LIVE IN AN ENLIGHTENED JUST “TEST” AND MOST OFTEN ADULTS
stance-and I promise you that thechild is TIME OF TECHNOLOGY YOU CANT ‘FLUNK”. REMEMBER: MOTHERS ARE
HANDLE-HEADEDBACKTOTHE“DARK
PEOPLE TOO!
NOT BETTER OFFI
I ask you ones to give prayerful thought
If you TEACH your children moral right- AGES”.
You who have taken on this heavy task to these observations and suggestions and
ness AND Y OU USE DISCIPLINEAND JOINT
ATTENTIONTIMETO STUDIES-YOU CAN must sit with your significant “other” part- consider possibilities. You must remain
HAVE THE BEST OF BOTH ENVIRON- ner and CAREFULLY consider why you do flexible as you search for a “better way”.
MENTS. Most of your society has not the this and is it actually the way to go. Then You can ONLY LEARN through the trial
privilege of home schooling. They debut
you must sit with the children and REALLY and error and-or success. Don’t WAIT until
it is not priority and, therefore, since there LISTEN to them. They are already so you are “used up” and relationships are
ARE schools set up for teaching children- unbalanced that they won’t even know strained which are usually interpreted as a
that IS what m To live without electricity what to say to you. A spoiled child is not a loss of LOVE. If that happens-no amount
just because the electric company is filled happy child-nor does it make him a wor- of ABCs and 123s can be valued against
with Elite New Worlders is foolish. SO IS thy leader. Discipline with LOVE-and that particular PRICE.
You have children of both sexes inPUTTING YOURSELF AND YOUR CHIL- then SUPPORT of the proper kind in loving
DREN IN CIRCUMSTANCES OF NO BAL- GMNG-is
what balances a child into volved. Where are these children, who are
ANCE-LIKEWISE FOOLISH.
adulthood. Supporting his causes and isolated, going to find mates and sharing
There are some instances where it works participation in the social or school setting partners, jobs and balanced experiences?
You must send your children ARMED WELL
to perfection and great fulfillment is is even MORE important.
achieved. It is ONLY in those instances
into this world-and that does not mean
that I would ever suggest lack of school
NOTHING IS AS IT APPEARS:
with weapons of war. If a child does not
‘fit” in at school-stop assuming it is the
UNIVERSITY OF
participation. You do not have to have ONE
or the OTHER. You, as a parent, can make
SCIENCE 86 PHILOSOPHY
fault of the system, the teacher or, or, orGO FIND OUT! WHAT DO YOU HAVE TO
such an impact on the system that it would
make your head swim-AND THE CHILI must remind you constantly that you LOSE? YOU HAVE MYRIADS OF THINGS
DREN GET THE MUCH NEEDED EXPERI- ONLY NOW begin to have information into TO GAIN!
A HOME should be a harbor of security
ENCE OF INTERACTION WITH THEIR what is going on and who the players are.
PEERS. In the participation of the parents, For instance, you trusting readers are go- and love. How can it be a harbor if the ship
the child actually gets to hold the honor of ing to find out-before this is over- that, never leaves the shore? That is ALL it isthe teacher AND the appreciation of the for instance, the University of Science and just a place to dock.
YOU WILL CHANGE THE SYSTEMother children because there can be ‘field Philosophy is a DIRECT unit of the
trips”, etc., that now go by the way because Brookings Institut-ne
of the most in- ONLY WHEN YOU GET INVOLVED WITH
of lack of parental supervision availability. volved British Intelligence operations with THE SYSTEM TO THE EXTENT WHERE
You must HEAR what I am saying here: focus on such things as MK-Ultra brain- YOU CAN BE HEARD. ISOLATION AND
If you are beating yourself to pieces doing washing programs of the Intelligence corn- COMPLAINT WILL NOT HELP ONE IOTA.
So, what is Hatonn really saying? Well,
these things which are for your OWN need munity which exists. Does this mean that
in some manner or another-you are NOT Dr. Timothy Binder KNOWS? I doubt it I don’t tell ones WHAT TO DO. But, if it
helping your children. You are hurting because Dr. Binder lives in both Montana were me-1 would put all the children in
them. Further, if the strain is notable to and Colorado. He will be receiving his school if it is relatively, safe physicallyyourself, you are placing such strain on the directives the same as does any other and almost all schools are ‘relatively”
marriage relationship that YOU WILL participant. He WILL BE a participant. safe. THERE IS 10 SAFE PLACEI NOT
GROW APART before the job is ac- You will see, however, why *Dr. John YOUR HOME AND NOT YOUR SOCIETY.
complished. THE CHILDREN MUST LEARN Coleman” is entangled in it as is George TO MAKE IT SAFE-YOU PARENTS MUST
TO FUNCTIONINTHIS WORLDTHATI&..as Green. The US&P is a DIRECT construe- MAKE IT SAFE.
In our own local area I look at ones who
we gradually change it back into worthy tionoftheVERY Intelllpancsunitclaimed
working order.
bv “John Coleman”. They have a lot of have tried, worked, etc., and I do not see
USE that which is available to lessen “British” on the Board of Directors as well total peace and perfection. I look mostly at
your own burdens and give you time for as a “token Jew” by the name of Cohen. mothers because they are the ones who get
turning within self for balance. Are you Interesting isn’t it?
‘stuck” (indeed-stuck) with the extra
load. I can name four or five right here who
actually a better parent by some measure
just because you chain yourself to the
have tried, are trying, etc. Is there PEACE
BACK TO SCHOOL
offspring like second skin? N&you damin your hearts? Do you ever question that
age self and you damage THEM.
So, what would ?II)do if your children what you CANT offer is serious in its
A child must be given two things: were my children? I would get them into lacking? Are your children able to interoots and wings. They must always have school as quickly as the grade level can be grate into social situations easily? Do they
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have a selection of persons from which to
make lasting relationships? These are
IMPORTANT-PERHAPS
MORE IMPORTANT THAN ABCs. Emotional balance is
‘living”-learning
lessons is “training”.
Is spelling words properly, enough? Do the
children have opportunity to play baseball
and grow in interrelationships with TEAMS
and social functions? Social should not be
the ONLY focus-but it is certainly neces=-l-Y*
I would simply hope that these words
rest gently upon your hearts for there is no
easy way and no ‘sure” way. Give them
solid roots, develop their wings-and then,
parent-let
them fly, for these children
are only ON LOAN to you. They belong to
God and they have a purpose which theyjust as you-must find and develop. Perchance it is in a classroom? So be it.
If you believe the ‘Master” is-was ever
serene-forget it. When one is MASTER

there is NO SUCH SITUATION. Each”MASTER” became a master the same way as
you MUST. *Time for self’ and “Time with
mates’ is very, very often FAR MORE IMPORTANT than is time with the child. You
see, EACH of you has a talent or multiples
of talents. You must also use those talents
or you will never find peace in your journey. FEW have the fulfilling talent of home
teaching-do you see? BUT, this is one of
the major reasons so many of you come
into the more time consuming service
LATER or when there are not the responsibilities of constant child care. You cannot
serve TWO MASTERS. And when there are
children, they MUST come FIRST-but not
consume ALL lest the other Master never be
served-and that MASTERis self, ultimately!
You serve and love WITH someone(s). You
cannot be that someone in the physical dimension-EVERI May you come gently into
your understanding. Salu.

HOW Do You Know

What YOU Know?
WHATDOTHEONESWHOMUSTHAVE
INTERMEDIARIES (PRIESTS) HAVE TO
HIDE? WHAT TRUTH DO THESE ONES
DO YOU REALLY KNOW?
WHO “SAY” THEY ARE OF GOD-HAVE
WHAT do you really KNOW? From TO HIDE THAT THEY MUST DRESS IN
‘where” came your information? WHY do ROBES AND PRONOUNCE UPON YOU,
you believe ‘it” to be so? HOW do you THEIR BELIEF BECAUSE SOMEONE
ELSE TOLD THEM WHAT TO BELIEVE?
KNOW? WHO IS YOUR SOURCE?
You watch and listen to your video
AM =I”. THIS SPEAKER, REAL?
boxes and what do you KNOW when you
turn it, finally, OFF? You go forth, possiWhat difference does it make WHO I
bly, on a Sunday or Saturday and sit
passively listening to a “preachei” TELL- might be? Do I bring Truth? How do you
ING you WHAT HE BELIEVES. You sit and know? Why would I bother if I have my
are TOLD that that which is in a book called infinite ticket? And, further, what differEdible, or Talmud or Komn or Torah-is ence could it possibly make? NONE-TO
truth. (They all tell it differently.) Does the YOU! It matters not if I am a worm on the
listening make it so? You may well even sunny rock or a voice from the tree leaf-IF
listen to m-but
who am I? What am 13 I BRING TRUTH-IT IS THAT TRUTH THAT
From where do I come so elusively and tout YOU MUST INGEST.
A prophet? Is this being a prophet? In
‘truth”? Frightening? I hope so, for in
the
*highest sense of the meaning”, yes. I
caution you become discerning and can
then judge that which is presented and the am NOT a fortune teller. A prophet is one
actions of those who present-and therein who overall brings the concept and expected probabilities back into your conyou will find TRUTH.
Moreover, do you STAY with something sciousness-nothing more. Moreover, a
long enough if it seems to be truth-to prophet will never give you specifics for,
KNOW? Do you take unto YOURSELF ‘Even the son shall not know the moment
everything AVAILABLE by and through a of His return.” He will be right 100% of the
given source-UNTIL YOU KNOW FOR time-but you may well not be around
SELF THAT IT BE TRUTH? Or, do you when the prophecy began or ends1 (In the
LISTEN TO ANOTHER’S OPINION about form you now project.) He will bring these
this or that and let THEM control your own Truths, not for his own gain-but with a
driving need to WARN you and offer Truth
beliefs?
7112193 #l
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to you. A fortune teller will, on the other
hand, sit and teIi you wondrously comprehensive things and data-and specif’its so that YOU must fa
the projections in your span of expression. You
will discount or you wiII accept but,
within, you KNOW that you are waIking
a very, very thin line in the truth game.
The truth offerings wilI come, always, in truth, and in giving to fellowman with, “Share it any way you can use
it.” Why?
Because TRUTH is open,
shared, and onIy WORTHY IF SHARED.
The very birthright of MAN is to have
TRUTH. He who HIDES Truth ALWAYS
HAS SOMETHING OF HIS OWN TO HIDE.

God did not say to Hatonn, ‘Get down
there and radio in and force every last one
of the people on Earth to pay attention.”
He did not say, ‘Cram it down their throats
and twist their arm until they succumb.’
My job is to help present the Truth of the
journey AND lay forth for your attention
that which IS GOING ON THAT YOU MAY
NOT OTHERWISE KNOW. Then, armed
with facts and probabilities-you can act
in responsive wisdom or ANYWAY you
choose+1 will have fulfilled MY TASK. Next,
my mission is to point out what you very
well may have FORGOTTEN and remind
you that remembering is now the name of
the game at hand. I don’t need a uchurchA
or anything else-save a method of presenting to you in a form which you can
experience-communicationsof some sort.
Since I don’t need to type words I must
have someone who can “translate” (NO?‘
INTERPRET) MY LANGUAGE. Since you
have forgotten your Universal language
you have to have spoken word or written
script of some kind. Is this so difficult to
understand?
Indeed there are many who claim to
speak or translate or whatever, for higher
energies. Well, some of those energies are
LOWER-not higher. Some “speak” from
the nearest governmental ‘base” and YOU
don’t know the difference. If ‘they” tell you
the truth then you have it made, don’t you?
But can you depend on them to not want to
get whatever they came to get from you?
Does Truth have to wend its way down
through the silver bells of ancient temple
bells? Of course not-TRUTH IS ALL
AROUND YOU-THERE ARE NO LIES
AROUND YOU. Only MAN produces lies so
you must beware the “speaker” or movie
projector. But, COULD ‘I” be evil and fool
you? Yes. Now, however, AGAIN, what is
evil? Evil is that which deliberately pulls
you AWAY from the path of moving toward
Higher Goodness and God. Which do =ID
do-pull you toward God in goodness and
wholeness-or push you into the physical
things of the “senses”? I would think that
if you care enough to study that which I
have offered-YOU WILL KNOW! There
won’t be confusion or doubts-you WILL
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KNOW! How do ‘I” know
that you will KNOW? Because you will care enough to
follow-up with confirmation
of “fact” in proper evaluation
of the contents of the information, purpose of the information and “whether I seem
to be evil or goodly.” If I then
consistently am GOODLY,
then I may well seem like a
safe “bets to stick with for a
while until you can RESEARCH, STUDY, PRAY AND
ANALYZE my offerings as to
your own connections. If you
cast me and my word asideDO I EFFORI’TO FORCEYOU
BY HIDDEN TACTICS TO
SOMEHOW COME WITHIN
MY CELL AND BIND YOU
WITH SHACKLES? NOPE,
SORRY, I BLESS YOU AND
ASK YOU TO GO YOUR
WAY-OR
STAY AS YOU
WILL, AND DO WHATEVER
YOU WILL-PREFERABLY
LEAVE MY SCRIBE ALONE. I
WILL ANSWER WHAT I CAN
*PERSONALLY” WITHINTHE
TIME FRAME OF MY HUMAN
HELPERS--BUT YOU, SPECIFICALLY-ARE
NOT MY

Little Crow says: Theck it out. We all have our own truth,
so that means God has m.uZtipZetruths, does He not? Does
IT nzot?DOES SHE NOT?”
Readers, THERE IS ONLY ONE--anything. And yet,

look around youecept
for the PROJECTIONS OF
MANeerything,
everywhere, anytime,any placeis TRUTH! And, further, even man is not a LIE, he
only presents the lie. Even in his projection, further,
lies also truth if nothing more than the truthful
validity of a given spoken “term”. For this reasonmust you discern, accept, study and come to recognize THE TRUTH WHICH FITS YOUR PATH OF INTENTt “All truths are individual andall ~hsare

equal fn their@ortty.”
This does not mean, however,
that all truths are equal in their IMPORTANCE! Further,
Little Crow will tell you: uWe are a22sacred and in that
sacredness we have anobligation and responsibility to all
things to which we are connected. mThis does NOT mean
you have some *right” to butt into another’s business
and cram your ‘truth” down his throat!
Some even say that they =want to go to hell!” They
haven’t the remotest idea of what is hell-but they work
toward that end incessantly. Who are YOU or ME-to
force (if we even could) them into a different place? All
I have *right” to do is assume my responsibility and
obligation and ‘offer” help and information which may
make them reconsider things which possibly have eluded
their attention.
Little Crow has said something else which you must
understand if you are to claim passage on this good old
Red Road: “You are the messengers oftime. You are the

prophets of the time. You cany forth the word through
yourownbehavior.
Ifyouareintothe
worldof materialism
CONCERN-YOUAREYOUR
and that is your message, then that is the world you
CONCERN. IbringtheTruth
portray...” You WILL portray the world you represent
matter how hard you effort to hide it.
upon which you can bal- and de&-o
ante your foundation of in- You ARE exactly WHAT YOU AREI
put-YOU
must use the
Ifyou wish to change from that which you ARE-then
foundation
or build your
own.
Mine does seem to
infinitely stand while I note
that almo8t all others fold
quickly or, even at great
time spread, fall.
WHEN
YOU FIND A FOUNDATION
OF
SEEMING
TRUTH
WHICH STANDS ALL ASSAULT AND THE AGES OF
TIME-ITWILL
ALWAYS BE
THE SAME AS “MINE”.
I
am but a messenger; you
can call me a prophet but it
means nothin-for
I dm
like the alarm clock which
REMEMBERS the time you
\
\
need to awaken to get on
i
with your experience (u~ually, unfortunately, within
someone else’s prophecies
or fortune-telling tales).

Don’t misunderstand that
which I or Little Crow say,
chelas. Now that there is a
small book out by Little Crow
I have ones who get to the
writings on “truth” and come
back at me with-you
say
there is only one Truth,” but

take responsibility and become that which
you desire-STOP blaming your lack of
change on anything or anyone ELSE! Ifyou
are so foolish as to base your existence on
another’s OPINIONS WITHOUT QUESTION-THEN
CHANGE IS NOT THAT
WHICH YOU DESIRE-YOU LIE! When
you desire something enough to changeyou will DO IT. It is absolutely THAT
simple.
So, why do I burden you with all the lies,
deceits and hidden agendas which only
cause you indigestion, chaos, headaches
and such? Because THAT is my responsibility-to choose that which fits most closely
to the truth as I KNOW it to be and select
that which will give you ammunition to
make changes if you desire change-no
more and no less. I would hope to spark an
interest as we touch on the myriads of
topics-and perchance ONE will sparkyour
interest enough to at least go TRY TO
PROVE ME WRONG! I want you to investigate, test and research. If you find ‘errors”-SHARE THEM SO THAT OTHERS
CAN, HAVE TRUTH AS YOU FIND IT TO
BE-IF INDEED IT IS TRUTH.
I do not mean by this that if, as for
instance as I present things from “The
Informer” in a minute, he misses the time
of a meeting by a day or by fifteen minutes-his %-uth is now wrong. TRUTH is
aconcept and you who continue to nit-pick
over fifteen minutes-are destined to be
locked to the clock for the rest ofyour lives.
The only time that is important is in justiflcation of *timem-when ‘timeA IS the
topic at point.
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Painful History Lesions On
Citizenship, Constitution And
Our Rigged National Debt
7/12/93 Wl

HATom

I have here a document which I believe
to be well done and ‘generally” accurate
enough to share, as is, with you. It is a
compilation of subjects with some rather
fresh perspectives which YOU WILL NOT
LIKE FOR THE MOST PART. Sorry about
that-TRUTH IS RARELY WHATYOU LIKE
TO HEAR. The perspective will help BALANCEyourperceptionsandperchanceyou
willgoDIGOUTSOMEANSWERSIFQUES‘MONS BE RISEN-YOU, not me-YOU!
‘I” do NOT have THE problems facing
YOU1 Actually, on a personal Ievel-neither does my scribe-so why bother her
from her work when it is YOUR. responsibility--not hers? Is evexybady with
mesofar? IsANYBODYwithmeso~

Do

yousee,YOUBQNOTBA~T4DBE¶
In the following writing I won% put a
name to the authorship BECAWSETHE
WRITEIXAL+LS HIMSELF-HERSELF-THE
INFORMER?~r prlw.
1did not even
8aya~-18aid’priv~.
Thiqerson is presenting fbr sharing what has
beenuncovereclandjudged,aswellas
discerned, to be valid. It is =offered’-it is
NOTsbovedintoanyo~.
Ithankthe
one who sent this to my attention and I
thank the writer.
QUOTING:

(by The Informer”)
Some parts of this Article are red&dant, with other articles that appeared in
the Arnkazn Buuetin, but so were the
ABCs, redundant, tiIlyou learned them. In
this article the abundant use of highlight is
necessarytobringacrossthepointsneeded
to understand the BIG LIE.
You have been lied to from the beginning, as were the people at the time the
United States was created, by theaFounding Fathers”, hereaftercalled Fathers. The
truthIamabouttotellyouispassedoffas
aliebythepeopleinpowerandyoutoowill

consider it a lie because it is so foreign to
what you have been taught. There are a lot
in Congress and the majority of the functional illiterates who work for The State”
who truly believe the BIG LIE is the truth.
So much so that you could tell them the
real truth, as I am about to lay on you in
this article, and they wouldn’t believe it,
even as the bullet enters their brain from
the firing squad as they are being executed
for treason and sedition. The concept you
have been led to believe as the ‘truth” will
now be exposed as the biggest lie in the
history of this country. Your school teachers have been told the lie, their school
teachers have been told this lie and on ad
infinitum back to the beginning. Is it any
wonderthen, whyyoubelievethelieanddo
not question it and accept it as a ‘truth”,
whenin~itisalie?
Iwillnotboreyou
with all the documentation to prove the
%uth’ you have been taught is a lie, but
I do ha= it, as do a few others. I want no
one to network this fbr any amount of
moncyby&argingforthisArticle.
They
acctogivcit forfree. You&ayu3pytiyour
heart’s delight and pass it all over the
country. Only nxoup copy cost, which
runs from .02 to .lO cents per page deu are. Nobody should
pending where
30,
which includes the
iti
PY-=k
16 pages of Interpol matuial because that
is what I have to pay foicopies where I live.
Postage b about $1.05 to mail the material. ffI:Tbeulth8l?~tllaa&J~
lWkdkrpUC&dt&~~WhiCh

man has
course it COULD be so-this
stated as much aud is prepared to
uprovem hia perception. The point b not
what Spooner believes but what is real,
right, wrong and possible! That much is
YOUR JOB-we
can only preseut the
infbrmation to you.]

VOTING IS A PRIVILEGE,
NOT A RIGHT!
People, who exercise a privilege of voting, become citizens-members and vote by
ballot that none of us see, so this is what
Spooner had to say about that.
=A secret ballot makes for a secret government; and a secret government is a
seuetbandofrobbersandmurderers.
But
a secret government is little less than a
government of-s,
Under it, a man
knows not who his tyrants are, until they
have struck, and perhaps not then. He
may gyss, beforehand, as ti some of his
imme&a&~bo~
Buthercallyknows
nothing. Themantowhomhewouldmost
na.turaIIyfIy for protection, may prove an
enemy, when the time of trial comes.
Thi8 it3 the kind of government we
havc;anditisthconlyonewearelikelyto
have, until men arc ready to say: WE will
consent to no ConsZawtion,except to such
aoneaswcare neitherashamed norafraid
to 8ign; and we will authorize no governmcntfodoanythinginournamcwhichwe
arc not willing to be personally responsible
for.... Not knowing who the particular
individuals are, who call themselves ‘the
government’, the taxpayer does not know
whom he pays his taxes to. All he knows is
that a man comes to him representing
himself to be the agent of ‘the govemmerit’-that is, the agent for the secret
band of robbers and murderers, who have
taken to themselves the title of ‘the govemment’, and have determined to kill evexybody who refuses to give them whatever
moneytheydemand~scsmma&

will not be inoluded here.)
To begin, I quote two people, they are
Lysander Spooner and Albert J. Neck, to
give you a feel for the basis. First Lysander
Spooner, in his book, NO TREASON: The
Library of
ckmsth&n
of No Authority.
Congress Catalog No. 73-3173, he states:
‘The &n&r&n
not only binds nobody
now, but it never did bind anybody. It
neverboundanybody,becauseitwasnever
agreedtobyanybodyinsuchamanneras
to make it, on general principle of law and youmputilmjailatheytabDy~
reason, binding upon him. In practice, the prow
todayI. To save his life, he gives
Constitution has been an utter fraud from up his money to this agent. But as this
thebeginning.” fHrCauldthiskso?
Of ammt does not ma& his principals indi-
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stated, when he couldn’t stop the 55 People of the words describing “persoi?.
(Fathers) from adopting a new State (reliYOU ARE AN ASSOCIATE MEMBER
gion): “rhe distinctions between VirginIF YOU ARE A CITIZEN
ians, Pennsylvanians, New Yorkers, and
New Englanders are no more. I am not a
Virginian, but an American.” Echoing
The States became the political subYOU DON’T HAVE A
James Wilson’s 1787words in the Virginia divisions of the Congresswho are the Union
Debates at Petersburg 1788-89 Conven- leaders. In the capacity of “political subSOCIAL GOVERNMENT1
tion. ‘(Patrick) Henry looked upon ‘that divisions” they are not sovereign, see Texas
The Constititionwas only witnessed by paper’ (Constitution)as ‘the most fatal plan v White 74 US 7 Wall, Lawyers Ed. You, as
the Fathers and, as Lysander stated, was that could possibly be conceived to enslave a natural individual, cannot join the Union
never signed by the Fathers in a capacity to a free people.” From Son of Thunder by of States BUT, you can be a member by
make it binding upon them or anyone else. Henry Mayer, p. xv. also confirmed by association. Enter the term ‘citizen”. I
Prove it for yourself by looking at the end of Lysander Spooner, a noted lawyer of his explained this term in my book“WhichOne
the Constitution wherein they state, ‘In time. As you can see, Patrick didn’t want Are YoLP, but people still do not comprewitness whereof we have hereunto sub- to be associated with ‘the State” of Vir- hend because of the lie they have been fed
scribed our names.” In essence they only ginia any more. You will see why when I get all their lives as being the “truth”, that
being, they are the citizens of the State.
witness the compact between the States to the definition of ucitizen”.
and the ambiguous entity known as “The
Everybody believes we are under the Here it is again with the highlighted words
United States”, for only 39 out of the 74 ConstihrZionand this is what the political that lock you up to them. Remember, and
State wants you to believe. To keep things don’t forget it, the definitions are what the
had signed it as witnesses.
The?(=onstitition did not create a ‘gov- straight you can’t mix the terms ‘State” definer (Congress) wants them to mean,
emment” of social order, it only created a and “government”. There is no such thing not what you think or believe it to mean.
[H: I suggest you do not stop right
‘political corporation” to deal with the as ‘the State”, which is the “political
‘merchant State, as all the states of organization”, passing itself off as ‘the here and go blasting your way around in
America, the Nation, were ‘merchant- government”, the social institution. We, the courts and resigning everything and
States.” The Fathers were shrewd busi- the people, (not to be confused with the blowing smoke out every crevice in your
nessmen and had much more education phrase 7Ne, the People” in the Preamble), hufZlng and puffing and “blowing the
while the State down”. THEY HAVE THE GUNS!
and wealth than did the masses. But are the dejure Orgovernmentm,
remember, the masses were much more State, with its citizens, is the defacto gov- THATlUAKESWHATTHEYDO“LEGAL”,
educated than we are today. W-hy, they ernment. The State wants’you to believe so cool off, look at the facts and then,
could run rings around any of us today, me you are a citizen of the State or the United only then, can you as a “people” formuincluded. So the “Fathers” created the States. Both are political institutions and late action. Remember, that almost ALL
monster, “the State!; that we pave today. need more ?-esidentsn (slaves) to satisfy of the Founding Fathers at that ConstiFreemasons
and
Now we move to, Our Enetiy, The State, their needs. Remember, the Dechration of tution table-were
by Albert J. Neck. ISBN O-93d073-04-5; In Indephdence took all of the people out of BUSINESS MEN, i.e., good old boys with
talkjng about the formation of~corporate any British government domain and for commercial intent and hidden agenUnited States, the State, by the Constitution that matter the individual States ofAmerica, das-Corn the beginning. They are the
he ‘stated this:
who were nothing but “merchant States’ same ones who removed all “rights”
“There was complete unanimity also at that time, see Neck. Now the United from blacks and “Indians” and on it
regarding the nature of the new and inde- States, which is nothing but Congress, a goes. If you don’t, however, have the
pendent political institution which the specific class called geople, as stated in the ahtest
idea as to what was the ConstiDeclaration contemplated as within “the Preamble, separated from the general class t-z&ionin the first place-how
can you
right of the people” to set up. There was a people, created the illusion that the States fm it if it is broken? All you really had
great and memorable dissension about its of America needed more protection and got back then was a %orporation” for the
form, but none about its nature. It should each of the political merchant establish- “Staten newly set up. Can you now just
be in essence the mere contiquance of the ments, the States, to agree to join a com- simply withdraw? Yea, but the VORCE”
merchant-State already existing. There pact that the Fathers said was to make the OF THE “STATE won’t let you go!]
was no idea of setting up government, the union ‘a more perfect union”. So the
CITIZEN: One who, under the Constitipurely social institution which should have States joined a compact, not the people, lion and laws of the United States, or of a
no other object than, as the Declamlionput just like you would join the union of elec- particular state, is a member of the poit, to secure the natural rights of the indi- trical workers but your family members litical community, owing allegiance and
vidual; or, as Paine put it, which should wouldn’t. .:
being entitledto the enjoyment of full civil
contemplate nothing beyond the mainteI hope I haven’t lost you at this point rights.
nance of freedom and security-the insti- because in using the parallel between the
Citizens are members of a political
tution which should make no positive in- Electrical Union and the Union of States, I community who, in their associated
caterventions of any kind upon the indi- will show you how you have been made a pacity, have established or submitted
vidual, but should confme itself exclu- slave in your own country to satisfy the themselves to the dominion of a governsively to such negative interventions as the foreign power brokers who run this coun- ment for the promotion of their general
maintenance offreedom and security might try. You also have to remember that this welfare and the protection of their indiindicate. The idea was to perpetuate an started at the time the U.S. Constitution vidual as well as their collective rights.
institution of another character entirely, was formed which, by the way, has no Biacic’s 5th Pg.’ 222, cite omitted.
the state, the organization of the political power over you unless you state, ‘I deThis cannot be any plainer. You, as an
means; and this was accordingly done. mand my ConstitutionalRights,” and there- associated member of a political State
The State, then, whether primitive, feudal, fore you fall into the compact trap by that joined the Union, are now entitled to
or merchant, is the o?wmimfion of voZitica2 association. Hint-now you fit the defini- vote for the Union President, Clinton in
means. Emphasis his, underline mine.
tion of ‘personb in the tax law because you this time period, thereby giving up your
Patrick Henry, an Anti-Federalist,
are part of the ‘association” which is one power of self-government as declared by
.a. >. .”...-li*_&dAa
._A. >i-....: ” _, .- _ ---c. .z- ,
L
_
.d_Id-I -..,-.L *...-.,,.’
._,
‘_
*

vidually known to the taxpayer, the latter,
after he has given up his money, knows no
more who are ‘the government’- that is,
who were the robbers-than he did before** .~ -;- :r -.
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the Declaration of Independence. You now
deny your unalienable rights (notice the
definition above does not include any
unalienable Natural Law rights given to us
by God) for the civil rights the State grants
you by their statutes and are bound by and
under the quasi-contract (Constitution)you
are ‘resident” in, by implied consent. Isn’t
colorable law neat for them? It has to be
implied because neither you nor anybody
in any capacity as a defacto government
official ever signed the various constitutions in this country. Therefore, can it ever
be called a contract? NO! Ifyou believe you
are under the constitutions and are part of
that organization by having a representative in Congress or State legislature, then
you must be and I won’t go against your
wishes. Look UDthe definition of ‘under”.
I thought that if you were the person, not to
be confused with compact ‘person”, in
sovereign character, that you are not bound
by the quasi-contract or subject to the tax
statutes dictated by that contract’s bylaws. Of course you understand the de&
nition of quasi. When I refer to the Cons&
tution, be it State or United States, as a
%ontracr”, I mean it to be quasi. Being
you submitted yourself’, voluntarily, by
joyfully doing your duty as a citizen, by
registering to vote, to be under the dominion ofyour union leaders, representatives,
you cannot escape anything your straw
boss-shop union foreman (representative)
does for or against you. He only represents
PUBLIC POLICY! You must pay the tax,
any tax, and follow all laws they deem is
necessary to keep the political corporate
institution from collapsing. It’s right in
the compact; when you agreed by signing
the voters registration, at Article 1, Section
2, Clause 3, or by not voting while claiming
‘citizenship” by any other control by any
agency they create, whether it be in their
political sub-division or the corporate headquarters located in Washington, D.C.
Voting was never a ‘right”-it was always a privilege. Now do you know why
Henry didn’t want to be known as a Virginian but only as an American? And, he
didn’t say American citizen1 As I said, I
have everything to back me up, but to keep
this short I have to leave out the documentation.
END OF QUOTING FOR THIS
SEGMENT
Let us leave this for a few minutes of
break. I do not want you ones to take this
as if it comes from Hatonn out of the
Cosmos somewhere. You will be remembering the things I tell you and ‘don’t
target yourself’ is a major warning. I have
not changed one iota-we covered all this
in one of the first JOURNALS as to truth of
circumstanceBUTYOU MUSTFUNCTION
IN THE WORLD THAT IS and getting your-

CONTACT:

self incarcerated foolishly or ‘taken-out”
as a troublemaker-makes you some kind
of stupid “martyr”, self-styled and not very
bright in thought and deed. If ever there
was a time and need for WISDOM IN
THOUGHT AND ACTION-IT IS NOW!

THE

PHOENIX

PROJECT

the United States.
I received a letter from a man in Minnes&a who used my advice and asked questions of t%?Sec. of the State of Minnesota.
The Office of the Secretary stated this: “The
state of Minnesota is not ac&$biation, it is
a state. The county of Hubbard is not a
7/12/93 #2
HATONN
corporation, it is a county. These are
political subdivisions, while corporations
*There is rw way a man can make a are business entities.” Note that they
wise decision unless he be informed-exmade state and county in small case. Had
cept when th.e decision is To BECOME they capitalized them it would be corporate
MORE INFORMED. IDMe.
and could not say they were not a corLet us continue with the document
poration. Either the person writing it was
from “rhe Informer”,
extremely ignorant or knew exactly what
they were doing because all the headings
CONTINUE QUOTING:
on the corporate letterhead in reference to
Minnesota contained the capitalized word
PRIVATE COURTS
State. Don’t you capitalize the term State
when writing, so why didn’t they? [H: Be
This leads us to the courts that uphold very, very carefid how you do these
their scam because you declare you are things, chelas, for I catch two impossitheir subject while espousing their lie, bilities right here, myself, regarding
.which you believe is the *truth”. The definitions, terms and grammar. uOfConstihttion is an option quasi-contract, fice of the . ....stated...”
The uoffice”
look it up in the law of contracts, which could not ustates anything. And, “they”
allows the political organization, look up thus and so. “They” couldn’t have
‘organization” in the definitions of the stated anything either unless the senUniform Commercial Code, to shift to the tence was written by more than ONE
United Nations Charter, by treaty. You, as party. I do not intend to belabor the
an associated union member have no point for the, concept may be totally
say. Remember-public policy is for the correct-but when you nit-pick detailsgood of the masses and not the individual, the meaning of a statement can be so
and are dragged over to reside in this new altered as to NEVER have Wke” defIncontract. Hey, I didn’t do it, you did it to ing. Be very cautious as to how you
yourself by believing the BIG LIE told to you utilise ANYTHING because you may be
as being the “truth”. It ain’t nuttin’ like WELL INFORMED but I believe this exyou thought, is it? The defacto government ample shows very welI the fact that
cannot write a law for the people in the MOST, IF NOT #EARLY ALL, MISUNStates as they are forbidden by their Con- DERSTAND OR HAVEN’T EVEN THE
stitution but they can do it by treaty. Case MOST FOGGY IDEA OF THAT WHICH
in point is that, by 1996, all cars in this YOU MEAN. Moreover, IF you make it to
country cannot have Freon (R-12) in their court (Admiralty, as is now prevalent)
air conditioning, they must use R-34. It is you w3Ilbe tossed out on your ear and IF
based on the problem with the Ozone and you continue to harass the Judge he will
its destruction by R- 12. That destruction aptly toss you in jail for contempt. What
is contrived and put upon the Americans is “legal” is probably NOT what is “right”
by the controlled news media so that fur- OR lawful-but if”he” has the GUN-it
ther control can be maintained. So how did is legal. If, however, YOU have the gunthe Congress do it? By treaty! This was you are dead! The Ideal is wondrous to
is not necessarily the best
aired in the last week of April, 1993, on consider-it
national news TV. This is only one of many avenue to travel.] So they were talking
laws used on us by treaty. Larry Becraft about only one of the states of the State, see
did a good article on this as it went back to the Texas courts conclusion jH: See, again
1915 concerning duck hunting and pro- right here: is the way this is written
tection of interstate waterfowl when the literal or not properly attended?: Texas
U.S. and Canada signed the treaty. With courts conclusion, or Texas’ courts conthe courts being private political institu- elusion, or Texas court’s conclusion OR
tions, adjudicating, for the most part, pri- Texas courts’ conclusion. I only mean
vate law, it is fatal when you declare your- to make nit-picking detailed attention
self a United States or Union State citizen. to this because most often the “slips”
ignorant
If you declare yourself a citizen of the are exactly THAT-simple
Republic State of the Union, because you Wipss. You CAN base court action and
haven’t
want a “Republican” form of government, decision on these errors-but
here is what you openly declared to the you had enough blithering error judgeprivate court: That you are subject to the ments AND-OR errors in judgement?
political corporate sub-division (State) of You choose.] to see what I mean, of course
the political corporate organization called the court capitalized both terms. Joe
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lunchbucket [H: Hold up here, is ,+xt Constitution,doesn’t it, by stating governREALLY Joe (1)unchbucket aswritten or ment shall not obligate a contract. ConJoe (L)anchbucket?.
I may appear to- tinuing on the court states:
tally insulting to this author-I AM NOT!
The court’s conclusion is this. “Our
It is simply that you cannot have IT both conclusion therefore is, that Texas continways! If your errors are “OK” then the ued to be a State, and a State of the Union,
“their” errors are also subject to being notwithstanding the transactions to which
“OK”40
you see? IT IS THE “CON- we have referred. The obligations of alleCEPT” THAT IS NOT “OK” OR NOT piance to the State, and oftheobedience to
UOKn!] would rather believe the BIG LIE her laws, subject to the Constitution of the
than the truth [H: Again-YOU
can only United States, are binding unon all citiASSUME or calculate or guess WHAT Joe zens, whether faithful or unfaithful to
(L)(l)unchbucket may or may not WANT them.’
to believe.] because by this time it is
Isn’t that interesting, she was a State
causing him a headache. So let’s see why AND a State of the Union. Just alittle while
their lie rules over the truth. Case in point back didn’t I say Minnesota was defining
being Texas v. White, wherein the court one of the states of the State? You readers
stated very clearly: “From the date of ad- had better understand the english lanmission, until 1861, the State was reore- guage [H: And so must the author-you
sented in the Congress of the United States wouldn’t get an A in “language” if you
bv her senators and representatives, and left (E)nglish as (e)nglish as you have in
her relations as a member of the Union this document. Or, did your secretary
remained unimnaired.” )H: Ah, butTEXAS note or miss tI&? Are YOU as author
under any circumstances is not a good
exampl-TEXAS
is the only State state
that has a treaty which must be signed
ANNUALLY to be a member of this union
Union. Are you confused? Of COIU~+
that was my.. Ml intent. You cannot
make informed conclusions with only
bits of information-I
don’t care WHERE
they come from., I make plenty of errors,
my secretary gets so frustrated she
threatens to “quit” daily-so- ALL are
subject to err (%siu”~gainst
something
or another) but I do not base my conelusions on such flimsy foundations of
uargument” for this is “argument” and
not debate at all. I can postulate that
the sky is green and only APPEARS blue
and, as a matter of fact-uIn will have
spoken truth-for
it is all in the refraction of LIGHT as perceived by the individual EYE. I don’t want to do this but
neither can I caution you readers
enough-pay
attention.]

Please note that people cannot join the
Union, only States can and the State has
representatives, not the people. If the
people want to be recognized as part of that
State they join by voting and then call
themselves citizens of the State of Texas,
who gave up their God-given rights to join
a corporate State. Remember, people are
not citizens (union associates), until subjetting themselves to a sovereign (union
leaders), thereby giving up certain rights.
Gee, why don’t you now go back to 26 USC
77- 1 (a) (1) and look for the term association that describes “personA. Why did you
think that term didn’t apply to you? The
BIG LIE rules again. Then by compact
(constitutions) you are granted certain
rights by the by-laws (statutes). Your
remedy is only in the by-laws, NOT in the
Natural Law rights you gave up by entering
the compact. Isn’t any man free to make
contract? Why it even says so in the

responsible=GR
is there hidden meaninn in the lack of capitalization?] and

how they subvert the definitions to suit
their means. For ifyou don’t, you never will
grasp the meaningofthe sentence. w: But
you see, even by paying very, very close
attention to every letter of every wordI still don’t understand the intent or the
meaning. Since Texas joined the union
Union through
annual
renewal
of
TREATY-how
can you determine how a
person f&s or does not fit-for the state
State does not fit into any of the above
categories
except
THROUGH
misperception of everything about the
circumstance-an
d total ignorance of
the ones handling the ubooksn.]

END OF QUOTING
I am going to leave this presentation
because it is bogging down into “opinion”
based on “errors” from the original writer,
to the author of this dissertation to my own
probable misrepresentations to make a
point.
You can go all the way through the
document and find that perhaps a thing
“should” be agiven way-BUTTHE FACTS
ARE: IT AINT THAT WAY. YOU HAVE TO
WORK WITH AND WITHIN THAT WHICH
Is. IF YOU CONTINUE ON THE NIT-PICKING-YOU WILLMISSTHECONCEPT. YOU
MAY WELL CONVINCE A WHOLE BUNCH
OF PEOPLE TO DEMAND A RESPELLING
OR CAPITALIZATION OF WORDS-BUT
YOU WONT HAVE DONE ANYTHING EXCEPI’ MAKE THE ONES IN CHARGEVERY ANGRY AND HARD TO DEAL WITH.
It is far better to understand “what
went wrong”, “what IS wrong” and how
did it happen-than all this reconstruction. Not that it should not be done-it
simply will make so little impact and difference as to set you behind in your “do it

right” task. It simply is not the way it
“should” be, perhaps for-for goodness
sakes, the Supreme Court is not supposed
to make law-only
interpret the lawBUT THEY MAKE LAW ANB IT CAN IMPRISON YOU THROUGH FORCE-BEARERS. DO YOU have the time, money, space

and *pull” to get what ‘should be” (in your
opinion) changed? You MAY WELL BE
RIGHT-but I simply want to know if YOU
have what is required to get it changed?
. Here is where I have to inquire of youjust who is this INFORMER? Is his information true or false? Oh? How do you
know? Are you going to “take action”
based on his information? Why?, and what
are you going to do? It reminds me just a
bit of the story of the two cars that collided
in the middle of the intersection. The car to
the right had the right-of-way and the
driver was killed. The car at the left did not
have the right-of-way-but lived to walk
away and drive another day. Actually, both
arrived at the same instant (which is the
reason the car at the right had the right-ofway), Now, the driver to the “right” COULD
have stopped and there would have been
no collision-but, having the “right-ofway”, plowed right on into the fray. So, he
was right-DEAD right1 How many ofYOU
are going to be DEAD RIGHT?
You may have every right to that automatic sub-machine gun-but I’ll tell YOU,
when the ATF comes to get it (and you)you will be DEAD right if you argue.
Now, I “feel” your response to all this
writing drifting back to me as, “Why did
you waste all this time on this story just to
point out the errors of the author?” What
makes you conclude such a thing? Did I
say the author is WRONG? Is he RIGHT?
Do you have enough information to base a
conclusion? What are you going to do
about it? IT IS NOT THE AUTHOR’S OPINIONS OR INTERPRETATIONS THAT ARE
IMPGRTANT(ANDHEHASABOUT8 MORE
PAGES THAN GIVEN)-WHAT DO YOU
THINK? Will you set this aside and never
think of it again or will you not sleep until
you acquire the remaining pages and lose
yourself in weeks of research? WHY? Will
endless research into this and-or the author bring you closer into the realization of
Truth in or through God? Will this appreach bring your nation whole within
God’s charter? What are YOU REALLY
trying to get accomplished? ARE YOU API’
TO ACCOMPLISH WHATYOU DEEM CORRECT-THROUGH PERSONAL BATTLE IN
THE NATION’S CORRUPI’COURT SYSTEM
OR FIGHTING THE MILITARY FORCES OF
THE UNITED NATIONS TO BE WHAT YOU
THINK OR EVEN ‘KNOW” TO BE YOUR
“RIGHT”? ARE WE NOW BACK RIGHT
WHERE WE STARTED?
Does this “Inforrnef have a history of
excellence and perfection in concept and
interpretation? How do you know? Let me
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share a truth with you, readers.
If you want to convince someone of
something the best way to do it is to get it
in PRINT and published. Then, the next
important thing is to get an “expert” to
state the ‘thing”. Speak with authority
and throw a bunch of credentials around
and you have a sure bet. Put it on television as a documentary (notjust a commentary) and thus and so. Is the “Informer’s”
opinion actually as good as yours if you go
read, say, Mr. Spooner’s book? Who is this
Mr. Spooner? Who told you? Chelas, you
are going to have to DISCERN for self, form
opinion for self,’ hopefully with wise research into what is available and DIG
beneath the *obviousA. If the “Informer”
is so SURE of his own pronouncements
whydoes henot sign hislabel? Oh, ‘Hatonn
said he didn’t, for ‘privacy’.” What does
Hatonn know about this Informer? Hatonn
knows awhole lot about one, John Nelson,
but almost NOTHING about the Informer
OR Spooner. I KNOW GOD and I KNOW
GOD’S LAWS (CONSTITUTION) AND IT IS
AGAINST THOSE LAWS THAT I RELATE
AND COMPARE EVERY OTHER EXPRESSION. I DO NOT FIGHT OTHER LAWS-I
SIMPLY LIVE GOD’S LAWS AND EFFORT
TO ABIDE BY THOSE RULES LAID FORTH
IN ANY EXPRESSION IN WHICH I EXPERIENCE. YOU MUST COMET0 KNOWYOU CAN DO BOTH!
There is no magic, chelas. There is no
fairy god-mother with gossamer wings to
make “your” way the “right” way. And,
how do you KNOW “your way” is the right
way? You can only deal with that WHICH
IS-to the very best of your ability within
the laws of God-minute by minute, step
by step. In-so-doing you will be shown the
WAY! You must really study to see IF a
thing is broken, then, if it be broken, what
is required to fixit? In the fixing-ifyou use
the incorrect approach-how long will the
‘fix” last or have you insured worse “breaking” of the thing? At best or worst (interpretation, again) has a Bandaid worked or
only postponed the REAL problem’s confrontation? Now, let us suppose that you
cannot survive without this ‘thing”. Do
you not try to make it useable some way
WHILE you work at the REAL PROBLEMS
and build something with which it can be
.
repaired?
Let us go further and assume you need
a ‘figity gibir to REALLY fur the ‘thing”.
Ah, you go to the figity-gibit place and the
man in charge laughs at you and says,
‘Nope, I have one but you can’t have it”.
What can you do? You can bargain with
the man, bribe the man, threaten the man,
etc. So, you choose to pay the man a fair
price and pull out your gun and prepare to
‘take” the iigity-gibit. Oops, HE has an
automaticCarthegenianfloozy-whopperten
times the size of your little .22 hand-pistol.
WHO STILL HAS CONTROLOFTHE FIGITY-
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GIBIT? You STILL don’t know because
YOU don’t know what is an automatic
Carthegenian floozy-whopper! What you
don’t know CAN KILL YOU! Can you not
further see that if worse comes to worse
and you hold your own but he holds the
figity-gibit-he can smash it andYOU STILL
DONT HAVE THE PART YOU NEED!?
Mr. Spooner AND “The Informer” can
be “right’, “correct” and totally ‘accurate”. WILL THEIR APPROACH WORK??
Will it work enough to pull a whole nation
and then, world, into realignment-in time
to save the economy, the figity-gibit, freedom, the judicial system, et al.? In other
words, are THESE WORDS of =The Informer” the key to the Kingdom? Do you
want my opinion? Will MY opinion give
YOU a figity-gibit? I thought NOT. But, if
you go within and ask help and guidanc+HE
may well give you some alternatives-andthefigity-gibitbedamnedl

Just in our own instance, 78 JOURNALS plus thousands of pages of other
writings and thousands of hours of tapes
TELL YOU THAT GOD WILL GIVE YOU
INSIGHT AND POSSIBILITIES. BUT YOU
HAVE TO USE IT. JUST SITTING ON THE
SHELF WILL NOT FIX ANYTHING.
Some people will say ‘take action even
if it is wrong”! What nonsense. It seems to
me that that is what your civilization has
been blindly doing since you got on that
stage. Why not see what IS, study it in
wisdom, and then take action in a way that
might be “right”? Surely you don’t have
anything to lose either way? Oh? Except
everything you are and everything you
have1 There actually ARE some instances
where wise inaction can save your assets.
If you are going to make a lemon cake, for
instance, don’t you first consider the cake
and THEN consider how to make it “lemon”
flavored? I know of no way to make lemon
cake out of a bushel of tomatoes or a peck
ofspinach. Sowhydoyouonescontinually
try to make “righteousness” from “evil”?
Create right-and evil is dead! So, what IS
the problem? I thought you would never
ask?
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you expect to move on into a Ynew” systern? ,.You may very well re-invent the
same--or worse-system.
Let me share an excellent brief.
QUOTING:
WHY WE ARE IN
DEBT...PERMANENTLY!

(By Nick Repac)
[H: He even gives a phone number, he
is so open to sharing.]
Let me give you something to consider. Tomorrow you go down to your
local bank and borrow $10,000. As most
of us already know there is actually no
money in the bank (except for a few
miscellaneous savings accounts and
CDs) so, to complete your transaction,
the bank ‘creates’ (Of course, they do
this by law. There is nothing illegal in
this transaction. Just immoral.) $10,000
and credits it to your checking account.
You execute a note for $10,000 at 10%
interest (keeps the math simple) due in
one year and present it to the bank in
exchange for your ‘deposit’. In one year, to
the day, prompt as always, you return to
the bank and pay them the $10,000 back.
This completes the bookkeeping on the
originalcreation of$lO,OOO. Itwas created
from nothing one year ago, and it is destroyed by your return of the funds.
Hold it, King’s-X, time-out, take a
break. I can see the smirks from here.
That comes from talking about this for so
many years and watching people’s reaction when I tell them “the money disappears”. Money can’t just appear and
disappear! I mean, get real! But it CAN
just appear and disappear when you use
a debt-based monetary system. That
is, a system where you pass debt back
and forth as money. That’s what we use.
Money based on debt. 1Jzue don’t harm
debt zue don’t have money.
Since the money did not exist until
you borrowed it and put it into play in
the economy, “it” can hardly exist after
the destruction of the original note, or
means of creation. This is the explanation of the real problem with our system.

YOUMUSTLEARNWHAT~ANDTHEN
LE+RN TO CREATE-NOT
CONTINUE
TO DESTROY-USING
THAT WHICH IS
ALREADY CREATED IN ERROR! Just
look carefully at all you have which has
We do not have a permanent MONEY
not, does not and will not-ever
work.
This means that you must constantly SYSTEM. That means that the amount

be in remembering and in finding cause so
that you can consider effect-and it will
need be for every limiting problem in the
cracking and breaking foundation of everything around and within you. Let us
just take your national debt as a for instance. It isn’t a spiritual subject but how
much do you know and UNDERSTAND
just about your national debt? How about
your own personal debt? Unless you can
see what has gotten you to ‘here” how can

of ‘money’ (debt) in existence at any
given time is solely at the whim of private
bankers whose motto is ‘the end justifies the mea& and ‘might makes rights.
This also means that EVERY dollar in
existence collects interest for every moment it exists. There is no ‘free’ money,
except for a very small amount of U.S.
Notes, or Government-issued money,
dating from the Civil War. To explain
this alittle better, remember that a debt-
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based monetary system isactuallyjust a
bookkeeping system for debt. In other
words, there is actually no’money. We
just pass debt back and forth as if it were
money. Since the ‘actual creation of
money always involves the extension of
credit by private commercial banks”
(from a November 1, 1982, letter from
the Department of the Treasury), nothing can exist except debt! The answer, of
course, is that you can not! . ..always
involves the extension of credit.. . . , credit
equals debt. Therefore, the only ‘money’
available to operate our economy is the
amount of debt available each year.
Remember, 99% of all ‘debt money’ used
in this Nation does not exist except as
ink on some bank’s computer print-out,
and exists solely at the whim of the
banker. You must never stop borrowing
or have your ‘credit’ shut off or you have
a recession, or in the extreme case, a
depression. And since this type of monetary system is actually nothing but a
bookkeeping system for debt, all entries
must balance. When you borrow ‘money’,
a bookkeeping entry is made to create
the funds. When you pay the ‘money’
back, a corresponding entry is made to
destroy the funds. It can’t work any
other way.
But wait! Now the $10,000 has a
‘tail’. A tail called interest. The $1,000
that you owe to the bank for the use of
their bookkeeping entry. Actually, after
you understand how the system works,
this is what you owe to the bank for
borrowing ‘nothing’. Where did the interest come from? The bank didn’t ‘create’ it. They only ‘created’ the original
$10,000. So who created it? Did you?
And I’m not talking about your labor.
Have you authority to ‘create’ money?
NO? Then where did the $1,000 come
from? We realize that it was never ‘created’, so the only place it could come
from is the same place all other ‘money’
comes from: a someone else’s debt”.
NO ONE HAS EVER CREATED’ ANYTHING TO PAY THE INTEREST! Let me
put this another way.
Suppose that
$10,000 you borrowed was the only
money in existence. Real money, not
debt. Gold, and no other gold exists
except that $10,000. And you borrow it
under the condition that you repay
$11,000 in gold in one year and if you
agree to do this you have agreed to do the
impossible.
Does it not make sense,
then, that every time we borrow ‘created’
money we agree to do the impossible?
Let’s go back to our bookkeeping systern for debt. The $10,000 you borrowed
was ‘created’ by a bookkeeping entry and
when you paid it back it was ‘extinguished’ by a corresponding bookkeeping entry. In order to ‘extinguish’ the
interest out of the bookkeeping system
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for debt, there has to be two correentries. Since the first bookkeeping entry, the ‘creation’ of the interest, does not exist, the interest can never
be extinguished
but must stay within
the system and accumulate as permanent debt collecting more and more cornpound interest.
Sounds just like a
banker’s dream, doesn’t it?
Let me explain this verv clearlv: almost 95% of the 16+ tiLlions of dollars
of debt of this Nation has been caused bv
the comnound interest we oav on all of
the debt carried bv both the nublie and
private sectors of our Nation through the
‘creation’ of monev bv our banks. This
accumulation of debt has occurred since
1940 and shows the power of cornpound interest. This interest [debt due
to the banks for the use of their bookkeeoinn entries! to the banks is primarilv naid by the massive deficits our
Government runs and numns into the
svstem. This interest can never be
part& It can onlv accumulate as permanent debt within the svstem and becomes a permanent mortgage on the
peoole of the Nation through taxation for
the benefit of the International Bankers.
This is an exact prescription for economic slavers and can onlv result in
higher and higher taxes. There is no
other result oossible.
The man who
devised
this svstem
was named
Rothschild and he and his descendants
have used this system, coupled with
bribery and corruntion of government
officials and of the European Rovaltv, to
obtain a chokehold on the economic fortunes of the world through ever increasinn amounts of unnavable debts finterest). As time went on they brought other
families and lesser individuals who were
willing to do their bidding into their plan
as accomplices. Would it surprise you to
know that everything you see happening
in America today (our problems) was
predicted by Rothschild in the manuscript he wrote in 17733 This plan to
enslave the world through economic slavery has been carried out over a long
period of time. Naturally, I’m supposed
to assume that this has occurred by
chance because it surely could not be a
‘conspiracy”!?!
The ultimate result of this system is
the destruction of the middIe CZQSS,
8xspending

actIy as we see it happening in America
today, leaving a thin slice of extremely

rich at the very top. Everyone else,
except those working FOR the very rich,

are left to pay a crushing burden of
taxes for the direct benefit of those
same Elite Rich. This will eventually

leave almost nothing for the average citizen to subsist on. At that point you will
not have to wonder who the homeless are
or what it feels like to go to bed hungry-

because you wiIl know! The American

people now pay between 60 and 65% of
their incomes in taxes. How close are
we to the end, then, when they repossess aII of the real property we owe so
much ‘money’ on just as they took our
gold and silver? All for our kccesses’
in borrowing ‘NOTHING’!

And, of course, our inattention and
our unwillingness to face reality. We
insist in iudgingothers by our own moral
absolutes when these men and their
minions have no morals. They have
nothing except an insatiable appetite for
more money and power, and THEY OWN

YOUR FEDERAL RESERVE!
Are you
willing to join their ‘beneficent’ dictatorship, their UNew World Order”?
If not-then
stand up and BE
COUNTED!
- Nick Repac

END OF QUOTING

7- 10-93

In a later writing I will ask Dharma to
effort to locate Dr. Peter Beter’s information on ‘A New Gold Standard” as given
in lecture form on 8/25/8 1. YOU must
understand that there are other clever
manipulators involved as well as are the
Rothschilds,
etc.
Remember
the
“Rockefellers”? How many of you remember those Bolsheviks we did so much
writing about lo, so many months ago?
It’s time to drag them out, dust them off
and look again at how you got into this
dastardly trap! We don’t even have to go
back to formation of the Federal Reserve-we can hop in anywhere. If you
want to know about the Federal Reserve,
get our JOURNALS on same [#16 and
#I 7; see backpagefor
orden’ng infonnation]-or, get Eustace Mullins’book, THE
SECRETS
[Seepage

OF THE FEDERAL RESERVE.
l2for informatiion on Mullins’
excellent books.] We don’t have it here SO

I can’t ask Dharma to go look up the
information. It is easy to find, however,
for it is probably the most plagiarized
book in existence today.
Most of you regular readers, however,
already know enough to make sense out
of =just jumping in” and allowing others
to do their homework and ‘catch up”.
When our ‘troops” get control of those
prior JOURNALS, we consider them so
damaged as to be relatively ~worthlessA
as collateral. So, I believe the volumes
will be released at no more than half the
original price of $10. Thus, if you are
raring to get at them-WAIT A LITTLE
WHILE UNTIL WE CAN PRY THEM
LOOSE. I suspect the onlyactual’vahre”
can now be calculated at the rate of
‘pounds” of scrap-paper. This was the
value Mr. Green placed on ‘getting The
Word out’ it seems.
Enough for today. Thank you.
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Eustace
THE CURSE OF CANAAN
A Demonology

MURDER

of History

( COC )

$15.00

Ezra Pound

242 pages

Institute
of Civilization
P. 0. Box 11 OS
Staunton, VA 24401
(shipping
via Ezra Pound Institute
is
10% of order--Bookrate
shipping only)

BY EiJSTAtE MUiLlNS
( MBI ) $15.00
361 pages

Eustace Mullins unveils the Conspiracy to deny you. low cost alternative health care and how Federal
agents commit acts of Criminal Syndicalism to protect the profits of
the “Drug Trust”.
The World’s 18
largest Drug Firms are listed. Some
of the topics covered are: Profits of
Cancer, AIDS, Contamination
of the
Food Supply, Death and Vaccination, The Rockefeller Syndicate.
s~~p~fiw~~~tnf;w#wyowCuaJ0t-k +nw

America’s

Tribunals

This book reveals the Secret Code
which judges and lawyers use to deny
you your unalienable and civil rights
protected by the Constitution.
Some
of the topics covered are: Legal Anarchy--The Origin of Law--A Plague of
Lawyers--Judge
Not--The
Supreme
Court--The
Department
of Justice-The Court as Arena--Freedom
of
Speech, Anyone. T--Taxation Without
Hope--The Taxing Power--Mullins on
Equity--Our Legal Future.
s~~p~~~~~~oryow COHZ,
order fhw

Ezra Pound Institute
of Civilization
P. 0. Box 1105
Staunton, VA 24401
(shipplng via Ezra Pound Institute
is
10% of order--Bookrate
shipping only)

Ezra Pound Institute
of Clvilizatlon
P. 0. Box 110s
Staunton, VA 24401
(shipping via Ezra Pound Institute
Is
10% of order-Bookrate
shipping only)

THE WORLD ORDER

BY EUSTACE MULLINS
( SFR ) $15.00
201 pages

BY EUSTACE MULLINS
( TWO ) $1 S.00 297 pages

After years of research, Eustace Mullins
discovered that the men whom he exposed and named in 1952 as the shadowy figures behind the Federal Reserve
System were themselves shadows, the
American fronts for the unknown figures
who became known as the “London Connection.” The original stockholders of
the Federal Reserve Banks have been
located and their parent companies
traced to the London Connection. His
research is substantiated by citations
and documentation from many sources.

Eustace Mullins shares his discovery
of the hidden manipulators
of the
World Order who have maintained
their power by a very simple technique--a disguise which enables them
to carry on their Satanic work wlthout being identified and prosecuted.
The topics covered are: The “New”
World Order--The Rothschild+Soviet
Russia--Franklin
Delano Roosevelt-The Business of America--The CIA-The Bechtel Complex--The
Foundations--The Rule of the Order.
s-l.u4t~fiwm*~~aryow cew orb fkmu

fi-ow

Ezra Pound Institute
of Civilization
P. 0. Box 110s
Staunton, VA 24401
(shipping via Ezra Pound Institute
Is
10% of order--Bookrate
shipping only)

Exposed

BY EUSTACE MULLINS
( ROJ 1 $18.00
535 pages

THE SECRETS OF THE
FEDERAL RESERVE

s-lastpagefiw~~*w--wyo#
ca.w orb

.

RAPE OF JUSTICE

BY INJECTION

The Story of the Medical
Conspiracy
Against
America

BY EUSTACE MULLINS

“After forty years of patient study of
the crises which face humanity, I arrived at a very simple conclusion--u//
conspiracies
are Satanic!*
The “Will of Canaan”which has been
the guiding rule of The Conspiracy for
three thousand years is explained in
explicit detail.
Some topics covered
are: The War Against Shem--The Transgression of Cain--Secular Humanism-American Revolution--The World Wars- French Revolution.
s-lcMtp@$wfiw~d--wIr\firrot-yawcam or*
fkmu

Mullins

Our Secret

Rulers

Ezra Pound Institute of Civilization
P. 0. Box 1105
Staunton, VA 24401
(shipping via Ezra Pound Institute
Is
10% of order--Bookrate
shipping only)
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More On The
“Four Corners” Area

Mystery
Editor’s note: The following is a transcription of a follow-up telephone conversation with radio broadcasting
professional Wes Miller of Gallup, New Mexico
on July 8, 1993. Despite media effoorts to
quiet things down, the so-called “mystery” virus is far from gone, with cases
surfacing-or
unable to be longer hidden-atflutiherand@-therdistancesfrom
that Northwestern
New Mexico Navajo
Reservation starting point.
Many sudden and mysterious death
cases nation-wide in recent months, that
at first appeared unrelated,
now, with
hindsight and more understanding
of the
symptoms of the so-called Hantavirus,
appear now to be related and strongly
suggest yet another busy little “experiment” by the Elite to eliminate we pesky
people.
There are now over 22 KNOWN deaths
as a result of this illness and over 36
KNOWN confirmed cases.
On page 44 of last week’s CONTACT
we reprinted a newspaper story about the
most recent confirmed death at that time,
of a 58-year-old registered nurse, all the
way over in the small East Texas town of
Zavalla, which then sent the local area
into hysteria...and
rightly so.
When you add to the KNOWN medical
scenatio a sudden outbreak of meningitis
in the “Four Come&
area, you have the
hintings of a veryfiendish scheme, emerging from hiding, that confnns a bio-engineered, cross-bred and mutating critter of
extremely dangerous titure.
Call it a
bacta-virus if you want; let’s just say it
possesses a wide range of diabolical “talents” to keep us on alert.
There is still a great deal of activity in
the general *Four Comers” - Gallup area,
but people generally appear to be going
back to sleep anyway, lulled by the
media’s purpose@1 inattention.
Never
mind that the centers for Disease Control
have just opened an office in the “booming metropolis” of little Gallup, New Mexico
OR that someone2 from the CDC were in
Gallup well BEFORE the outbreak occurred!
We said last week that we would try to

Virus
finish transcn’bing this recent telephone
interview and here it is!
7/a/93

RICK MARTIN

Wes: The death toll is up to 22. We just had
another person 12 miles from Gallup die in
the Joan’s Ranch area.
My concern is, there seems to be pretty
much a news shutdown on this whole
thing. There’s now about 36 confirmed
cases. There’s 22 deaths. But...they just
had a death in East Texas that they are
suspecting is the mystery flu. I’m going to
read you something from the local paper,
I think Comthe Gallup Independent.
mander Hatonn had mentioned that all 50
states were being affected by this outbreak
of the bacta-virus and the spraying. And,
to show just how massively you’re not
getting told what’s going on, I’m quoting
directly from the paper. This is from Tyler,
Texqs, Associated Press. He said, ‘Over
the past month...” Quoting from a guy in
Texas named Taylor, who works at the
Health Department there in Texas, “As
many as 20 suspected cases have been
reported in Texas but they have been either
discounted by laboratory tests or no specimens were available from victims. Some
cases are still under investigation,” he
said.
So you can see, Texas is getting hit pretty
good but they’re not reporting anything.
That would mean there’s over 50 victims
and they wouldve had several deaths over
there in Texas.
Like I said, there’s still a lot of activity here,
amazing activity here in Gallop and the
surrounding area. The death toll continues to climb. The cases are now being
reported in Bernalillo County, in Albuquerque, which is the most densely populated area of New Mexico. They’ve had 2 or
3 cases there in Albuquerque. So, now
they were reporting in the paper this morning in the Albuquerque Journal that it seems
to be not just a problem with the Navajo
Reservation, but it’s becoming “urban-

ized” and it’s a problem all over the state of
New Mexico.
I saw an interestingT-shirt last night. This
is the way people are thinking in this area,
there’s a lot of upset, angry people and
there’s a lot of people who are still
asleep...they’re not paying attention to
what’s going on. But I saw a shirt that said,
“MYSTERY FLU” on the front and it showed
a mouse, a caricature of a mouse in an
attitude of “we don’t believe this government hogwash theory at all”. And on the
back it says, “MY BUT.
You know what
I’m saying?
So, a lot of people just flat out don’t believe
what the government’s telling them about
the deer mouse and all that. They have
come out now and stated that they thought
it was the dried droppings of the deer
mouse which was primarily the cause of
this new formof Hantavirus.. .and I want to
emphasize new form. They never said it
was the Hantavirus exactly, they said it
was anew form of it. Which doesn’t explain
quite where the mutation came in. Now
they’re saying it’s fresh urine that is causing this. But I have talked to a witness, I
have made contact with a few more eyewitnesses now, and there are a couple of
people helping me do some investigation
now, so...1talk to these people first hand.
One was Special Forces in the military. The
person I spoke with last night was in Special Forces in the military. So he should
recognize strange military activities, right?
First thing he notice-how the plane that
theyve all been spotting-is black in color.
It’s not a normal, it’s a very dark-colored
plane. It’s very hard to spot. You can only
see it against the stars when the moon is
out. Furthermore, the person from Special
Forces said it was so quiet you questioned
whether you actually heard something.
The next time the plane made a pass, flying
this grid pattern, (he lives south of town), it
was very hard to spot but he finally spotted
it. He says, you know when you hear
something funny, when you hear the slightest noise, when you’re been in Special
Services, you take note of it. More so than
any other normal person would, you know?
He said, wow, what’s the military doing?
This is not regulation flying, this is not
normal, above-board activity. So he knew
something was going on.
As it turned out, he was out on a hunting
trip on 2 other occasions in the mountains
in the area, and also spotted the plane.
Also, helicopter activity. We now have
evidence that the stealth fighter may be
that plane, we don’t know for sure. We
know that it has also been reported as ajetaircraft flying very, very slow. The stealth
fighter can do that, where a normal jet has
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to fly at a certain speed or it drops like a
rock. The stealth fighter was designed for
“biological” war purposes;it is not generally
known but that is one of the uses of a stealth
fater.

the Mystery Flu. There are 2 locations he
pinpointed on the map which he indicated
are where the Mystery Flu started. This
holyman stated very clearly that it was the
result of unnc&m.lcauses. He indicated it
might have something to do with electrical
Right now we’re not getting the stealth fight- transmission lines or electricalpower plants
ers flying over Gallup. We’re not seeing that in the area here.
anymore. The last reported sighting of a
stealth fighter was a couple weeks before the (Editor’s note: And he wouldn’tbe ueryfarofs
outbreak. Which, I think, came out on May with his descn@tion,ex@+ting in available
20th around that time in that area. Curi- conventional language, if advanced electdad
ously, we kept seeing it all the way from means LJEE being utilized to “bruadmst” or
August-Septemberof 92 into ‘93, quite often “bruzsmit”the ui?zls.)
flying low over the Gallup area We’re not
seeingitanymore. Iftheywereflyinganormal We knew exactly what area - these Japaroutine over this area, why aren’t they doing nese gentlemen had a map, a very detailed
it anymore?
map. We went out to the exactlocationwhere
they pinpointedit. Itwould beabout 32 miles
Wealsoknowtherewassprayinggoingon
NorthofGallup. Ok? Wewentouttothearea
as early as Octobex of ‘92, so it’s even a little and there isan Anasaziruin there-all three
bit sooner than when I first did the research of us who were involvedin this investigation
on it. We knew they were sprayingin Febru- felt a distinct lpossibty mjcrou~~veenergy]
ary, but now it’s back even further, to Octo- pressure on us. If you would sit in a car on a
ber. This is from eye-witness accounts.
hot day and have the windows up and you
didn’t have any air-conditioning. You know
The person in Special Forces came right out, how hot that sensationwould be? Well, we
blatantly, and said that ‘I know that this is a had the air-conditioning on, we had the
germ warfare thing,” because that was part windows up but we were travelingvery slowly
sensationatthat
of his job. He was in germ warfare work. He and all felt a very, vey UMJTlz
was in biological warfare. He said that he time. We also feZfthatmay&ewe were being
recognized immediately,when this outbreak wafched. So we don’t know what happened,
happened, that the military or some sort of but we had a very weird feeling about it and
nlilitary- he still has a hard time believing it was out in the middle of nowhere. There
it could be OUR military - but he said he really wasn’t anything there except for the
knew it was a militaxy project of some sort Anasazi ruins. To finish off the Japanese
and it did suggest either chemical or biologi- story, the holy man says the Mystery Flu
cal weapons.
is now in the bees and it’s being transmittedby
the bee. Are you aware ofanything
I have real good information about the Cen- like that?
ters for Disease Control but, beforeI go to that
point, have your papers reported at all the Rick: IVe not heard anything about bees
Japanese Buddhist holyman who came to having anything to do with this.
the United Stateswith his associatesto investigate the mystery flu?
Wes: Obviously, he says though, it got into
the bees from an unnaturalcause. He stated
Rick: No.
very plainly, this holy man, that it was unnaturallycreated. It was definitelya creation
Wes: This was not even reported to you in of man of some sort. He didn’t know exactly
your local papers?
what that source was.
Rick: Not that I’m aware of.
.’
Wes: I don’t have the person’s name, we did
talk to 6 of his associates from Japan who
came out to the Gallup area There’saweekly
article in Japan where a Japanese-American
writes an article - and they are very interested in the Navajo people - so they do a
weekly article in the papers in Japan, sort of
a syndicated thing. When the Mystery Flu
outbreakhappened,this Japanesejournalist
decided to find out what one of their very
reverent holymen had to say about it. He also
has some sort of psychic abilities. He was
brought to the Los Angeles area; he’s blind.
They gave him a map, obviously he couldn’t
see, and asked him what he thought about

Rick: Well if you just imagine, for a moment,
ifyou’ have a ‘biological germ” powder being
sprayedor otherwiseprecipitatedoveragiven
area, and you have bees flitting from flower to
flower - and that biological contaminantis
on the flower -certainly the beeswill pick up
that and transport it just like they would
pollen. So, that’s not a stretch but Ite not
heard anything about it.
Wes: We also know that this virus is seeming to now have mutated. The reason why
I say that-trying to monitor exactly what is
going on here in the Gallup area as best I
can-is that, as Hatonn very plainly mentioned, it was a bacta-virus. I don’t know if
you’re aware of this but Ramtha also men-
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tioned it was a bacta-virusalso and stated so
monthsahead of timethat there would be in
this area”’
Rick: Are you sure he usedthat exactphrase,
bacta-virus?
Wes: From the source that I had, yes; and
that is a second-handsource so that would
have to be checkedout but thatwas reported
in Februarybefore the outbreak. The source
was a person in the Ramtha group. Of
course, I don’t want to get far into that. But,
what we’re seeing here is, since it is a bactavirus, since it is obviously seveml points of
bacteria, several points of virus - Hatonn
has told us over and over, this virus is going
to mutate. Well, there is now an outbreak
of meningitis in the area. primarily,these
areHispanic-White~~ninthelocalcounty
hospital here in Gallup - 9 cases of viml
meningitis all at the same time. One of them
uery contagious,
the others are the
uncontagious kind.
We also know from sources from the Public
Health Service Hospital that they have already, they’re startingto warmabout meningitis becausethey’rehavingalot ofoutbreaks
there as well. So it appearsthat it’s becoming
viral, probably getting into the spine, maybe
spinal meningitis (we haven’t heard that
mentioned often so I don’t want to go off my
research) - I want people to know that I’m
reporting as accuratelyas I can, and I’m not
sex-n&ionizinganything here. We’re living
through this. We’re not trying to panic
anybody. We’re trying to report the facts so
that when people understand that when
Hatonnsays something- and we’re livingin
this area, we’re seeingwhat is going on-my
point is: please people, try to pay attentionto
what he is saying because this is vent real.
Once you’ve lived through it you realize how
important Commander Hatonn’s words are
and how accurate his information is. Anyway, it is apparently becoming meningitis.
Rick You mentioned you have some information on the Centers for Disease Control?
Wes: Yes. Now I thinkwe finally have our first
breakin the case. We had to establishatimeframe. Now, the Centers for Disease Control
verv publicly came to the Gallup area 1week
aRer the virus outbreak. At that time, there
probablywere “only” 8 or 9 deaths, alright?
It wasn’t agenuine, wide-spread epidemic of
any kind. See what I’m saying? Accordingto
the Centersfor Disease Control, the way that
they would monitor a virus or an outbreak,
that would be a relatively small number of
cases,agreed?BUT-theywere here-BOOM!
I had a Councilman involved in this, and
that’s another part of the story with the
Navajotribe, so you might want to remind me
of that when I get through with this part of it,
ok? A Councilman from the Thoreau area
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mentioned very strongly to me that, and.he
did a radio interview separate from me; unknowing of me, didn’t have any information
that I had,given him, I had never spoken to
him-but he did an interview on our sister
station KJK here in Gallup where he said he
suspectedthe governmentwas involved. One
of the reasons he suspected is because of the
quick responseby the government. He noted
how usually the tribes will ask the government for something and things will just get
buried in red tape for a year or two and then,
rurally,they may do something about it. But
in this case, he said, these government guys
got right on top of it.
What we have now established, Rick, is that
the Centersfor DiseaseControlwas in Gallup
prior to any public mention, any KNOWN
cases, of this Mystery Flu outbreak. We have
now establishedthat, first hand, through the
case of a child who got sick in Gallup in
February. There was also a mouse-tent in
their backyard which they did clean out, so
that establishesacontact there, ifindeed that
is having anything to do with this case. Like
I said, a lot people don’t believe the mouse
theory at all. They just flat say, “Come on,
Government, come up with something betterl’ The child became sick, became hospitalized. He had a 104temperature;he was in
and out of consciousness. He was very close
to death. They did every test they could up
here. Now, granted, this is not the most
advancedhospitalin the world. Thisis atown
of about 20 thousand, so obviously there
aren’t a lot of viml experts here. They had no
idea what it was.

As it turned out, the mother, being very

concernedabout her child, was talking to her
friends, being in need of help and counsel,
needing to be consoled. One friend said she
knew of several women-by the way, these
are all women; I don’t know if there is any
significance to that - but these women
were ALL from the Centers for Disease
Control and they were already here in the

Gallup area! At least, since February, and
probably as early as January or even before
that. One of the CDC ladies was already
housesitting in a home of some,people who
were vacationing. The mother’s friend got in
contact with the mother; she said, “well, ifit

isavixxl thing,there is an expertin town from

the Centersfor Disease Controlwho is here in
Gallup. We don’t know WHY but she’s here.
Why don’t I have you call her.”
So the mother calls this woman from the
CentersforDiseaseControI-and thisisabig
tip-offforyou, Rick. Themothertold the CDC
lady about her wd and this and that. m
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finally taken to Wisconsin, to a medical cen- where a man blatantlytold me that my phone
ter there, and has subsequently recovered. was tapped and then he hung-up. Webe
been noticing that the phone will ring and
Rick Let’sgo backto Meningitisfor a minute. then there wouldn’t be anybody there. Now
that hasn’t happened as much lately since
Do you have any more on that?
the first day of thy UFO sightings. I do want
Wes: I know that 9 children are there at the to emphasize that Commander Hatonn’s
hospital with that. I know that Ite talked to group are here in massive numbers a and
some of the nurses there and the nurses to this day. We’ll probablytalk about that in
weren’t being toldmuch becausethey’rekind a little bit here.
of happy-go-luckyand they weren’t realizing
the significanceofwhatwasgoingon. Iknow, Anyway, ten minutesafter I called this Counin this area of Gallup, sometimes you get cilman and asked him to meet me for lunch
meningitis in children because they’vebeen to look at someinformationI had, our phones
vaccinated. You know, when they”ie vacci- went dead for 3 days. No dial tone, couldn’t
nated theyV get meningitis right away be- call out--couldnr call in. Now, I don’t KNOW
cause, as you well know, the vaccines are ifthere’s any si@ficance to that; I donZwant
corrupt. They’re giving you junk in the to sound like I’m paranoid but, it certainly
vaccines. You can see it in the children who was strange timing.
havejust beenvaccinatedandareveryyoung.
As far as I can determine,these childrenwere Rick: If you’re not at least a little pamnoid,
all from about 9 years old to 13 or 14, so then you don’t know what’s really going on!
they’re all pretty young but they’re far from
the age when theywerejust born. Nine cases Wes: Yes, I’m concerned because I feel very
strongly that they are watching what we’re
was a lot to have all at one time.
doing. I know they don’t like these interviews
but, you know, somebody’sgot to say someRick When did this take place?
thing somewherealong the line. They’ve put
Wes: This has been taking place over the last a big clamp on the media and I really appremonth now. I don’t know if any new cases ciate your-efforts,Rick, to get this CONTACT
have occurred becausethere has been a real newspaperout,Ireallyappreciatewhatyou’re
tight lid kept on the situation here. There is doing.
a real tight lid on anything that happens in
the hospitals,the “fear of panic” and all that Rick: Have you gotten feedback as a result
stuff. They’re not, I want to repeat, the of the paper?
Government and the Centers for Disease
Control are not associating the meningitis Wes: Yes we have, but it’s been slow.
with the Mystery Flu. I am making thl There’s been a Christian group in town that
associationbasedo~thefadthatwe’rehaving
IZle given the information to. Now, you
apretty bigoutbreakof meningitis.Also based have to remember, when a Christian group
on the fact that this virus, this bacta-virusis looks at something, since a lot of them
going to have to mutate-I think it’s already believe UFOs are actually demons, a lot of
started to mutate-what we’re going to see is them are reluctant to “get involved”. But,
a lot of different look-a-like diseases and it is hard to separate the Mystery Flu part
symptoms from other illnesses that are al- of what is going on from Commander
ready established. I think that, eventually, Hatonn’s group’s presence [because of
we’re going to see some deaths from this. Space Command’s watching over and pmObviously the doctorswere pretty concerned tecting the Navajo brethrenfrom the Govemabout this. And they are very concerned at ment uextermination~ project].
the Public HealthHospital too, becausethere
have been outbreaks of meningitis and it The fact remains, many many people here
seems to be getting bigger instead of lessen- in town are seeing these UFO objects. With
ing. But I need to do more research on that the Councilman in particular, he was so
to be able to give you more facts. I’ll stay on shocked by the information I had given
him-and a lot of it was in the interviews in
top of the meningitis.
Rick You mentioned something about a the CONTACTthat you so graciously gave.
Councilman and the Navajo tribe?
We took it to-and I hate to say this over the
phone because you know what’s going to
Wes: I don’t know if1 should say his name or happen-but we took it to the tribe. The
Councilman actually called [tribalj Chairnot. I don’t want to single himout.
man Zah and we were going to have an
interview
that after&on at 1:30PM; ..As-it
Rick Better not.

turned out, he was too busy to see us but
Wes: Hewasaveryconcernedgentleman. He we got up to the Press Secretary and we
believesvery stronglythat the Governmentis talked with him about it. We made several
involved. Icalledhimup.Butfirs-here’san
copies of all the information I had and we
interesting fact for you: Wete been having gave it to the Member that are on the
And that’s all she would state. The child was problems with our phones. I had a case Committee, the Health Committee that is

CDCladvthensaid,“WeU.Ican’tteYlvou
WHAT it is. but ~oubettar stav on tou ufit
ifYou’re4smmxmLedfolvoruchildbecatue
there% 8omethb
in the air around hem.
Th4ld’SSOlBS8thkCiUth~Ilf ammndhere.”
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investigating the Mystery Flu. We gave it to covering their bases.
several key members of the tribe.
Rick: They usually do...
Several days after that, the tribe started
mentioning, strangely in the paper, that they Wes: Now it’s established that the Centers
kind-of changed their mind a little bit. They for Disease Control were here prior, and
thought the Government was much more they knew something was in the air, and
involved in this Mystery Flu than the Govem- obviously they were here to monitor. Now,
ment was willing to admit. However, conse- as of last week, the Centers for Disease
quently, there was supposed to be-they Control in little, out-of-the-way Gallup,
wanted to get the Councilmen together and New Mexico, they’ve opened up an office
have an investigation,a SpecialSessionof the here! The Centers for Disease Control now
Council to have an investigationof the Mys- has an office right here in Gallup, New
tery Flu. I believe it was Chairman Zah, and Mexico. Now, does that tell you they’re a
I do believeit was ChairmanZah who Chaired little bit concerned or a lot concerned?
the Special Council Session. So I don’t know
if that had any effect on what’s going on but Rick: Sounds like a good place for a
I hope it enlightened a few people.
“research” facility!
There also is an articleI would like to point out
to you, in the tabloids. Were you aware that
the NAT’.OIVAL JZXAiVI.!V..had an article
entitled, “Secret CIA Files RevealGerm Warfare Test Accident Killed Navajo Indians”.

Wes: Right, they moved into a nice, roomy
building. We know where they are and
we’re going to be watching them. I just
hate to see all these, and it started off being
a lot of Navajo people being victimized, and
I hate to see people of any race or color
Rick: Sounds like an “interestingAarticle.
being victimized. It really is a sad thing
when the government comes out here and
Wes: It WAS an interestingarticle. I read the does these kinds of things to you and to all
article and it was off-base in a lot of regards. of us and apparently spreading it from
What it basically said was that when they state to state.
captured Saddam Hussein’s biological warfare, they captured severalweapons that they I just want to say, pav attention people, it
weren’t sure what they were. Supposedly is happening. It is real! Commander
they brought it back here and tested it to see Hatonn’s crew is very much here! I apprewhat would happen. They wanted to come up ciate the fact that he has made his preswith a vaccine to be able to tight it if it was ence known. We have seen the craft. They
released in the future and it was released seem to be in a big circle now, Rick, around
purposely on the Navajo Indians and when the area. They’re many, many of them up
they started dying they realized it was much in the air. In fact, it’s usually pretty easy
more powerful than they thought. What for me to go out and spot a UFO but now,
theyte done, subsequently to this, and as there are so many of them in the sky,Rick, I’m
you well know, sometimes the tabloids will having a hard time telling the UFOs from
give you a great deal of truth and then just stars and planet-that’s how many craft
throw it out there and see how people will from Hatonn’s Command are in this area
react. I’m not saying the article is true. There showing their presence. And this is an
is a “germ” of truth in here, I don’t mean that ongoing thing. Wetre seen these craft again
as a pun, but... What happened with the in the daylight hours, not just at night article, subsequently, though, they put a big particularly early in the morning. It’s ongoarticle in the Albuquerque Journal stating, ing. Hatonn’s activity here. It is an impres“TabloidPortraysCIAIs CulpritIn Epidemic”. sive presence he is showing to the people,
What they’tredone now, they’vejust demol- especially the Native American Navajo tribe,
ished this stoIy.
and others who know, and as a sign to the
Government: “Don’t mess with thesepeople!”
Rick: It’s a usual way of discounting and
obscuring the truth of the matter.
.
Do you have any other questions?
Wes: Now, what happens, anyone like me
who mentions the CIA or the Office of Naval
Intelligence or somebody that’s involved in
this as an experiment on germ warfare on
people in America...
Rick: Sure, you’re just a conspiracy nut...
Wes: Yeah, they bringthisarticle up now and
show how stupid it is and it really hurts the
cause, I think, ofpeople like me who are trying
to tell peopleTHE TRUTH. They’re pretty well

Rick: How is the local community generally? Are they falling back to sleep or are
they concerned? Are they talking?
Wes: Now what they’ve done is-this is
very clever-they’ll come out with an article every other day in the papers. Yes,
they’re still covering these stories. Now,
when a death comes out they automatically don’t report where it’s from. They do
not give you much information about it.
Then they put a little disclaimer on there,
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‘Well, it could be the Mystery Flu but we’re
going to have to do a little more investigation...A Then you turn to the paper the
next day, say it was 19 died, the next day
it will be 2O...so you wonder, “Who died
and where?” Are they adding on new cases
or old cases? The information is real
shakey now.
When the outbreak first happened, they
would tell -you the name of the person,
where they were from, it was easy to see
what was going on. Now the information is
scattered. What is happening, because of
the news shutdown, unless there was a
case that happened right here in Gallup
where somebody died, they have fallen
asleep. Yes, they have, very much so.
They’ve gone back to paying their bills and
doing all of the things they did before,
without paying attention to what was REALLY going on. And yes, it’s very sad but
it’s like old news.
Rick: Anything else you’ve dug up?
We had some more inside information on
the events. I have people working on the
story. For instance, when pilots fly victims
of the Mystery Flu over to Albuquerque for
treatment-and there are people in Albuquerque right now, I think 4 or 5, who are
on respirators-they would give the pilots
gloves, mask, and clomx spray.

This is while they were flying a sick person,
like an air ambulancesituation,from here to
Albuquerque. They also claim that they had
them on like a mini-respirator and had a
mini-filter on it so that the air, supposedly,
didn’t get out into the open. That’swhat they
were telling the pilots. What we want people
to understand from this is that if they did
have amini-respirator on it or a mini-filteron
it and they are sequesteringthese people in a
specialsectionof theUniversityof New Mexico
Hospital, then they are fearful that it can be
spread person-to-person!They keep coming
out and saying that it really is a very low
possibility, but their actions would strongly
indicate otherwise!
It’s a massive problem.
It is still ongoing and it is still as bad as when the
first day it was reported in May.
It
abates a little bit, it might have a week
lull, but then it comes back. And we’re
still getting sick peopl-nd
now it
seems to be becoming meningitis, like I
said. I think we still have a VERY HUGE
PROBLEM here and, I hate to say it, but
people are falling asleep. The media is
not reporting it anymore, doesn’t seem
to be big news, and so who cares about
it.
Well, lullaby or not, that’s NOT
what’s happening-it’s
serious here, it’s
a very strange place to be right now,
Rick.
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CONTACT

Suspends
Publication
7/16/93 #l

HATONN

COMMENTS FIRST
CONTACT NEWSPAPER
SUSPENDS PUBLICATION

I need to make a statementabout publicationof the paper becausewe need to forewarn
you that we PROBABLYwill not issuea paper
the first week in August. This is for several
reasonsfrom funds, postage,weary team, the
first break since onset for several of our staff
(like four-five years) and thus and so. We
have ongoing legal needs, court hearings,
depositions, and you name it, our people are

bogged in it.
see coming to visit DON’T SHOOT IN THE
We are torn because it gives a hiatus of BACK.
information flow on ones like Russbacher,
NOW FOR LUKE PERRY
Renick, etc., etc., but our people are in serious need of a respite and recovery so that
therewill be funds for the followingweek. We
Mr. Perry is an accomplice of Green’smust do ‘something” and this appearsto be, ~ in the attack and attempted receivership of
the best approach.- Perhaps we will need to the Institute. He is the-one who put allthe
make it a two-weekbreak but we are working disinformation of personal nature and corporations in the international media
to not have to do that if possible.
It is true that “He who shall introduce through the Associated Press. He has so
into public affairs the principles of Christ far avoided ‘sesice” of legal papers. It is
WILL CHANGE
THE FACE OF THE time now to get’that job done, lawyers, for
WORLD”--but it surely is NOT easy.
he is on the attack against Mrs. Perry’s
Dharma and I will NOT STOP WRITING estate AGAIN and is serving legal docujust as we do now-so you will be very ments against her. THIS IS NOT ACCEPT“behind” and can expect big papers again ABLE.
What you do about Leon is up to you.
at upstart. I guess this is a vacation for
SOME-but not around here. Perhaps, Leon may not have realized the full extent
however, you readers will have a chance to of his intentions or what he has caused to
catch up a bit on some other really neces- happen-but ones AROUND him know
exactly what they have done and SO DOES
sary reading--even the old papers.
Hopefully we won’t need to repeat this HIS LAWYER. I shall, however, be a bit
kind of a break often, but we do what we upset myself if you cause the Institute to
must do and ask your patience and prayers. bring any focus to self in efforts to treat him
We have come to make an impact, now, DIFFERENTLY than any other participant.
and we must hold the line lest we be pulled Everyone is going to get everything out and
down. We will do the best we can. Thank the Institute is more substantialand stable
you.
daily. Do that which you feel suitable--but
be cautious for the corporations involved
in the complaint letters STILL need to have
activation of action. Just realize that “I”
can “see” farther than you! Perhaps it is
time to tell Mr. Abbott where to shove his
legal demands. “They” have garnered no
right to pleasant nor, in fact, return AT
ALL! They stopped the ability of the Institute to function through their assault with
Green, and to give them priority favor is
unacceptable as well.

Holy Cow, Batman!

The Plot Thickens
7/16/93 #l

HATONN

NASTY SOGGIES
THE HEAT ONLY GETS HOTTER
The pressures are getting so heavy here
that I must speak, again, of rather personal
things. There are assassination rumors
out about Russbachers and, also, unbeknownst to Dharma until this writingagainst her and E.J. Assassination? Could
they possibly mean “murder”? I think that
would be a most “unwise” attempt but the
nit-wits have tried it often before and things
are getting pretty hot (or WET) as the case
may be and the public is getting pretty
suspicious.
GEORGE GREEN
THE “ELUSIVE” FLIM - FLAM MAN
George has abruptly “flown the coopn.
He has not yet dived off to Costa Rica, but
he has secretly moved his body to Montana. How stupid a move-does he actually think we do not KNOW before he even

finalizes his jaunts?
Already, now, word has come back IMMEDIATELY as to Bozeman and Missoula.
The facts are “Missoula” is the target and
I am told there will be a couple or so
interesting persons waiting to greet him in
his “new operations”. You must understand that WE are the least of George
Green’s and Gary Anderson’s problems.
They have sheriffs in two states looking for
them and find only disconnected phones
and an absent Ybossnat the America West
office. George now has charges ranging
from theft to mail fraud out against him. A
group of Special Forces “boys” are also
forming a “greeting” committee here and
there to remind these people of their responsibility to truth in America and American business ventures.
By the way-George has offered a settlement (since his business will close anyway): The Institutegets theworthless books
and HE GETS THE GOLD! My, my, that
gold does cause him trouble. I think, if I
were George, that I would be VERY cautious about my “frontsides” for the ones I

THE GEORGE GREEN AND
“DR. JOHN COLEMAN” CONNECTION:
A MATCH SLIPPERY AS TEFLON
I suggest that”John Coleman” payvery
close ATTENTION also. Connections and
original “intelligence” activities which
dumped us off into this river of US&,P
problems are about to flood-out culprits to
the same extent of Iowa and THAT river
swamping.
This will be easy to track and understand, perchance, if you have “Dr. John
Coleman’s” book called, CONSPIRATORS’
HIERARCHY:

The Story Of The Committee

300, which my people paid for, did the
work on and published for him-with credit
claimed by George Green. At the time,
even, ones asked why were we doing this
when the handwriting was on the wall
about these two grafters, shakers and
movers? I told them then and I repeat
now-GOD
NEVER DOES ANYTHING
CARELESSLY. The information you now
need is held within the work and having
DONE THE WORK and at the time, even
having direct permission to use the inforOf
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ships with “Coleman” and is mailing out etc., at the time of the Falkland Islands
lots of advertising for the books of US&P- fiasco. I cannot remind you often enough
that everything is hooked to everything
so??
Now, for starters: KNOW, readers, that else and you are going to have to go back
it is reported from VERY HIGH-LEVEL and read the whole bunch of JOURNALS
INTELLIGENCE (VERY HIGH-LEVEL AND if you want to connect all this ‘stuff”.
NOT ETHERIC) that US&P is backed by, [Editor’s note: You can catch the most
basically funded by and RUN by-THE recent outlay ofthe Falkland Islands War
are told it may be available from OMNI BROOKINGS INSTITUTE! But, it is worse TRUE story in the S/ 1 l/93 CONTACT.]
We will have to take ‘Haig” out of
Christian Book Club, P.O. Box 900566, than this as far as I am concerned-howPalmdale, CA 93590;
$16.95 + $2.50 ever, we start where we can logically make context but he plays a strong role right
here as regards the Brookings Institute
postage 8a handling for one book, 10% sense of this story.
so bear with us, please.
discount for larger quantities.] I would
BROOKINGS INSTITUTE
dearly ENJOY a tqwsuit from EITHER one
QUOTING:
THE BRAIN CENTER
so they show their hands, locations and
activities.
...But before his military promotion
So, what difference would that make?
Well, the Brookings Institute is THE TOP took him out of Washington, let it be
UNIVERSITY OF SCIENCE
LISTED functionary (there are bunches- known that Alexander Haig, in conjuncAND PHILOSOPHY
and outstanding is RAND) institution of tion with Kissinger, all but destroyed the
I am going to need to word this writing the Tavistocklnstitute in the United States office of the President of the United States
in such away that the court won%construe engaged in brrrinwas hing at a22ZeueZs, and its government. The chaos left by
it as ill-begotten or slanderous informa- Including government, the militaty, Kissinger and Haig in the wake of
tion-in order to protect my secretary. I Ibusfness, nelww
organizations QtlcI Watergate has never been chronicled to the
best of my knowledge [‘Coleman”]. On the
shall simply report what is fact, and now educa+=..
.,.*
Before we go on, let it be remembered insistence of the Royal Institute for Interconfirmed, without reference, to persons
involved-for you will probably find that that John Coleman claimed to be an agent national Affairs, Haig virtually took over
most ‘personsA involved, say, as is Dr. of MI-6, etc., of British Intelligence. WILL management of the Government of the
Binder of US&P, MORE UNINFORMED of YOU FIND IT “INTERESTING” TO KNOW United States after the April 1973 coup
THAT US&P IS RUN BY MI-6 AND MI-5 OF d’etat. Bringing 100 RoundTable agents
what I shall tell you, than are YOU.
chosen FROM THE BROOKINGS INSTIIs all this information PROVEN? Yes, BRITISH INTELLIGENCE?!
Will
it
further
be
interesting
to
note
that
TUTE
OF POLICY STUDIES AND THE
but there is much clever manipulation and
COUNCIL
ON FOREIGN RELATIONS, Haig
disguise involved. It is that Dr. Binder is. the Board of Directors is primarily “Briteffortingto gather up funding and resources ish”‘with one. token “Jew” by the name of filled the top 100 posts iu Washinplton
to further Dr. Russell’s work-REALLY1 He Cohen3 .There is direct information that with men who, like himself, were belives “sort-of” between Montana and Colo- Prince Charles-also sits on that Board. He, holden to a foreign power.
rado-not in Virginia at Swannanoa Pal-’ at the least, visits for “special occasions”
END OF QUOTING
ace. .I have no comment at all about this ‘similar to that which Bush visited in Ausarrangement-he is the President of the tralia: ,Gets sticky from here, readers.
“University” and we shall drop that right
Let’s’ ‘go back and ‘check out the
TAVISTOCK INSTITUTE
(BRITISH INTELLIGENCE)
there, please. The following, however; will Brookings.Institute just briefly. And, furbe that which will spark interest in several ther, I am simply going to quote from
The next question from new readers is,
ofyou readers-but again, I must be objec- CONSPLR/?ORS’HRZARCHYby”Dr. John
tive and “journalistic”’ in my information Coleman” ‘(Pavlonski) to keep my scribe OWho or what is Tavistock?” Well, it is
connected directly to the Committee of 300
here.
out of trouble...
THAT RULES THE WORLD. MI-6 is the
I would, however, suggest that Nora
main resource of the Committee of 300
hold up on plans to visit Virginia at this
.QUOTING.:
when it comes to “Intelligence”. Over
time. THIS information is going to be very
NEW to Nora and I do not want her going
The Brookings Institution: Dedicates hundreds of years, MI-6 has established a
innocently into something in behalf of. a its work. to what it calls a ‘national record which no other intelligence agency
biography on Russell, which may well be agenda”. Wrote President Hoover’s pro- can even come near to duplicating. MI-6
more interesting than anticipated.
gram, President Roosevelt’s ‘New Deal”, agents have gathered information from the
“New four corners of the Earth and have carried
the Kennedy Administration’s
WHO IS BEHIND US&P?
Frontiers” program (deviation from it out secret operations that would astound
cost John F. Kennedy his life), and Presi- even the most knowledgeable-if ever they
Well, we have told you for a long time dent Johnson’s
*Great Society”.
were to be made public, which is why it
and have been confronted in a’ Federal Brookings has been telling the United rates as the Master Service of the CommitCourt for so-doing. But, you must now States .Government how to conduct its tee of 300.
Officially, MI-6 does not exist, its budget
know that you have-PROOF of the involve-;’ affairs for the past 70 years and is still
priment of the Committee of 300 Hi.erarchy. doing so on behalf of the Committee of comes out of the Queen’s purse and l
vate funds”, and is reported to be in a
Perhapsitissimply’used~andones’don’t
300.
range of $350-$500 million per annum,
know? Well, ones KNEW ENOUGH TG
but no one knows for sure what the exact
GO DIRECTLY “I‘HERE”. TO GET AT US.
END OF QUOTING
amount is. In its present form, MI-6 dates
NOW JUST WHO’ WOULD KNOW SO
ALEXANDER HAIG
back to 1911, when it was under the lead‘Coleman”?
Green?
Well,
MUCH?
‘Coleman” (Pavlonski) was mad-as-hell at
ership of Sir Mansfield Gumming, a capGreen at the time it broke on us. Now,
I will remind you that Haig was upset tain in the Royal Navy, who was always
Green admits he still has working relation- and very focused along with Rockefellers, identified by the letter %“, firom which
mation EXACTLY AS OFFERED, I now feel
free to share some of the tracings. If you
don’t have the book, just hold on and let us
check out resources other than America
West for it appears they are “out of business” anyway, if running out in the middle
of the night (both of these men have done
this) is a clue to ethics. [Editor’s note: We
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The Tavistock Institute, at Sussex University and London sites, is owned and
controlled by the Royal Institute for International Affairs whose ‘hofjuden” in
America is HENRY KISSINGER.
Oh, by the way-the work of Walter
Russell of which the University is after
developing, is any form of FREE ENERGYI doubt that they are too interested in the
“cause of God and LIGHT” except as it
applies to the One World Order.
I think it now becomes self-evident WHY
Mr. Green would want to get on ‘their
GOOD side”-secretly. It further explains
why he would not need to “make a deal”
himself particularly as the entire suit would
be dumped on “Grandmother” here and
perhaps we would all just go away!?! I
think that if I were George Green I might
well consider “a settlement”, too. My
people ucannot” settle for there is nothing
to “pay-off to the ones bringing suit. Even
Dharma and E.J. CAN settle but for what?
There is no resource from which to pay the
legal fees at best. They can be forced to
accept a “judgement” but they cannot pay
it, so what have we here? And, why, if
George Green claimed to have had so
MUCH, kept legal papers FROM EKKERS,
etc., would he not be the target-UNLESS
THERE IS LOTS BENEATH THE SURFACE?
DOES HE KNOW WHAT HE IS DOING? It
has gone so far now that it is out of our
hands-and he certainly hasn’t shown any
indication of ‘change” or rectification.
We don’t have any pick with the University of Science and Philosophy. We could
not even be considered in the same running as far as competition-with them IF
THE FACTS COULD EVER BE HEARD. We
honor one, DR. WALTER RUSSELL, for his
gifts. We ONLY want to honor Dr. Russell,
for we are NOT EVEN INTERESTED WHATSOEVER IN HIS PROJECTIONS OF FREE
ENERGY DEVELOPMENT. He realized it
comes from LIGHT but he did not develop
methodology. The University, further, from
indications above-has a more definite
thrust into BRAIN-CONTROL STUDIES
WITH Ml-6. This, further, indicates why
the focus was so pointed toward Mary Eddy
and Christian Scientists (mutually exclusive terms). If you have ‘religion” you CAN
NOT have “science”. This is not an INSULT; it is simply a fact of “definition”.
I have no interest in doing battle with
these ones at ANY LEVEL. I am not interested in competition, their work or their
business. We are about as “OPPOSITE” IN
DIRECTION OF INTENT AS ANY TWO ENTITIES ON YQUR EARTH COULD BE! I
believe it will become more clearly defined
as to ‘why” as we move on below.

presentation of second-hand information.
This touches so closely on “incredible”
activities as to cause me to be very guarded.
It is TRUE and that is my only personal
comment.
There were recently some people who
went to the Swannanoa Palace on a “tour”.
There is a $6.00 fee charged for ones who
wish to tour the palace, which is now
getting in serious disrepair.
The grounds, which were once magnificent with gardens and statues, are now
getting very run-down. One reason these
people wanted to visit was to again see the
statue of “Sananda” (The Teacher) in the
garden, done by Dr. Russell. Here is what
was found: The people left the organized
tour and wandered out onto the grounds,
unnoticed at first. The buildings in the
back areawere in a terrible state of repairvery neglected and untended while showing great need for resources.
They went to the statue to find a shocking sight. The statue had (on a prior visit
some years ago) been landscaped with
beautiful shrubs and flowers, but basically
“stood alone”. IT IS NOW CENTERED IN
FLOWER BEDS WHICH FORM A SATANIC
PENTAGRAM.

Moving on around to the back and
distant side of the estate itself, was a tower
with a “jumping type” of platform on it.
Beneath that was a freshly filled-in pit of
some kind. This area is obviously given
now to rituals of some sort and ‘neighbors” report all sorts of weird things going
on back therebut decline to talk about it.
There was indication that somehow,
recent visitors of Royalty or tourists of
some kind had come for a ‘RETREAT” for
an “overnighter”. Hmm-n-n, at the same
time Prince Charles visited in the U.S. and
WAS SEEN AT SWANNANOA.
Dr. Russell’s early works (long, long
prior to his meeting with Lao and this
group from Great Britain) were given to the
public-and, the originals were gifted to
Princeton University. I have no further
comment about this. If we somehow damaged Dr. Russell in our offering honor for
his work, we apologize. Never was our
intent to do other than enlighten people to
the truth of their own projection-not form
any kind of competitive circumstance. I
repeat, we still have NO QUARREL with
anyone from US&P OR over the work. We
HONOR DR. RUSSELL.
Do you think the people attending
Koresh’s Waco location-knew they were
involved with Ml-6, The Committee of 300,
ATF, MK-ULTRA brainwashing intensive
and such? Of course NOT. But, confound
it-Coleman and Green DID!

research can uncover!j

SHOCKED?
Are you readers ‘shocked” by all this?
Well, ifyou aren’t-then you must be dreaming. Dharma is “blown away’ by these
revelations, as is E.J. and the other team
HERE.
Ekkers came to this place to basically
retire and live out their days with family
and friends. It NEVER had occurred to
Dharma to write more than a recipe. It all
began just as innocently-to be scooped
up by Green and then we really went to
work! Who knows what-and when do
they know it? Chelas, things EVOLVE and
ones pick up their responsibilities and so it
goes.
Further, there should be no reason that
one “Dr. John Coleman” (alias Pavlonski,
or whoever he is) would have reason to
attack the Ekkers or anyone here-he RECEIVED greatly and generously from these
people and FROM ME PERSONALLY! YES,
THAT IS ‘ME”, HATONN. He can go forth
and pretend that he knew Green was
‘Hatonn”. NO, THAT IS A LIE-HE KNEW
EXACTLY WHO I AM AND WAS! THAT was
not a lie, “John”-but you, too, chose the
way of human weakness and lost your
protection. Those are choices EACH makes
as you pass ‘through”.
Then comes the error in judgementwhich appears at first as somethn-rgwhich
will annoy and *getcha”l This moves on
into the morass and entanglement of great
Who in their wildest
involvement.
imaginings would believe that an effort to
‘cause a bit of trouble” to a perceived
enemy would uncover the Tavistock Institute in full operations through the
Brookings Institute and British Intelligence
and brainwashing programs of the highest
level?
It is #John” who is in serious trouble
now and I shall share with you readers
from his work so that we can give him some
credit and, hopefully, offer him some protection in the physical.
I have been brought a copy of LIGHT
WAVESfrom US&P-just of interest. Ifyou
have access (for I declare we dare not
reprint anything from the flyer) to thisREAD DR. BINDER’S PRESDEIVT’S MES-

SAGE “Choices &i Focus On the Good”.
THIS IS SUPERBLY WRITTEN AND
CAN ONLY COME FROM ONE WITH INI, TOO,
SIGHT AND REALIZATION.
WOULD ONLY PRAY THAT DR. BINDER
DOES NOT KNOW!
THIS MAN IS A
UHEALERn AND OF HIGHEST CHARACTER-HE
WOULD HAVE NO WAY TO
[Editor’s note: By the wuy, we are run- “KNOW”! GOD BLESS EACH AND ALL
ning Q most interesting and reveuling docu- OF YOU AS YOU WALK THROUGH THIS
RITUALS - ANOTHER REPORT
ment-which
came to us anonymously this VEILED EXPERIENCE, FOR THE WAY IS
past week-on the Waco Texas Massacre on STREWN WITH THE UNSEEN SNARES. I
The next is going to be fully in the puges 26 - 27. Amazing what some diligent HAVE NO WISH TO DAMAGE ANYONE” _
.-_
^I. . .
a._ .“.._ .._._“^
_-+L _ . .._.. . _<.*.. . -A*. . .
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BUT I CANNOT LONGER STAND BY AND Hellfire Clubs, and many others were either for you
SEE MY PEOPLE RIPPED ASUNDER.
totally unknown here, or else their true func.
There never was, nor is, ANY intent to tionswere at best but poorly understood,if at
slander or damage or plagkize anything
fkoxn anyon-nly
HONOR a gifted MAN
who had a GIFT to give MANKIND. Ifwe did
it badly, then perchance there might be
upositive~ goodness gained from the experience for ALL.

all.
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HATONN

PROMISES, PROMISES, PROMISES
In 1969-1970I set about remedying the
situation in a series of monographs and
This is the kind of abuse I have to takefrom
cassette tapes; Much to my surprise I soon
found plenty of people willing to quote these my team-mates.EveryotherwritingI seem to
names as if they had &mownof them all of say somethingto the effectthatI will write on a
Let us just leave this particular subject their-writingcareers,but who were not in the givensubjectwhennextwesittowri~dthat
now and give some honor and accolades to least bit knowledgeable about the subjects, is the lastyou hear or see of it. I know, it must
‘Dr. Coleman”. We have his papers, etc., for yet quite unwilling to state the source of their seemlike Dondaceon his TV interviewshows,
our people did the editing, readying for press lately acquired information. I consoled my- whenhe says,“I promiseIll letyou speakwhen
and all the work involved with raw manu- self with the thought that imitation is the we get backfrom commercialbreak’.
script. I wish to take nothing from ‘Dr. sincerest form of flattery.
There are so many wondrouslyinteresting
Coleman”; in fact, our people received inforI pursued my investigations,pressing on subjectsandsolittlespacetocoveritall-please
mation from Japan from ones wishing to in the face of severe risks, attacks on myself bearwith my goodintentionsand I’lltry to bear
translate his book and print several thou- and my wife, fmancial losses, continual ha- withyours. GoodJOURNALISMdemandsfolsand. We gladly forwarded that information rassment, threats and calumny, all part of a low-upand backupbut my secretarycops-out
to hisPostaIBoxnumberandwehopethathe carefully-crafted and orchestrated program and claimsto be “only human*+& leastfrom
received the inquiries for that would be quite to discredit me, run by government agents wristto flngersl So be it.
a nice income project for him and his family. and informers, embedded in the so-called
WhatIhad%s~pmmisedwasa(Dr.Peter)
It was to have gone through Green, but it Christian right wing, the ‘Identity Move- Beterstorywhichwould pointout how orchesseemed more appropriate, since George is mentA and rightwing ‘patriotic” groups. trated the situationis with banks, opposing
“missing”, to send it DIRECTLY to resource. These agents operated, and still operate, parties,gold standard,etc. The writingsalso
I.& us just begin and, each week in the under cover of strong and fearless outspo- aJlowfor someobservationsof vlayers” which
paper, perhaps, we can offer you chaptersor ken opposition to Judaism-their main will helpyou to beginto decipherwhois whatin
excerptsfrom CONSPIRATORS’M
enemy, they would have us believe. Their thisgame.Ifyou donot havebackground,Ican
7’heStoryOfThe CommateeOf 300. Today,we agent-informers are led and controlled by a onlysuggestthatyou”catchup”bemusewe~
will offer his Foreword.
group of homosexuals who are well-liked offer a LCYI’“again” but with the over 30,ooO
and well-respected by political and reli- pagesofworkinthesepast48months-them is
JOHN COLEMAN FROM “300”
gious conservatives all across the United no way to offer it timely. THEN, we can look at
weathermanipulationaspmsentedyearsagoby
States.
Their program of calumny, lies and this sameresource.
QUOTING:
ThefollowingwillcomedimctIyfromatranhatred, disinformation about my work,
Foreword
even lately attributing it to other writers, script of Dr. Peter David Beter’s Audio Letter
continues unabated but it has not had the #67,1xxordedonAUGUST25,1981.(I’ogetDr.
In my career as a professional intelligence desired effect. I shall carry on with my task Beter’smaterialIbelievethebest~uteisthrou~
off&r, I had many occasions to access highly until I have finally ripped off the mask of ~nsinR~rtandVirginiaMeaves,
P.O.Box
classified documents,but during serviceas a the entire secret upper-level parallel gov- 271, Elm Grove,WI 53122.)
political science officer in the field in Angola, ernment that runs Britain and the U.S.
E.J.hadoffered,earlier,to assistin publishWest Africa, I had the opportunity to view a This book is a part of that ongoing effort. ing Beter’sworks, but the responsewas that
seriesoftop secretclassifieddocumentswhich
Dr. John Coleman, Nouember I991 “there are plans’ which did not include this
were unusually explicit. What I saw filled me
place. I don’tknow where it now lays but I do
with anger and resentment and launchedme
knowthat l4-%cotiR@still
runs segments
END OF QUOTING
on a course from which I have not deviated,
of his tapes(transcribed)in the paperand does
namely to uncover what power it is that
I have no intent to take from the book all makesomethingavailableto
thepublicthmugh
controls and manages the British and United the lists and such-this is up to you if you the EducationServiceCouncil.
States’ governments.
want the information and don’t want to
I, Hatonn,personallyworluzd
with Dr. Beter
I was thoroughly familiar with all of the rummage back through old JOURNALSandcanven’Eythathisinformatonwas~p1~~.
well known secret societies such asthe Royal but Dr. Coleman gave an excellent over- Even thougha particularincidentwill be outInstitute for International Affairs (RIIA), the view of who is what in this Conspiracy. dated-the !hctsremainand the plan and play
CouncilonForeignRelations(CFR),theBilder- Yes, indeed, others have also spelled it out only changein arenasand playem The overall
bergers, Trilaterals, the Zionists, Freema- for you-and even done a far better job in PIAN neverchangesother thanvery slightlyto
sonry, Bolshevism,Rosicrucianismand allof bringing players of local interest into your be flexible and further confuse the audience
the spin-offs of these secret societies. As an attention. Dr. Peter Beter was outstand- (YOU).
intelligence officer, and even before that as a ing in revealing the workings and what
Dr. Beter said:“If the CorporateSocialists
young student in the course of my studiesat was going on on specific fronts, from am succes&l, Americawill be torn by internal
the British Museum in London, I had cut my political to weather manipulations. That convulsions@.rworse
than the CivilWar;but if
eye teeth on all of them, plus agood number is a good subject to look at because, for they do n#tsucceed, the B&he&me
of others with whom I imagined Americans decades now, there have been weather noonecanrtaptheituwnplansf=doaninawere familiar.
manipulations EXACTLY LIKE WHAT tion of America and eventual@ the d*
But when I came to the United States in YOU ARE EXPERIENCING RIGHT NOW- YOU MUST LOOK MOST CAREFULLY AT
1969,I found that nameslike the Order of St. WORLDWIDE BUT SPECIFICALLY IN THE WHERE YOU ARE--NowI
John of Jerusalem, Club of Rome, the Ger- AREA OFTHE MISSISSIPPI RIVER, U.S.A.
Iaskthatthissimplybecopiedasis Iwillbe
man Marshall Fund, the Cini Foundation,
So, AGAIN, readers, we will have three preparedto comment but I believe the inforthe Round Table, the Fabianists, the Vene- or four %tories” going at once and we’ll mationwiiprettywellspeakforitselfandyouwill
tian Black Nobility, the Mont Pelerin Society, just do the best we can to flesh them out be able to makeconnections.
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Corporate Socialists
Versus
Bolshevik Socialists
QUOTING:
LETTER

#67

tug of war. It all reflects the great power
struggle behind closed doors.
[H: Please keep in mind as we go along

that as we copy this presentationthings have continued to evolve into
this New World Order where the admini&ration cabinet members and “Secretaries” serve the new master, the U.N.
August 25. 1981
and One World Order MORE OPENLY
[H: Do not overlook thiw
er a de- AND VISIBLY-IT
WAS ALREADY, HOWEVER, TARING MASSIVE SHAPE FOR
cade AGO.]
BIRTHING.]
TOPIC # 1: The entity President Reagan
On one side are the Corporate Socialis fond of saying in speeches, quote: “I was i&s of the Rockefeller Cartel. Back in the
RlKE

LN WASHINGZKNU BY
TWO FACTIONS

a Democrat longer than I have been a
Republican.” Likewise, his past heroes of
the White House Oval Office are more often
Democrats than Republicans. And the
hero we hear about the most often of all
from our actor president is Franklin D.
Roosevelt. From the beginning, the socalled Reagan Administration has been
modeled along lines pioneered by FDR in
the 1930s. Like FDR, the present admini&ration tried to hit the ground running
with big changes in federal policies. Now,
as then, the Executive Branch of the Government is claiming a public mandate to
flatten Congressional opposition like a
steam roller; and even though they look
different today, the real issues now are
once again the same as they w=e in the

days of FDR five decades ago this was
mainly an oil cartel. From there itgrew and
diversified into a world-wide Corporate
Socialist empire made up of multinational
corporations.
On the other side of the current power
struggle in America are the State Socialists, the Bolsheviks. Like the Rockefeller
Cartel, the Bolsheviks have “collectivism”
as their ultimate goal-that is, both groups

bling with the hollow echoes’of 1933, and
yet there is also one major difference today.
In 1933 there was just one major power
behind the throne, so to speak, dominating
the United States Government. Today, in
1981, there are two powerful factions who
are challenging each other for government&control. Anenormous power struggle is
going on behind closed doors which has
afflicted the United States Government
with schizophrenia. Policy-making has
turned into a series of skirmishes between
these two power groups. As a result, the
Government zigs and zags, this way and
that. Top officials, such as the Secretaries
of State and Defense, are always in a public

For decades, from 1917 until very recently, these two collectivist forces had
theirown separate power bases. Rockefeller
Corporate Socialism held sway in America,
while the State Socialist Bolsheviks controlled the Soviet Union. The two sides
came in contact only on an international
basis, and under those conditions they
operated as secret allies. But over the
past five years everything has changed. In
1976 the Bolsheviks were finally pried
loose from. control of the Kremlin by a
determined band of native Russians. Their
achievement was the result of six decades
of tireless struggle, but it came as a shock
both to the Bolsheviks in Russia and to the

Rockefeller force here. The Kremlin’s new
masters want no part of the international
intrigues formerly carried out in tandem
with the United States. They also want no
part of the Bolsheviks. The Bolsheviks are
being run out of Russia, so they are trying
to use the United States as their new power
base. This situation has brought the Bolsheviks into direct competition with the
Rockefeller Cartel for power over the United
States-and the world!
In late 1977 I reported that a quiet new
Bolshevik revolution was getting under
way here in America with the help of the
Rockefeller Cartel. It was a desperate
attempt by these two groups, formerly international allies, to join forces on the
domestic level. At that time both the
Rockefellers and the overthrown Bolsheviks from Russia were preoccupied with
staving off Russia’s new rulers. It was a
classic case of that old famous principle:
“rhe Enemy of my enemy is my friend.”
What the Rockefeller Cartel has learned
instead is that sometimes my enemy’s enemy is also my enemy. In early 1979 the
Bolsheviks here launched an all-out drive
to seize total control away from the
Rockefellers. They did not quite succeed,
as I detailed in the past, but the Rockefeller
Cartel was grievously wounded. For more
than two years now the behavior of the
United States has reflected one basic factthat is, no one is clearly, decisively in
charge. Instead, the struggle continues.
In February 1979 I reported in AUDIO
LETTER NO. 43 that, quote:
“Soon the inevitable internal conflict
here in the United States will be getting
under way. On one side there are the
Corporate Socialists of the now headless
Rockefeller Cartel. On the other, there are
the Bolshevik State Socialists.” [H: I won’t

want to concentrate allwealthand power
in a few hands-namely, their own. But
the Bolsheviks want to do it in a differgo into it here-but we have also offered
ent way.
The Corporate
Socialists of the whatwemeanby“Headless”Rockefeller
Rockefeller Cartel want their own giant Cartel. It gets into such clandestine
corporations to be the real masters of soci- circumstances that I have to ask you to
ety. By contrast, the Bolshevik Socialists refer BACK to prior writings. It is most
1930s. Those issues are: The crumbling want the Government to be all-powerful. important to know-but too lengthy for
economy, approaching war, and the Through the Government, the Bolsheviks HERE. The “Rockefeller you see and
political future of the United States.
want to control the means of production know” is NOT the Rockefeller you think
On the domestic level, 1981 is trem- directly through nationalized industries. him to be!]

My friends, it is this very internal conflict which is now showing itself daily in the
behavior of the so-called Reagan Administration.
I can now reveal that the Rockefeller
Cartel, which was almost out for the count
twoyearsago, hasmadeasurprisingcomeback in strength. As of now, the Bolsheviks here continue to dominate America’s
foreign policy through their effective control of our Military forces. But in the
economic and political arenas, it is the
Rockefeller Cartel that now seems to have
the edge. My friends, they intend to use
that edge in some stunning stratagems
intended to rebuild their own power. The
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power struggle here is starting to turn into
a race against time. The Rockefeller group
lacks the power to simply finish off the
Bolsheviks, and the reverse is also true, so
each faction is gearing up to make the
maximum use of its own areas of strength.
In thisTopic and in Topic #2, I will describe
an economic and political One-Two punch
being prepared by the Rockefeller interests. If these things can be done fast
enough, the Corporate Socialists believe
they can blast the Bolsheviks here right
out of the water; but as I will describe in
Topic #3, the Bolsheviks here have no
intention of giving the Cartel that much
time. Before they can be stopped, the
Bolsheviks intend to reach their own goalNUCLEAR WAR ONE.
p: If we can work it in, we will
continue to run thm things in series
when there is space available. Although

we have weIl covered these instances
and subjects-I
believe it all makes far
more sense to all of you readers nowthan in the past-for you can see how it
has evolved. NUCLEAR WAR ONE HAS
ONLY BEEN THWARTED TO DATE-IT
IS NOT OFF!]

WHITE HOUSE PLANS TO ENDORSE
A NEW GOLD STANDARD
Theeconomic surprisewhichlamabout
to make public will come as a shock to most
America&, and yet it has already been
foreshadowed by plans which I have previously reported on two occasions:
First, there was the plan for a gold
revaluation publicity stunt, which I reported last November 1980. America’s
alleged gold reserves are listed on Treasury
and Federal Reserve balance sheets at the
old official price of $42.22 per ounce. As
you and I know, they do not in fact have a
great deal of the gold which is listed. Those
balance sheets are fraudulent, but the
plan which I reported last November was
for our non-existent gold reserves to be
revalued at current market prices. On
paper, that would make our gold supplies
look ten times bigger in dollar terms at
current prices. The whole idea of the plan
was to reinforce the false perception that
America has a huge gold hoard. A few
weeks later the gold revaluation gimmick
started to surface. For the frost time in
many years a major article about the Fort
Knox Bullion Depository was published.
Through syndication it was published all
across the United States as well as in many
other countries.
The article referred
throughout only to the market price of
gold. The old official price was totaIly
ignored.
The next element in the plan for an
economic shock is the one which I first
reported last April. That item had to do not
with gold but with our currency i-.
I

CONTACT:

am referring to the plan to do away with the
$100 bill.
When I first reported on the plan to
eliminate the $100 bill, I received heavy
mail about it. People were stunned, but I
can report to you that the plan is still on
track; in fact, since I first made the plan
public, at least one bill has been introduced in Congress to do as I described. [H:
Not-t
still comes up constantly and
now you have the markings, stripings,
etc. There is very, very little variation
in the original PLAN, friends.]

That is what has been done with the
“Federal Gold Commission.” Congress
decreed last year that it be set up in time to
produce its report by October 7th of this
year; but after the new Administration took
office last January, the Treasury Department kept putting off creation of the Gold
Commission.
It did not come into being until June 22,
and the fast meeting of the Federal Gold
Commission was not held until just last
month on July 16. It was held behind
closed doors with no public observers, no
witnesses to testify, and with no Minutes
kept. As with all federal commissions that
matter, the Federal Gold Commission is a
lclosed shop”. It consists of four (4) Congressmen, three (3) Senators, three (3)
members of the Federal Reserve Board of
Governors in Washington, two (2) White
House advisers. and four. (41 nominallv
public members. The Chairr&n is no&
other than the Treasury Secretary himself;
and to shepherd the group in the desired
direction, the Executive Director for the
study is another insider, Dr. Anna
Schwartz.
The small contingent of four so-called
‘public” members of the Gold Commission were hand-picked for their known
views about gold. Anyone who might have
made real waves was carefully excluded
from consideration. My friend Mr. Edward
Durell is a prominent example of this. Mr.
Durell offered to serve on the Federal Gold
Commission entirely at his own expense.
He would have brought with him massive
documentation and more than adecade of
intensive activity in the realm of our gold
reserve. He would have brought true expert& about gold to the Federal Gold
Commission. His appointment to the Commission was highly recommended to the
alleged Reagan Administration by business leaders and even a few Congressmen,
but he was firmly rejected because he
knows too much!
Now that the hand-picked Federal Gold
Commission is safely in being, it’s supposed to make up quickly for lost time.
Congress may be asked to extend the deadline to January 1, 1982, but even that
would leave little time for making any
serious study of America’s monetary future. Fortunately for the Gold Commission
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members, its conclusionshave already been
preordained. Even CongressmanRon Paul,
amember of the Commission, is to be used
with or without his knowledge to achieve
these ends. [H: OUCH!]
Whenever the Federal Gold Commission issues its report, its recommendations are to set the stage for dramatic
action by the President. Sometime in early
1982 two things will be done at the same
time. One will be to abolish the old official
price of gold, $42.22 per ounce, and let the
gold price ‘float”. The other part of the
announcement will be that Congress will
be asked to restore gold backing for the
dollar. It would be a 20% gold backing, as
currently planned, based on the market
price of gold. In effect, the dollar and gold
will ‘float” together in international markets; but for domestic purposes, it will be
claimed that this is a new gold standard
which will restore stability to the dollar.
For the first time since 1968there will be a
governor or a brake on the supply of dollars. [H: Oopm
what WENT WRONG?
I thought you might see that higher
stakei took precedent and the battle
still is being waged! Does not “higher
politics” and Qconomics~ take on m-e
meaning when you can see WHAT actually has and is tafdngplace? WHY didn’t
this get done? I think you have to look
again at the old Bolshti
and other
blackmail fronts. You certaMy do not
have brakes on the supply of dollars-

YOU PRINT MORE THAN YOU EVER
DID-BACKED BY NOTHING, AS THE
DEBT TO THE WORLD RANKERSGOES
THROUGH THE COSMOS!]
My friends, this will be only a pseudo
gold standard, not a real one. You and I will
not be able to walk into a bank and change
a dollar bill for gold. [H: You can say that
again!] Likewise, the international gold
window which President Nixon closed 10
years ago this month will not be reopened.
The effects of the Reagan pseudo gold
standard will only be temporary at best,
lasting only a year or two, and even that
assumes that there is no war in the meantime and yet it will be a master stroke. For
a while it will alter the perception of the
dollar. It wil.lappear to be a powerful attack
on inflation here in America. That perception will be reinforced by the elimination of
the $100 bill on a separate occasion. Even
though it will not be a true gold standard,
its effect through the market place wilI be
dramatic. [H: Now, readers, when yousee
what and who brought this idea into
ruin, you will be really getting good at
deciphering the lies. No, I am not goiug
to TELL YOU-dd
it q-who
stood to
gain the MOST by thwarting such a
Ph?l

In relation to the currencies of Europe
and Japan, it will seem to make the dollar
much more valuable to be bought and
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held, but don’t be fooled! For a while it will
seem that the hey-day of the so-called
almighty dollar has returned once again.
My friends, this will be an illusion because
the enormous damage done by inflation
over the past 10 years will not be undone.
It will only be arrested temporarily.
For the averageworking man andwoman
it may provide at most a temporarybreather,
no more than that. But for the Corporate
Socialists of the Rockefeller Cartel who are
engineering it, the pseudo gold standard
wilI be a bonanza. Huge United States
multinational corporations have issued
hundreds of millions of dollars of debt
instruments in Europe in recent years.
They did this when the dollar was weak,
with the debt payable in Swiss francs, West
German marks, and other currencieswhich
were then strong. But now, as these debts
come
. due, the dollar is being made strong
This maneuver will allow those
%%to be repaid in Europe or elsewhere
in currencies which are artificially cheap.
In this and other ways it all translates into
enormous profits for the Rockefeller multinational corporations. At the same time,
the privately owned and controlled Federal Reserve Corporation has been creating record high interest rates in this country. This is creating vast opportunities
here for the Corporate Socialists in two
ways:
First, Federal Reserve policies are creating a depressionary effect on American
industry and business. Basic industries
like steel, automobiles, and housing are
being forced to lay off workers; bankruptcies are spreading; real estate, including
farm land, is lost by owners no longer able
to pay their debts; and businesses large
and small are becoming vulnerable to take
over. It’s a time ripe for mergers as the
giants swallow up their smaller rivalsmerge or die.

Besides creating this vulnerability to
take-over, Federal Reserve policies are also
pouring in the money to big member banks
to take advantage of the situation. Socalled ‘hot money” from other countries is
flowing into the United States in order to
take advantage of the high interest rates
here. That money in turn is recycled
through the big banks to finance mergers
and take-overs by the favored few giants.
All of this will be reinforced by the so-called
gold standard now being hatched by the
Corporate Socialists.
At the same time, the Bolshevik influence within the Federal Reserve and other
critical financial areas has been reduced in
recent months. The Rockefeller Cartel is
calling most of the shots at the present
time in the economic realm. This is reflected in recent subtle shifts by the Federal Reserve Corporation with regard to
struggling banks. The Bolsheviks here
want to bring down the giant banks which

have long been a major source of Rockefeller
power. But now the Federal Reserve Corporation is positioning itself to bail out any
big banks endangered by defaults on giant
loans to foreign nations. And a few days
ago the “Fed” also announced that it will
provide relatively low-interest loans to Savings & Loans that are in trouble. pH:Check
it out for hindsight is always so much
better than looking ahead!]

being attempted by the Rockefeller Cartel
are derived from plans conceived long ago,
but they are being executed today in an
environment which was not foreseen. Today, the Corporate Socialists of the
Rockefeller Cartel are in a battle to the
death against the Bolsheviks here. The
Rockefeller group are trying to gather economic power to gigantic proportions here
very quickly. If they do succeed in their
drive for unchallenged economic power
here in America, that will be the first big
punch against the Bolsheviks by the Cartel. It will lead directly into their second
blow at the Bolsheviks, which will be in the
political arena.
Economic power translates into political clout; and if the Rockefeller groups
have their way, their political blow-to-come
against the Bolsheviks here will be decisive. It is a Sunday punch designed to
completely smash Bolshevik power here. If
the Corporate Socialists are successful,
America will be tom by internal convulsions far worse than the Civil War; but if
they do not succeed, the Bolsheviks believe
no one can stop their own plans for domination ofAmerica, andeventuallytheworld.

The economic landscape is changing
constantly, thanks to the in-fighting between the State Socialist Bolsheviks and
the Corporate Socialist Rockefeller Cartel.
There will continue to be surmises which
neither I nor anyone else c&predict, but
as of now it is still the Rockefeller Cartel
that is primarily getting its way on the
economic front in America. Even governmental policies are favoring the Cartel as
far as economics is concerned.
Through the economic route, the Corporate Socialists are working fast to gather
power away from the Government and into
their own hands domestically. They are
working feverishly to make a reality of
many parts of the secret new Constitution
for America which I first made public in
1975. Under their secret new ConstituEND OF QUOTING
tion, all industry would be controlled by
the so-called authorities made up of the
This is some kind of horse race is it not?
giants of industry. Governmental regulation would be done away with, just as the Worse, no matter how you think you have
alleged Reagan Administration is trying to it ‘figured” the liars and cheats mess up
do right now. [H: Go read it again4on’t
the clear view of the path. Just let me
let the word “governtient”
fool you, remind you CITIZENS CALLED WE-THEchelas. And brothers, have you come a PEOPLE: YOU ARE NOT IN THE PLANNING
longway down the trail to the fraition of FOR WINNING EITHER WAY. May God
PLAN 2ooo!]
bless you and allow you to SEE!
My friends, many of the maneuvers now
salu.

Parowan Prophet

Speaks Again
7/16/93 #3

HATONN

We will now share the last receiving
from the “Prophet” in Utah. It is worthy
of very careful note! I don’t have much
comment on the material-but I surely
would take a CAREFUL look if I were you!
PROPHET POINTS TO PONDER
QUOTING (Parowan Prophet,
Parowan, Utah 84761, June 27, 1993):
FALSE

PROPHETS

GALORE!

went to Nineveh, a long 500 mile walk from
the seashore at Joppa? We read: The
word of the Lord came unto Jonah the son
ofAmittai, saying, “Arise and go to Nineveh,
that great city, and cry against it; for their
wickedness is come up before me.” GOD
speaking to Jonah 1:I -2.
Recall that Jonah didn’t want to go, so
he got on a ship headed the other way. m:
Sound familiar??]
God. caused a great
storm and the seamen blamed Jonah and
threw him overboard, into the sea. A great
fish (whale) swallowed him and for three
days and three nights he was in the belly of
the whale. [H: Now, we know that this

Was Jonah a false prophet when he can’t be true-BUT

BY GOLLY, SOME-
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THINGTHAT LOOKED ALMIGHTY LIKE
A ROUND WHALE OF SOME RIND-DID!
THEN, AS USUAL:) Jonah really prayed
to God and said: “I will pay that that I have
vowed. Salvation is of the Lord. AND the

Lord spake unto the fish, and it vomited
out Jonah upon the dry land.” Jonah2:9-

10. [H: Pretty good so far.]
“AND the word of the Lord came unto
Jonah the second time, saying, “Arise, go

unto Nineveh that great city, and preach
unto it the preaching that I bid thee.”
Jonah 311-2. So! Jonah walked the 500
miles to Nineveh in what is upper Iraq
today, where the Kurds live. The city was
on the banks of the Tigris River that flows
downstream to Baghdad, where Saddam
Hussein goes for a swim, then it flows on to
the Persian Gulf. ‘And Jonah began to
enter into the city a day’s journey, (a BIG
city) and he cried, and said, yet forty (40)
days, and Nmeveh shaII be overthrown.*
Jonah 3:4.

So finally Jonah did what ‘Yhe word of
the Lord” told him to do. So what does this

“word of the Lord” business mean?
St. John 1:1, 14 tells us: UInthe beginning was the Word, and the Word was with
God, and the Word was God AND the Word
was made flesh, AND dwelt among us,
(Christ) and we beheld his glory, the glory
as the only begotten of the Father, full of
grace and truth.” So “Jesus” is the Word
of God.
People in Nineveh heard Jonah, some
doubted, but many believed. Jonah said:
m“Who can tell if God will turn and repent,
AND turn away from his fierce anger, that
we perish not? AND God saw their works,
that they turned from their evil way; AND
GOD REPENTED (changed his mind) of
the evil, that HE SAID that he would do
unto them; and he did it not.” Jonah 3:910.

Later Nineveh WAS destroyed, but not
at the end of forty days as Jonah prophesied. But Jonah did what “the word of the
Lord” told him to do. But when God
changed his mind (repented) it really upset
Jonah because he looked like a fool. [H:
Still with me, faithful team?] ‘BUT it
displeased Jonah exceedingly,,and he was
very angry.”

Jonah 4:l.

In a nutshell: Jonah DID as the word of
the Lord commanded him and so wasNOT
a false prophet. The Apostle Paul understood about poor Jonah, he said: “Charity
never faileth: But whether there be prophecies, they shall fail; For we know in part,
AND WE prophesy in part. For now we see
through a glass, darkly; but then face to
face: now I know in part.” I Corinthians
13:8,9,12.

If you have never had a “vision” from
God then you do not know or understand
what He means. Once I had a vision of the
Russian leader Uri Andropov dying, the
Russians walking out of the arms talks,

AND missiles hitting in the U.S.A. I told
newspapers and later that fall the Russians DID walk out on the arms talks, but
no missiles hit us and three months later
they said Andropov was dead. My words
were published before the people to see. So
when NO missiles hit, people said I was a
false prophet. I rehearse this story to show
you that we as men don’t always understand reasons why God commands for us
to do things like He does.
A decade ago in the spring and summer
of 1983, the word of the Lord came to me
and told me to go to the Mormon Church
conference on October 2, 1983, and teII
them that they were apostate, AND had
turned from all the commandments of
God in the scriptures. Even their own

scriptures in the Bookof Mormon and their
own Doctrine and Covenants. I stood on
their Temple Square and said: ‘Woe, Woe,
yet forty days and this city shall be destroyed.” I counted forty days until November 11, 1983, and expected a nuclear
bomb to hit Salt Lake City, and 1,000 other
cities in the U.S.A. When it did NOT
happen as I had seen, I was glad, because
millions of people did not die. [H: Ah, but
my friends, he was %ght on” and you
have NO IDEA HOW YOU SQUEAKED BY

BY THE VERY BREATH OF A PRAYERAND ANOTHER WHO WAS WILLING TO
“SPILL THE BEANS” ON THE NUCLEAR
WAR PLANNE D AND READY TO OPEN
FIRE! The really big thrust for Nuclear
War I was planned and messed up on
September 17th 1982. There has been
one plan following another as need to
replace the tactics come about. The
setting is right again, now, as the Red
Chinese swarm into American waters
and other signs of the same program
being repeated in readiness!]
The Provo Herald newspaper on Novem-

ber 17, 1983, page 4, said this about me:
“But according to Freeborn (me), WHEN
there is ‘snoti on the ground IN Salt Lake
City, WHEN the Russians have walked out

forever on the arms taIhs, the catastrophe WILL occur AS the nation sleeps (at

night) . He says he has been given no
specific date. He claims the wheels have
already been set in motion AND that
Andropov is already dead.” I knew that I
had done what the word of the Lord had
told me to do, so I was OK. On December
8,1983, (threeweeksafteri hadannounced
it) the Russians DID walk out on the arms
talks. BUT they came back fifteen months
later in March of 1985 so it was not forever. Then on February 10, 1984, after
he had been missing for three months out
of the media, the newspapers announced
Andropov’s death. You don’t just have to
take my word for it, go to the encyclopedia
and check out the dates yourself. From
November 1983 until May of 1984,I had no
idea WHY God repented or changed His
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mind. Then one morning in May, I was
visited by some people from beyond the veil
of death. They came from the presence of
God and explained to me WHY the surprise
attack had not come when I said.
They said that they would continue to
visit me from time to time, whenever God
had a work for me to do. Anyone who has
read my revelations over the yea& can see
that is so. I recommend you get the packet
of survival information and check it out for
yourself. Now up to date: June 27,1993:
This morning the word of the Lord came to
me and said that HE had given his people,
AND the heathen, tithe of ten years to
repent, AND to prepare. He said to me, “As
ye have seen in this winter season, I will
begin to fulftil the words of mine holy
(HISprophets throughout history.”
STORY)
I was told that when He. spoke the
words, that my prophecies would come to,
pass also. He said, be careful, you have
already said too many things too plainly. I
was told to tell the people to repent, and
change what they now believe. I was told to
prepare the people for the desolation of ABOMB-A-NATION spoken of by Daniel the
Prophet. He said few would understand
the parable that I had published because
they had no real endowment. He told me
many things and HE said: “Everyone that
is of the truth heareth my voice.” Then he
left, and I knew I had read his last words
before. I searched and found them in John
18:37. SO1 WHEN there is snow on the
ground in Salt Lake City, and all the festive
lights of the holiday season are bright, I
guess He will bring to pass the signs I have
given, and speak the words for World War
III to begin. I don’t know, yet, the exact day
He will do that so I guess you will say I’m a
false prophet. But I have lots of company.
There are dozens of other nice men who
pretend, make believe, play, act the part,
play the role of prophets, AND they “are
false prophets.”
At least I do have “visions” of the future
and tellthem. LikeI said, they ate “nicemen”
like falseeyelashesare nice, or falseboobsare
nice+theyjust are not real, they are only for
show. We used to call them ‘falsies”. They
are ‘pretend prophets”. He said to me this
morning thatbecause of the love of the world
and they feared the loss of their church’s
membership few’would repent. He said the
heart of the people is hardened because of
iniquity and they love pets more than children, becauseof wickedness. He saidthe fire
was to bum the wicked off the earth. I
pleaded for the sake of the innocent and the
kids. He said: Yets, there would be many
widows and orphans. That when the forest
bums aII the dead wood makes the fre
hotter and some green trees die also.
So, Iike Jonah when the “word of the
Lord” came a second time, here I am again,
ten years later, ‘crying” to the people to
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and you know it too. So what is a real false prophet.” I said to his face: “Itwould be
prophet? He is one who tells the future. God fantastic if I were a phony.” He said, “Then
wrote: “In the beginning was the word.” a lot of people wouldn’t have to die.”
Leland Freeborn began seeing ‘visions”
Historyis HIS-STORYof the world. So nowwe
shall see what his words were to HIS proph- while in a coma (for three weeks) following &
ets, notjust a bunch of very nice men. Who, planecrash he narrowly survivedin 1976.He
by the way, are trying. They are just too has seen ugly women cutting off the arms of
children(to eat). He says he has seenthe heat
proud-and don’t have it.
About 538 years BEFORE Jesus Chist, of bombs peeling flesh from skeletonseven
God had a prophet the Bible calls EZRA,and before the bodies fall to the ground.” That
the apocryphacalls him ESDRAS. When the front page story didn’t even tell all, and why
Biblewas being put together in 1611by King like E&as, a I was afraid.” ‘Afterward (after
James, priests and scholars didn’t under- war) saw I the same man (Jesus)come down
stand some books and they called them from the mountain, and call unto him anapocryphal or ‘hidden”. Some of the Bibles other peaceable multitude. And there came
had them and some did not. Now I’m going to MUCH people (survivors),untohim, whereof
show you “only a few” scriptures from 2 SOME were glad, some weret sorry (they
Esdms Chapters 12to 16. Rememberthis is didn‘t listen and prepare)...then was I sick
onlyafewbecauseI’mshortofspace. Hesaw throughgreatfear,andIawakened,andsaid,
25OOyear-s
ago what I have seenin the last 18 ‘Show me now the interpretation of this
dream.”
Y-*
For as I conceive in mine understanding
We begin 2 Esdnrs 12~36“Thou only has
been meet to know this secretof the Highest. Woe unto them that shall be left in those
Therefore write aII these thingsthat thou has days. AND 9IUCH MORE WOE UNTO
‘seen’ in a book, and hide them: AND KEEP THEM THAT ARE Nm (NOT) LEFT BETHESE SECRETS.” And it came to passafter HIND.’ (Their life is over.)
Now understandI the things that am laid
seven days, I dreameda dreamby night(I can
tell
you
that
God
has
fantastic,
super-natural
up
in the latter days, which shall happen
o-n-g time!
Nowcomesthe test. You don’treallyknow videos, 34 dimensional, where I have been unto them, and to those that axe left behind.
me and who I am. And let me say here and right in the pictunz of action, with all the Yet it is easier for him (you) that is in danger
now that I am not Jesus Christ, the savior of noise, smells, feel of the heat, sounds and tocome into(knowledge)ofthese things,(and
the world. But, I am lHIS servant”. I have sensations of events happening. Sometimes prepare) THAN TO PASS AWAY as a cloud
seen him and felt his touch. More times than I get up at 2,3,4 am., turn on the light and (mushroom cloud) out of the world, and not
Ican tellyou hereandnow. AndIwillassume write the things I have seen.) “And, lo there to see the things that happen in the Last
because you’re reading this that you do arose a wind from the sea, that it moved all Days. KNOWTHIS therefore,that theywhich
believe the Bible and what it says in John the waves thereof. And I beheld, and, lo, that BE LEFT (alive) behind ARE “MORE”
14:21-23and, that you are not a hypocrite. If man waxed strong with the thousands of BLESSEDTHAN they that be dead. (I can tell
you are a hypocritethen throw this flyer away heaven: And when He turned his counte- you for sure that millions and millions will
quick.
nance to look, all the things trembled that feel the fires of hell.)
The Test: Jerm&zh 17.5 tells us: “thus were seen under him. And whensoever the
Behold, the days come WHEN the most
saiththeLord,cursedbethemanthattrusteth voice went out of his mouth, all they HighwillBEGINtodeliverthemthatareupon
IN MAN, and maketh flesh his arm, and burnedthat heard his voice! But only I saw the earth. (I will tell you now that this war
whose heart departeth from the Lord.”
that he sent out of his mouth as it had been goes on for years, so repent now or die and
So you don’t have to believe me from the A BLAST OF FIRE, and out of his lips a leave the MORE blessed here.) And ‘HE”
crazykookbeatingonatrash can in city park. flaming breath,and out of his tongue he cast shall come to the astonishmentof them that
The only way to know if I’m telling you the out sparks and tempests.”
dwell on the earth. (Surprise, He is here.)
truth and warning you of things to come is to
(You realizethat Jesus Christ is not afire‘Behold, Lord, I will go as thou hast
ASK GOD YOURSELF. Expect to get an bmathingdragonlikecartoons show. But he commandedmeAND REMOVETHEPEOPLE
answer from Him. Yes or no. ‘If” your life is speaks the word and gives orders and it is (I know how he feels) which are present: But
so messed up that you can’t hear the holy done as he says.) And they were all mixed they that shall be born afterward WHO shall
spirit in that ‘still small voice” then you need together:The (11 million degree) blast of fire admonish them? But if I have found grace
to repent. Get off by yourself somewhere for (nuclear flmballs), the flaming breath (600 beforethee, send the Holy Ghost into me, and
afew hoursandtalktothemanyourself. God miles per hour HOT WINDS and the great I shall write all that hath been done in the
is aman. Not some blob of gunk. Jesus said tempest; for about 25 square miles of each world since the beginning, WHICH WERE
He was ‘the son of man”. He is our Father hit: and fell (outof the sky)with violence upon WRITTENINTHY LAW, that men may find thy
inheaven. TheFatherofJesus,trustnoman
the multitude which was prepared to fight path (straight and narrow) AND that they
in the flesh, not even me or men who are (Saddam Hussein?) and burned them up which will live IN THE LATTER DAYS MAY
church leaders. If you do, you break a everyone (surprise attack). So that upon a LIVE (and keep all thy commandments).
“For all the unfaithful shall die IN their
commandment of God. If you can’t hear sudden of an innumerable multitude (milHIM-you really have trouble coming. The lions in the U.S.A.) nothing was to be per- unfaithfulness. Behold, saith the Lord, I will
only way the United States could be saved ceived, but only dust and smell of smoke: bring plagues upon the world; the sword,
from a nuclear war that will kill 100 million when I saw this I was afraid.”
famine,death, and destruction. For wickedFrom the front page of the Ceniral Utah ness hath exceedingly polluted the whole
people is for the U.S.A. to truly repent.
Jeremiah18:8says:‘Ifthatnationagainst Journal on October 12, 1983: ‘When a earth.
‘Behold MY people is led as a flock to the
whomIhavepronounced,TURNFROMTHEIR farrnerdressedincoverallsstepsforward and
EVIL, I will repent of the evil that I thought says he has been commanded by God to slaughter.Woe untotheworldand themthat
warn the people of a nuclear holocaust corn- dwell herein.T For the sword and their deto do unto them.”
But, this nation will not repent in time, ing in 40 days, next month, ‘I hope you are a struction draweth nigh.

repent (change) AND prepare for what will
happen in the winter. Now it’s summer and
this is the July flyer, soyou can’t sayyou were
not warned. Surely God will do nothing But
He Revealeth HIS secret unto HIS servants,
the prophets. Like Amos 3:7 says.
Like Jonah said when he was in the
‘whale’s” belly: “I will pay that that I have
vowed.” Jonah 2:9.
The real problem is that “WHEN the
missiles begin to come in the winter that
people are really going to pay a price. Notjust
what they can afford every month,but almost
everything. They will lose family members,
home,job, lifestyle,friends,toys, maybetheir
lives also. Because they have not been
obedient to all the scripturesand commandments of God, they will die short of the fina)
goal. Our God is a JUSTand righteousGod,
and he will not admit peopleinto his kingdom
who have been backsliders,not willing to pay
the price of a seat. Nothing’sfree. You’re not
going to sit with people who gave their reputations, their all, even their lives, many of
them for the gospel. Just what have YOU
paid? Unless you put God first, you lose
everythingnowANDforeternity1 That’s aL
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‘Woe to them that sin, and keep not my
commandments! saith the Lord. For now are
the plagues come upon the whole Earth and
ye shall remain in them: for God shall NOT
deliveryou, becauseyou have sinnedagainst
HIM. Thy children shall die of hunger, and
thou shalt fall through the sword, cities shall
be broken down, and all thine shall perish
with the sword in the field. A fire is sent
amongyou, andwho may quench it? Plagues
are sent unto you, and what is he that may
Editor’s note: The following document
drivethemaway? The mightylordsendeth
CONTACT
the plagues, and who is he that can drive WQSreceived by fax at the ZocaZ
offices.
The
source-writerofthe
document
is
them away? A fire shall go forth from hia
With a little editing to clarify
wrath, and who is he that may quench it? unknown.
Like as an arrow which is shot of a mighty some ofthe sentence structure, we are shararcher (missiles come like arrows) returned ing it here because the writing is thought
not backward: even so the plagues that shall provoking andfullofthe insights that carebe sent upon earth shall not return again. fid investigations can reveal.
Woe is me! Woe is me!”
ANALTERAMTIVE
REPORT
If you don’t want to hear me, OK. I
Part
II
understand. Most people don’t want to hear
MT. CARMEL SfEGE
from God either., That is why he doesn’t talk
Waco, Texas
very loud, but in the ‘still small voice”. I’m
loud. Everybody can hear and see me. That
The information for this report was gathis why he sends so few ofus to the world. Most
ered
by a group of concerned citizens from
people really dont want to hear a prophet
FROM GOD. They want to continue with the city of Waco, and the states of Colotheir own ideas and goals and not do what rado, Florida, and Texas. As investigators,
we established very reliable sources for
God or his prophet says.
In the near future Pm going to give you a collecting, facts from alert Waco residents,
great example*of men versus God. You’ll from Davidians released from jail, from TV
dish and satellite monitoring organizations,
enjoy it. It’s true.
Would you rather I did not tell youof my and from unnamed others.
visions and warn you how to prepare and : In the aftermath of the Mt. Carmel siege
save those you love? I could be a phony+ and fire, the remaining Branch Davidians,
still living in Waco, are located: in jail;
pretend, false prophet and say nothing!
in the Salvation Army (a jail - it is
: contracted with:the Bureau of Prisons);
END OFQUOTING _ : ;
,, .:
: : or in tHe Brittek& Hotel&enera.lly speakWhat I REALLY want you to heed is the ing, most’of the men*are in jail, charged
with conspiracy to commit murder with
“masoning”behindthismessagejustpresented.
YOU do not KNOWl You see wild men go forth few exceptions. Paul Fatta is charged with
breaking the laws of the land and God and possession and intent to manufacture illepmdakingto be*pmphet$. Thcminliesyour gal automatic weapons. Most of the follss
guidelines. Chc& to w tic px-io&ksof &se
in the Salvation Army and at the Britteny
men who ‘cLAIM’!.Whenyou.~ve oneswho go Hotel are released .OPbonds as material
forth,gainno~,livewithintheLAWOFGOD,
witnesses. Oliver Gparfas, Jr., an Ausad continuein the faoeofri&(x,k and harass- tdian,
has been jailed for over 3 months
ment-YOU HAD DJXlEl2 TAKE A SECOND as a material witness without being
mKAND LISTEN,MY FRIENDS.Itisnot fun charged with a crime, without deposinor easy to do what many do everyday of &jr tion, and now has been transferred to an
lives-not evenxxx@&ngth&rgiRorprophecy INS prison with a $10,000 cash bond; no
bail bond is accepted.
The customs
in the wamings and offeringsofTruth.
There is no claim to fame--no honor for the agents moved him from Waco to near
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More Inside Storv
On Waco Massacre
.’
J

Baylor University professors of Theology
pontificatedthe horrorsofthe Koresh Cultwhich propaganda was then sucked up by
the ‘Baal-orized” residents. The Branch
Davidians and David Koresh were declared
guilty the day BEFORE the raid. Now, we
see at least 20 billboard signs around
Waco, paid for by the ATF, thanking the
potential jurors for the up coming trials.
The congressional hearings on the ATF
assault on Mt. Carmel were another FBIATF sham where the elected officials heard
an edited version of the 9 11 tapes lasting
only 30 minutes. We have been able to get
copies of the full 2-l/2 hours of 9 11 tapes
called-in frcm the Davidians recorded at
the Waco Police station. The Waco 911
center has 4 master reels to record simultaneous phone calls.
We have 2 tapes of the conversations
between the Police and the ATF during the
cease-fire negotiations. There was no direct line between the-two forces; the Police
at the 911 center relayed the demands of
each side. After going over these tapes
many times, and in correlation with the.,
video tapes, it is obvious that the ATF
fmed first; they held no regard for the’
women and children; they used hand
grenades; the helicoptershadautomatic
guns and were firing on the building
where the women and children were;
they were deceptive in the cease-fue
negotiations; and they changed such
plans without notice; and other charades.

We’ve had discussions with several
people who survived the fire and who reveal interesting facts. The damage to the
east side of the building (AWAY FROM the
TV cameras) was much greater than elsewhere and included part of the ceiling
falling down. On the second floor, where

the women and children were gathered,
serviceexceptthe usual ki& in the &ins and San Antonio, as another dirty trick of there was no sensation of being gassed
The atrocities con- with CS gas, but rather, an unusual odor
spitin the face. They SERVEGOD to thebestof the Government.
not necessarily of a petroleum-based
theirabilitiesandACCEPI’thatwhichcomesin tinue.
Slowly we begin to see through the product. Several experts suggest that
response.
GOD IS WARNINGYOU,PEOPLE.YOU DO smoke and mirrors of the parallel or hid- the fIuid could have been liquid napalm.

WTTHIT EXACMiYTHAT WHICHYOU WILLBUT HE IS MMRNINGYOU AND YOU ARE ALL
BUT FINISHEDWTIY-ITHEWARNINGS!
SO BE
rr.
Salu, Au da pa da cum (my you pass
thmughtheportalsintounderstanding).Bythe
way, those are “portals”of LIGHTI
!%h.l.

den government’s spin doctors. The Waco
?%bune-Herald protests strongly against
there being advance knowledge of the ATF
assault. However, just out of the blue, the
day before the raid on February 27, 1993,
they ran the front page article on David
Koresh and all the lies of child abuse, child
sex, polygamy, illegal guns, etc. Then the

None of the women said they had to wear
gas masks. When the M-60 tank retriever
was crushing the building, it actually
knocked the structure off its foundation,
which jammed the doors and most of the
windows. Once the fne got started, the
heat was so intense that few of the women
and children could move quick enough to
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avoid the flames. Since the normal escape
routes were crushed, the only option was
to jump out the second story window or a
hole in the wall.
After viewing the videos of the fire, taken
from different angles, there are several
events proving the government’s intent. In
a TV tape “not available” before, it is
plainly visible that a tank had a flame
thrower torching the Mt. Carmel building seconds before the fire broke out.

The fire produced a super-heated flame
which should have burned clean. However, the smoke was ahnost black, indicating an incineration agent was burning.
The Bellmead Fire Department members
were watching the ‘IV when the fm broke
out and tried to call the FBI with no success. Eventually, the call did come through
to send out the fire trucks. It was almost
an hour a&er the fire started until the
equipment arrived on the scene.

There are three large lakes on the Mt.

Carmel grounds which were used to pump
a 6” flow of water onto the then-smouldering remains. At 4:48 P.M. of that same
day, it was easy to we, on thevideo, that
-~rugsplyrrood~(~P~~~

6’x3’n2’)rrerebedagcarriedintothe

burned-out crime scene. It tookseveral
men to carry them. The next day a SOcaBbremachineguntripodwa8vidble
on tke 8creead&‘erotherewAsluoME
thedaybefam
Thu,tkeplu~dtke
~dd-aU-plOt4!b.

WeVc acquired a copy of the evidence
property list gathered and secured by the
Texas~~lpagesinall.
1twill
takemonthstosiftthroughalloftheitems.
However, the most interesting evidence
may be the videos taken from the helicoptersduringtheattack.
On the subject of David Korcsh and the
life in Mt. Carmel before Februaty 28,
1993, we asked many suLvivors what it
waslike. Thiswasnotacommuneora
cult. Everyone had their own possessions
andhadf&domtouxneandgoasthey
wlshal. They were home schoolers and
home birthers. Theyoperated several businesses including auto-repair, military surplus, andgun sales. Every working person
was a second tither which hilped to support the center. They are all devout BiMe
readers with amazing recall of the Scriptures. They believe that David was the
chosen Iamb by Cod. They believe that
Cod’s name isYahweh and that Yahshuais
the name for Christ. Saturday is their
Sabbath. Most of the Branch Davidians

believe that David will re-appear on Earth
in the flesh. They strongly deny that he had
more than one wife or that he had sexwith
adolescent girls.
Wetalkedwiththreechildrenwho came
out before the fire. These children appeared to be alert and extremely well adjusted compared with any children of their
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ages. The youngest was a g-year-old girl
who was drawing pictures in her note-pad
while we had a discussion with her concerning the network TV production of the
so-called ambush. Her comment was that
the whole thing was a lie except that the
building looked like her house. We asked
the kids where they were when the ATF
attacked. The little blond girl said she saw
and heard bullets coming through the
ceiling, so she jumped under her bed.
The two boys took off down the hall to the
stairwell.
To a person, the remaining Branch
Davidians are humble, kind, generous,
and hardy people who, to various degrees, are traumatized by the events
which have happened to them. They are
extremely supportive of each other and
especially to the ones still incarcerated.

Most of them visit somebody in jail on
visiting days. We have given them all the
patriotic literature they can handle, resulting in their achieving a better understanding of our criminal government.
It is difficult to express the shock and
dismay these people have. They have lost
their friends, family, home, and societyjust like the situation with war refugees.
Sheila Martin lost her husband and 4
children; Mary Belle Jones lost her husband, a son, a daughter, a son-in-law, and
3 grandchildren. Welcome to AMERIKA.
Please write supportive letters to:
The Branch DaIlidirru
c/o The Britteny Hotel
411 Austin Avenue
Waco, TX 76701

Sentencing

Of

Maynard Campbell
And
: %ileed Kunkel
Editdsnote:~keepinmind,n?ad--‘s-m-had
ers,#atwearelihginwvytbngmws
times. n?m?sinwhichtheELITEm~L
LEl?spn?tty un?ll have things all sewn-up
wtt&vt&k~Wqti
+&w’s system Al&yKwr

t3tmbusinymu&ns
=aluses”. Kmwthatifyou~

youdsafcugct,youwill~topcryttLe

herhouse 8uIIDundGd by SWAT teams,
whem campbdl um8 8tayiny, nren days
aflerthe~nof?ais~MAssAc~
AT RUBY CREEK? WhaZdoesthccuttingof
titeesorr~‘edemlona~nriningcdainr~
to do withwdings?
what &e8

dkgedguiitinonematleriuzwtodotuith
the other? Again, masonmustpmmilin
m?~ofJiacdomishighindeed.
kpng thesemauersOf~~~nt.
We would liice to thank Ms. Linda
actionis~lHEtAWSOFGOD,itisan
Wodamki,
withthe U.S. Attonrey’s Om in
enw. So, too, The Laws Of The Land must
be obeyed if you am to fife in any rrteasum Saaamento, fir her etnperution in pmvidof safizty during these shakey times. Could ingt!zfoUowing, late-brreaibnginfarmation.
youservetimeinprism?Aisbesttoaskthis
On March2,1993, GeorgeL. O’Connell,
question befotle uvssing ouer the fine to
make a stand. WHOM should di&zte all United States Attorney, Eastern District of
actions.
California, announced that Maynard
Ah keep in mind, readers, that there am Charies Campbell, Jr., age 5 1, and Eileen
Carol Kunkel, age SO,were found guilty by
cztleast~s&stoANYNYstory. TheMay&
Campbell-Eileen finkel s&&ion is no ex- a jury of theft of Government property for
ce#o~
When we &te about ttaese mat- unlawfully cutting and selling trees from
ters, know tfuat we are not taking sides or the Klamath National Forest in CaUomia.
Campbellwasalso foundguil~ofdepredacondoning actions.
Is it just a coincidence that Maynard tion of Government propertyforamstruct.

ormscquera#sof#tavingmadethatdezi&~
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ing earthen barriers which damaged a government roddway. They both could receive
up to 10 years in prison and a $250,000
fine on each count.
Eileen Kunkel received sentencing on
July 13, by U.S. District Judge Edward J.
Garcia in Sacramento. Eileen was sentenced to 5 months in prison, 5 months in
a half-way house, 3 years supervised release (requiring regular reporting to an
assigned probation officer), and $30,000
(jointly with Campbell) restitution to the
U.S. Department of Agriculture, specifically to the Klamath National Forest. She
is to report on August 2 at 2 P.M. either to
the Bureau of Prisons or to the U.S. Marshal.
Maynard Campbell also received sentencing on July 13, by U.S. District Judge
Edward J. Garcia in Sacramento. Maynard
received 2 years in prison, beginning the
firstdayofcustody(October 17,1992),and
then 3 years of supervised release. There
may be additional charges pending which
could result in extradition to Oregon, but
thus far calls to the Oregon U.S. Attorney’s
Offke and the U.S. Marshal’s Office have
resulted in no additional information.

T&e wliiteman, driven
6
tiis macliine~ ins Yincts, always lives at
odds with /iis environment, Ci&ea motor vessel7ie 6ucks the winch
and the seas andlie is

functions perfectly.
The Barrens People are
Like saifin.. slips tfiey
learn to Givewttli wind
and wate,r, t’o mold
themseCves
to the
rfiythm of the eGements
andso accompCisfQentG , without strain, the
t ings tfiat must 6e
done.

2

Tlie PfiCosophy
Barrens Peep
Northern Cana
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Corporations

CORPORATIONS AND REAL ESTATE
There are many advantages today to the
strategy of holding real estate in a Corporation. Corporationsallowownersof real estate
privacy and asset protectionwhich can make
all the differencewhen that lawsuitcomes up
or when the IRS decides to make you their
next victim for whatever mason (usuallythey
don’tneedone). Whatyouwillfind,withmost
large land holders,is that theywill never hold
property in their own name. If they do, they
have not been in the game for very long.
Liability risk should be on the minds of
everyonetoday. Courts have gone so far as to
say that a motorist involved in an accident
who has NO FAULT in that accident, can be
partially responsiblefrom a financialpoint of
view!
Lawsuitsneed to be aconcern of everyone
today. Property held in a corporation can
spread out your risk to the point where
judgements&instyou, ASANINDMDUAL,
cannot be easily attached to a corporation.
Your ownership of that corporation can become very hard to determine if you use all of
the protection that Nevada allows with their
corporation structuring.
Next is the subject of Privacy. Privacy is
yet another area where a corporation can
provide you with a cover for owning real
estate while remaining hidden from view.
Let’susethisreal-life storyasanexample:
Three partners were the owners afan apartment complex but the partnerswere in constant disagreement. One of the partners,
with the requisite financial ability, made an
offer to the other two partners to buy them
out. The other two partnerswere being given
a very good price for their share, but would
not sell becausethey did not want to sell their
share to the first partner; ego differences I
believe.
So, the first partner,being crafty, created
acorporation and hiredaman to representit.
This unknown corporationthen came in and
made an offer to all of these partners. The
partner-owner of the corporation put on a
good show and saidthat he didn’twant to sell
out but would if the other partners decided
that it was a good deal. And they did, indeed,
go for the deal.
This then allowed the first partner to buy
the complex for about the same price as he
had originally offered directly, but without
having the other partnersknow that theyjust
sold to him. This same strategycan work for
you in your day to day life.
Isn’tit true how peoplewho appearto have
a lot of financial resources will attract all
kinds of attention and trouble? This is an
unfortunatesituation,but it isall too true. So
the moral of the lesson is: keeping a low

financial profile-Privacy-can make your
life much more peaceful.
Real estateheld in acorpomtion keeps the
focus off of you and on this unknown corporation. Normally, no one will know who the
owner of the corporation is. Just always
rememberthe saying“Ijust work here” or, in
this case, “Ijust representBig CorporationIn
The Sky, Inc.” and play dumb. It’s fun and
taking this approachworks. You will disappear and this new name will show up everywhere you used to.
Many states now have statuteswhere real
estate that is sold is automatically reappraised (for example, California’sProposition
13). Well, if a corporationis the owner of the
real estate, and you sell your property by
selling your shares of stock in that corporation,thedeedonthepropertyisneverchanged.
This sale of personalproperty,not real estate,
would never be recorded and, therefore, no
reappraisalwould be necessary.
Now, ifevery Californianwhohasseen his
real estate value grow and grow could offer a
buyer acorporation for sale, that would be a
very nice incentiveto pay a higher price. This
strategy has many advantageous implications with the tax system also. But that
subject is not for today’s lesson.
For theseand manyotherreasons,holding
malestateinacorporationcanbeverybeneflcial.
By protectingwhatyou own, you can save a
tremendousamountinthelongrun.
Plantoday
for the unexpe&d tomormw.
l

**

NoTE:PLEASEBESURETOMAKEYOUR
RESERVATIONS EARLY FOR OUR OCTQBER coRpoRAZ’~~S~
***

FOR MORE II’IFGRMATIONABOUT NEVADA CORPORATIONS,CORPORATERESIDENTAGENTSERVICESAND PRlVATEMAIL
FGRWARDlFJGSERVICES,CALLcoRpoRATlE
mTfolNAT(702)
896-7002
AD-RS
OR WRITE ‘IO THEM AT POST OFFICE BOX
2774O,LASVEGAS,NV89
126.ASKFORCORI’
CHRISTIE.
FGRGENERALBACKGROUNDINFORMATION ABOUT PRIVACY,THE VALUE OF NE
VADA CORPORATIONS,THE MASSlVE DE
CEPI’IONOF THE FEDERALRESERVEAND
II’S IRS EXTORTIONRACKET,AND THE GENERAL TRUTH BEHIND OUR MODERN ECONOMIC MALAISE,SEE THE PHOENKZWRNALS;SPIRALTo ECONOMICDISASTER(#4),
PRIVACY IN A FISHBOWL (#lo), YOU CAN
SLAY THE DRAGON (#16),AND THE NAKED
PHOENIX (# 17). [See badepage for ordering
r?@rrnation]
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Mr. Gergen is going to resign from avariety of
nonprofit boards, public policy and social
organizations, commissions and study
groups,”MissMyerssaid,insistingthatquestions about the all-male membership of the
only social club on the list had no bearing.
She said Mr. Gergen discussedthe matter
with White House Counsel Bernard
Nussbaum but never mentioned it to President Clinton. She said custom dictated the
resignations, not Clinton Administration
policy.
“Wehavenoformalpolicy, butithinkthat
we takeactionsconsistentwiththepresident’s
7/17/93 #l
HATONN
GOOD looks at who is running your nation commitment to an inclusive and diverse adand see if some of the activities of these ministration,one thatreflectsAmerica,”Miss
THINGS TO SCARE YOU TO DEATH! naughty overgrown children are what you Myers said.
really had in mind.
She could not explain why Mr. Gergenwho worked in three prior administrations
HOMESTEAD AIR FORCE
BASE, FLORIDA
QUOTE:
and would be familiar with the customs she
cited-had saidon Monday:“I haveno intenDavid Gergen is 5 1, born May 9, 1942,in tions to resign.”
Remember that nice Air Force Base in
“It’s not a policy, but it is a tradition that
Florida which was destined for dismantling? Durham, N.C. Family: Wife, Anne, and two
Then, it was “saved” but the hurricane to- children, Christopher22, and Katherine, 19. they resign from a lot of boardsand commistally destroyed it? Then, it was going to be Education: Bachelor’s degree, Yale Univer- sions and other organizations in order to
closed forever in the military cut-backs and sity [H: Stan and Bones??], 1963. Law avoid even the appearance of impropriety in
the future, and I think Mr. Gergen has acted
so on-! Well, how do you explain that with degree, Harvard University, 1967.
Career Highlights: Staff assistant, Nixon consistent with that tradition,” Miss Myers
the massive damages and need to be completely rebuilt-Homestead WILL BE SAVED Adm. 1971-72. SpeciaI assistant to the said.
Mr. Gergen’s resignationopens a spot for
AND KEPT IN OPERATION? This should president, chief of the White House writing
confinn all the things you have heard about and research team, 1973-74. Special coun- someon-n
awaiting list of3,OOOname*
the Bush triangles, the Cuban connection sel to President Ford and director of White who has waited about 13 years for memberAND the U.S. drug-run&q
in and out of House communications, 1975-77.Research ship, a club official in San Francisco said
fellow, American Enterprise Institute, and yesterday. Mr. Gergen gained fuIl memberHome8tead! Moreover, itsHouLDtellyou
WHOtdllindidcontrolofaLOTOF
managing editor of its publicopinion maga- ship recently.
The club official would not confirm the
sine, 1977-81.AssistanttoPresident Reagan
THINGS!
and White House staff director, 1981. Assis- resignationsince club policy allows mention
DAVID GERGEN,
tant to the president for communications, of a member’s name only after his death.
198l-83. Resident fellow KennedySchool of AmongnamesonthatlistaxeSamuelClemens
PRESIDENTIAL COUNSELOR
Government, 1983-85. Editor,
U.S. M
(Mark Twain), Jack London, Oliver Wendell
pa: Elite PQllpImaga- Holmes, Sing Crosby, Theodore Roosevelt,
I am pretty sick, as you must be, of and ww&f lem
hearing about all the wonderful things and zine] since 1986, most recently editor at Herbert Hoover, Dwight Eisenhower, Earl
changes that wiII be wrought by one David large.
Warren and Potter Stewart.
Gergen is a “Commentator”, MucNeiZ- The official, who asked that his name not
Gergenwho replacedGeorgeStephanopoulos
in the White House. Boy, you have a pen- Lehzr ZVezu&mr and frequenter of other be used, said the club has 2,300 members
chant for moving from the frying pan directly television news-based programming. Mem- who pay dues of up to $10,000 a year. Club
into the fire while you think it will be a cooler ber, COUNCIL ON FOREIGN RELATIONS literature 8tre88e8that member8 are ofdl
fatthrr,races and aucestries, and all male.
maneuver. Let me assure you that Bush and AND THE TRILATERAL COMMISSION.
‘It’s a male club, an all-out guys’ club,”
hoods, Kissinger et al. and the Soviets know
GERGEN OWTS BOHEMXN CLUB
what is going on-YOU SURELY DON’T IF
the official said,noting that female guestsare
AND 17 OTHER ORGANIZATIONS
YOU DON’T READ A LCYI’OF JOURNALS
welcomed at both the city club in San Francisco and the 2,700 acre redwood Bohemian
AND CONTACTS.
Keepinginmindallthewritingsofthepast
Washington ?bes, 6/ 11/93, Frank J. Grove in Sonoma County, except during the
and ESPECIALLYabout the Bohemian Club, Murray: PresidentialcounselorDavidGergen annual two-week encampment.
Althoughthe obvious motive for memberBohemian Grove and the San Luis Obispo resigned yesterday from the all-male BoheConnections, we offer the following about mian Club, three days after saying he would ship might seem contact with the powerful,
not run around naked at its annual Bohe- networkingis grounds for exclusion and the
that nice dude, David Gergen.
The following is going to be a reprint of an mian Grove encampment and insisting he club motto is ‘Weaving spiders, come not
here.” [H: Remember the Kol Nidrt+don’t
article offered by the AP and printed in the would not quit.
Washington ‘It’mes(The SAME Moony-EliteWhiteHousespokeswomanDeeDeeMyers believe a word of this B.S.]
Former Presidents Nixon and Reagan atowned newspaper in Washington, D.C. that announced the resignation along with Mr.
also saw fit to make a feature article of Gergen’s departure from 17 other interest tended that encampment together last year.
Dharma and E.J. and “Corporations” as groups, charities and public boards ranging Activitiesin what are called ‘The HighJinks”
offered by Luke Perry). Is no one ever going to from the Trilateral Commission to the Very and ‘The Low Jinks” are legendary and
stop Mr. Perry? I would think you would be Special Arts Foundation. p: Note he re- perhaps apocryphal but involve occasional
a bit sick of a “nothing person who offers to mains on the Coundl on Foreign Rela- nudity and a tradition of public outdoor
urinah.
[H: Now, IS that vezy refktive
do nothing save take from his dead father. It *-=I
of
the
quality
of that which you REALLY
“In
keeping
with
White
House
tradition,
just seems right that you ones take really

Today’s Scary

News Watch
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CONTACT:

want of your most important public fig-

hearclfnom Gay in a fau weeks....&l charue,
Gary Hunt touched base laterin the aflemoon.
-?I
A 1989 article on the subject in The Irelayed the message that Ithought Mr. Smith
Washington rimes reported: “Mock pagan would like to speak with him”
rituds with cheering and chanting in a
forestwith(andwithout)ritualis&clothes
QUOTING:
is what men do at Bohemian Grove, the

Exclusive, expensive men-only club for the
rich and famous in California.”
The other affiliations resigned by Mr.
Gergen yesterday include the University of
Maryland board of visitors, THE ASPEN

July 13, 1993

From: Gary Hunt, outpost offieeclom
On Thursday,July 8, I receiveda message

INSTITUTE, [H: Now here, they say he DID from a friend in Florida who advised me that
resign from CFR-,
you have your proof Ken Vardon had been contacted by the Buthat the rest is also a -es
in Clinton’s reau of Alcohol,Tobacco and Firearms(BATF
circles HAVE TO BE MEMBERS OF CFR!], or ATF). I then contacted Ken Vardon with

the American Assembly, Duke University American Patriot Fax Network (APFN)and he
School of Public Policy, INTERNATIONAL explainedthat the BATF had questionedhim
MEDIAFUND,U.S.-CHINAR.ELATIONS,The
both about APFN, and its role in Patriots
U.S. Endowment
for Democracy, the communicating, and myself. It seemed that
SmithsonianCouncil, the Washington Cam- they were only concerned with where I was.
pus, the Commission on Strengthening of Ken gave me the name and number of one of
America, the Nunn-Domenici Commission the agents and I assured Ken that I would be
and the Johnson Foundation Committee on in contact with him.
Higher Education. [H: And we could write a
On Friday I was unable to reach Special
whole book on EACH one of these organi- Agent Richard Smith of the BATF. It seems
zations and how they fit in the Elite loop.] that shortly after noon he was gone for the
day. I tried again on Monday, July 12 and
END OF QUOTING:
spoke to agent Smith. Smith apologized for
the way he was speaking. He explained that
I can tell you now, readers, that the ‘little he had a mouth full of novocaine (I guess
rituals” that the children perform in that BATF agents are human, too) and was having
Grove would turn your hair totally white difIiculty speaking. He then explained that
overnight-what is left of it. God help you. there had been an investigationinto allegations that I had “illegal firearms”. I assured
BRETTON WOODS AGREEMENTS
him that I did not. He advised me that the
ACI’ 1976
investigation was over and there was no
(Public Law 94-564)
concern on their part. We said good-byeand
I made a few checks. I can find no other
I am not going to take Dharma’s time person besides Ken Vardon who had been
researching this atrocious travesty of sover- contacted by the BATF, and am at a loss to
eignty this morning. We have written about
this subject prior to this so if someone will
‘search” the files (I believe it will be prior to
indexing capability) we will give you a full
write-up of the Bretton Woods Agreements
Act. Or, someone just get us a copy of the
Public Law 94-564 and we will reprint it for
you. This Act is one of the most deadly
‘secret” agreementseverperpetratedoff onto
any nation or people.
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understandwhy any answers Ken could give
them would result in the closing of the investigation. Further, I am still wondering
what initiated the investigation in the first
place.
Today, Tuesday, I contactedSmith again.
His tooth is better, however he is unable to
answer any more questionsthan he was able
to answer yesterday. The questions posed
were: Who made the allegation that I had
illegal f&arms? Who was contactedregarding this matter? What caused the investigation to be terminated? It seems that all of
these questions fall in the forbidden zone.
He did answer my final question, which
was, What must I do to see my file?” He gave
me the number of the BATF Disclosure
Branch, (202) 927-8480, and explained that
they handle all Freedom of Information Act
(FOIA) and Privacy Act requests, and that I
would get reports but that all sourceswould
be blacked out. So much for the right to
confiontyouraccuser(ArticleVI,BillofRig~.
So, as I sit here writing this post a few
thoughts come to mind: Will the BATF fmd
out where I am? Will they assume that I have
illegal firearms? Are the people I am staying
with at risk? AmIatrisk? Willtheveven have
awarrant iftheycome? Whyisafhagent
(See~Law94564,BwttonWwdsAp
ments Act, 1976) investigating; an American;’

Can you reallyfeel securetoday in the United
states3
So, ifanyofyouhavebeenamtactedbythe
BATF mgarding either Ken Vaxdon or Gary
Hunt,~ar&act~aty;1o2)8699841.And,iftheBATFisreading~pkJasa
~thephonen~atthetopdthi8
pod (707p9-4099
Thankyou.

END OF QUOTING

Manipulation

Of

Weather & Earthquakes

FOLLOW-UP ON GARY HUNT/ATF
QUESTIONING
(Editor’s note: The following article refers
back to page 32 of last week’s CONTACT
where we awered a note fivm Ken V&don of
theAmericanPatriotFaxNetworkaboutalittle
visit he rea+ed the morning of July 8,1993,
fnm “Mr. Smith”and “Mr. Clark”ofthe BAW,
who un&edtotalkwithKenaboutGaryHunt.
As Ken explained iti lexplained to them that,
Yes, IfaKed reports that Gary Hunt sent to me
j?vm Wduring the 51 -day seige. Also, that
IhadnotmetGarybuthewaswasferredtome
by a friend, and that Gary published the
Outpost of Freedom. I toM them I had not

7117193
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HATONN

DR. PETER BETER ON
EARTHOUAKE 86WEATHER CONTROLS
I had hoped to offer you Dr. Beter’s
information on man-made earthquakes but
in the searching for the documents we
cannot find it today. I had also promised to
give you what Dr. Beter had said in May
1978 about weather, etc. I believe Dharma
now has that particular segment. I would
note that a singular filing system for the
past five years (one big heap) was enough
to lose items temporarily-even for me.
However, now that things are better orga-

nixed so that the ‘singular” file is only 8
feet deep from new material-we can’t find
anything-even me.
This is not such a big problem except
when I wish to do a more in-depth review of
something (as now). Our intent is to move
with the current information now, as in the
paper-but background is absolutely NECESSARY in some instances to remind you
that “control” from at least three sectors
has been underway and also technology
such as to destroy the world for some
decades now. YOU need the confirmation
of realizing that information has been out
for your finding for a very long time.
It is too bad that we have simply not had
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personnel or funds to index the papers and
only for the past year or so have we been able
to index the JOURNALS. When you begin
from minus “0” with EVERYTHING, however, you do the best you can and so we have.
We will offer what we have and hope that
someone can find the other material for
another writing. Thankyou for your patience
for I know it is fine with you but it is really
necessary that you understand how LONG
capability of earthquake triggering,bombing
of faults, etc., has actually been a perfected
technology. This writing will touch on it and
then someday soonperhapsSolteccan elaborate on Atmospheric conditions which allow
such manipulationsand creation of storms,
holding storms (as you have now underway
in the areas along the Mississippi and tributaries),Cosmospheremanagementofstorms,
etc. For this type of presentation, however,
Soltec utilizes Dharma, not Kali, and I have
not been able to squeeze the time within
Dharma’s hours.
The reason for this necessity is that over
the years Soltec has just about written you a
text-book on Geophysics of primer qualifications and those were done through Dharma.
When he finishes it needs to have the accompanying writings from Kali integrated and
presented to you. Meanwhile, we keep on
doing that which time allows us to offer.
QUOTING (Audio Tape #34, Topic 2, 5/
26/78):
DR PETER BEI’ER JEARTHQU4KES2 ’
WEATHER CONTROL
AND-’
HUffU3ERlNMlERKZA

Topic #2: In the wake of the Bolshevik
Revolution in Russia in 1918, centralized
control of food production and distribution,
food rationing,purges and other factorsled to
the horrendous Russian famine of 1919 to
1921. The vicious new masters of Russia,.the
Bolsheviks,who are now being expelled from
Russia, used hunger as a deliberate tool for
political control. The awesome and tragic
effects of hunger on peopleweredescribed as
a lesson to all by the late P.A. Sorokin, the
great Russian sociologistwho fled Bolshevik
Russia and founded the Department of Sociology at Harvard University. To all who are
wise enough to care about the lessons of the
Russian experience in this area, I strongly
recommend Sorokin’s book titled uHUNGER
AS A FAclylR IV HUM4N AFFAIRS’. (Was
[ 19781.
availablefrom the Universityof Florida
Press, 15 Northwest Street, Gainesville, FL
32603.)
In my very first tape, Audio Book No. 1, I
mentionedthe planned role of shortagesand
even starvation in America as factors in the
coming depressionin war. Many things have
gone awry in our Secret Rulers’ time tables
since then, but the prospects for hunger in
America have, if anything, increased. In
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recent tapes I have mentioned the weather
modification role which can be played by
Russian Cosmospheres. Their Charged Partitle Beam Weapons, when fired in a defocused mode, producenot onlyair blastslike
those that were first heard along our East
Coast last December [ 1977 but also electrical charges in the upper atmosphere that
alter our weather patterns. [H: With
the
past week these light blasts were seen all

over the arenasof the Virginias, Washington D.C., indeed, all through the Eastern

States. This is all connected to the manmade storms which are causing f&e flooding and crop losses in the Eastern and
Midwestern States. The storms can easily
becontroIledandSOCANTHEDROUGHTS
which are destroying the South-Eastern
States and so on.]

Now, for the very first time, I can conf’ii

that weather control by OUR OWN SECRJZT RULERS IS ALSO FAR ADVANCED
ASIT PERTAINSTOTHEUNITED
STATES.

On December 12,1977,anarticlewasplanted
in a Canadian newspaper which has been
circulatedvery widely throughoutthe United
States. It claimed that an electronic weather
barrier had been set up by the Russians to
change our weather. The alleged Russian
barrier was describedas running all the way
from Alaska to Chile, and it was blamed for
the unusually severe winter that was in
progress. Here, my friends, is a perfect
example of d&information-it was designed
to mislead the publicandmany, many people
have been taken in by it. There is a weather
modification Grid System alorig our shores
but it’s not as describedin the article,and it’s
NOT Russian. It’s controlled by our own
Secret Rulers. This Grid System consists of
three (3) tremendousunderwatercables iaid
along the ContinentalShelfofour East,West,
and Gulf Coasts. The West Coast cable runs
from Cape Cook on northwest Vancouver
Island downthe West Coast past Baja, Califorma, to a point opposite Tuxpan, Mexico.
The.East Coast cable runs from the tip of a
peninsula at the northeastend of the Bay of
F’undy, Nova Scoti% southward to ;a point
near Jacksonville, Florida. The. Gulf cable
runs from a point northwest of Tampa near
BuenaVista, Florida,westward to a point 77
milesdueeast ofCorpusChristi,Texas. Each
cable is powered by an undergroundnuclear
power plant. These three underground
nuclear power plants are located at Cape
Cook, at the peninsula I described in Nova
Scotia, and near Buena Vista, Florida.
You may have read articles speculating
that very powerfulradiowaves might be used
to alter the weather, but that’s not how the
Coastal Grid System works. Instead, each
grid cable can be made either positive or
negative relative to the earth. The nuclear
power plant that feeds it acts like a giant
battery with one terminal connected to the
cable,the othergrounded.ThesethreeCoastal
Grids combined set up electrical fields that

span the continental United States, excluding Alaska, with parts of Mexico and Canada
affectedas well. Electricchargesin the upper
atmospheremove in responseto these fields,
producing jet stream shifts which in turn
alter our weather. The process absorbs
enormous amounts of power, which is pmvidedby the threeundergroundnuclearpower
plants that feed the Grids.
In the bitter winter just passed, killer
storms were created by weather control that
wasonlypartlydue to SovietCosmospheresfor the most part they were caused by the
CoastalGrids,which I am able to reveal today
for the very first time. At the present time the
West Coast Grid is negativelycharged, while
the East Coast Grid is positive. But I am
informed that beginningjust six days ago on
May 20 an experiment got underway involving frequent changes in polarity of the Gulf
Grid. Yesterday, for example, the polarity
was changed from negative to positive, at
4:20 P.M., and then reversedfrom positiveto
negative again barely 7 hours later at 11:30
P.M. In light of all this, ponder the words of
Merlin Williams, Director of the Federal
Government’sWeatherModificationOffice in
an intenriew publishedjust yesterday, May
25, in the Nau YorlcTimes.A senseofurgency
aboutimprovedstormwarningwasconveyed
as he pointed to communitieson the SouthernFloridaCoastasbeingparticularlyvulnerable. He said it is likely that “The kind of
storms that killed only a few people in the
past, will kill thousands. The time is ripe for
such a killer storm, and I am afraid it could
very well come this summer or fall.”
These Grids,my friends,are beingusedby
our Secret Rulersto manipulateourweather
for their own purposes. Lastwinter’s tremendous storms ‘just happened’to coincidewith
efforts of a Gas Lobby to de-regulate Natural
Gas prices; and now, strangeweather conditions have seriously delayed the planting of
spring crops in our breadbasket’areas, and
have caused crops to be washed away in
others. What is going on now is weather
warf’&e; involving not only weather modification weapons of the Soviet Union but also
of our own Secret Rulers. The era of weather
strategy has dawned, with America as the
battleground. These secret Coastal Grids
tend to produce regional and nation-wide
weather modification effects, while the Russian Cosmospheres produce more concentrated, localized effects. But now, with even
more Cosmospheresoverhead than the 2 16
I reported to you last month, a battle roya.Iis
shaping up for control of America’s weather.
I cannot say who will win, but what I can say
for sure is that strangeweather wilI be widespread this summer and perhaps even more
sonext winter-and the loserswill be you and
me, the American people.
This disruption of our food supply by
weather modificationhas already begun, IXfleeted in skyrocketing vegetable prices at
your local supermarket; but a much more
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dramaticdisruptionin thosefood suppliesthat aroundthe Bxific and elsewhereby the Soviet WASTE.
A few days ago avolcano in the Philippines
come from our West Coastcould occurat any Union. Manyofthesehavebeendetonated,and
moment. I am referringto the effi33.sof man- duringthe past year strongearthquakeshave began erupting, indicating that the stresses
made earthquakeand tidalwave disasterI first been very frequent along the Pacific Rim- in that area are building up; and in the past
warnedaboutayear ago in AudioletterNo. 24. everywhereexcept the Philippines. What the few days the Russianshave triggered strong
In that tape I gave the locationsof seven (7) SovietUnion has been doing,my friends,is to earthquakesin the 6.5 Richterrangein quick
Russianfission-fusion-fission
Superbombsthat releasetensionsin theearth’scrusteverywhenz succession near Taiwan, Japan, and the
had been planted in deep underseatrenches EXCEPT around the Philippines,where the Aleutians. [H: Anyone gettig sick yet?
My
aroundthe Philippines.As I explainedthen,the stressesare buildingto TREMENDOUS LEV- Note the immediate similarities!!!]
Philippinessit like a keystonein a long am of ELS. p: What do you think it is like NOW?] friends, the frst major disaster in the secret
geologicalfaults that ring the F?xific-the so- When the time is ripe, accordingto Russian geophysical war now underway lies just
calledRingofFim.Amajorearthquakeerupting stress-monitoring instruments
in thatarea,the around the corner.
in the Philippinescouldworkitsway aroundthe bombs around the PhilippineswiIl be set off.
Pacificrim and ultimatelydevastateAmerica’s Sovietscientistanticipatethatearthquakesand END QUOTING
WestCoast~dthat’sexactlywhatisplanned! tidaIwavesofunpmcedentedproportionswillbe
And how is your day?
SinceI made that tape,I havealso reported triggeredas a resultand that,as anothermsult,
salu.
the plantingof lower-yieldunderseaweapons AMERICA’S WESl’ COAST WILL BE LAID

Randv Weaver - Kevin Harris
Trial Wrap-Up and Challenge
J

(Editor’s note: It is time to wrap up “Act
One” in the Randy Weaver and Kevin Ham’s
Trial drama. To do that we present a challenging “prelude to Act Two” letter from
Jerry White and an excellent chronology of
the entire affair from The Spokesman-Review of Spokane, WA for July 9 and IO,
1993.
We received the letter, written by Jerry
White, tothePnxecutingAttorneyforI3oundary County, Idaho, as a follow-up to the
Randy Weaver-Kevin Hams trial. Jerry is
one exceptional dude who remains closer to
the events thanjust about any other “wethe-people” observer.
What Jeny has written is bu no means a
complete list of charqes which COULD be
brouqht. However, it is quite a start and
certainly does give pause forserious consideration We salute Jerry White for his relentless efforts, of the very highest quality journalism, to keep all America HONESTLY informed during the trial, t,h.rough the communication facilities. of Ken Vardon’s American
Patriot Fax Network.)
July 11, 1993
Randall Day
Prosecuting Attorney Boundary County
State of Idaho, USA
Fax Number: (208) 267-5284
Dear Sir:
In view of the fact that a Jury of 12
intelligent people with wisdom and fortitude could easily see that the Federal Government had presented a case against
Randall C. Weaver and Kevin L. Harris that

was rife with perjured testimony and cre- arms regulations. Herb Byerly should be
ated and re-created evidence, it is your charged with hiring Kenneth Fadley to atsworn duty to impanel a Grand Jury to tempt the entrapmentof Randall Weaver by
investigate the unlawful acts committed by enticing him to violate Bureau of Alcohol,
the Federal Government beginning in 1986 Tobacco and Firearms regulations.
Kenneth Fadley should be charged with
and including August 2 1 through August
31, 1992.
entrapmentof RandallWeaver for his efforts
There was ample evidence presented to for over three years to entice RandallWeaver
seek the indictment of Richard Rogers, to violate Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and
Commander of the Federal Bureau of In- Firearms regulations.
United StatesAttorneyMauriceEllsworth
vestigation Hostage Rescue Team for ordering the murder of Vi&i Weaver and the and his assistant U.S. Attorneys, Ronald D.
attempted murders of Randall Weaver and Howenand Kim Lindquistshould be charged
Kevin Harris on August 22, 1992.
with tampering with evidence and creating
An indictment should be sought against untrue testimonyfor the Federalprosecution
Lon Horiuchi, the sniper commanded by witnesses and for coaching and rehearsing
Richard Rogers for premeditatedfirst degree them to give perjured testimony.
Iammasonabl&certainthatathormurder of Vi&i Weaver on August 22, 1992
and attempted murder of Randall Weaver ough, honestand tndependen wtion would most Iihdy -grpwads
and Kevin Harris on the same day.
Charges should be brought against the for many m
cm
by an honestand
entire United States Marshal Servicefor con- m&
pnrsleculing attorney.
spiracyto commit murder of SamuelWeaver,
When you acceptedyour present position
as the prosecuting attorney of Boundary
and aiding and abetting said murder.
Deputy United States Marshal Larry Coo- County, Idaho, you took an oath to enforce
per should be charged with the murder of the laws and Constitution of the State ofIdaho
SamuelWeaver and Deputy MarshalWilliam and the United States.
Degan, and the attempted murder of Kevin
Now is the time for you to show the people
Harris. <yn,
who pay you that you have the responsibility
The entire FederalBureauof Investigation and fortitude to perform the duties required
should be charged with conspiracy and aid- of your office.
ing and abetting in the murder of Vicki
Sincerely,
Weaver,andtheattemptedmurdersofRandall
Weaver and Kevin Harris.
/s/ Jerry R. White
Herb Byerly and the entire Bureau of
Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms should be
Jerry R. White
charged with conspiracy to entrap RandalI
192 N. 300 W.
Weaver while attempting to entice him to
Vernal, UT 84078
violate Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Fire-
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Weaverchronolorrv
The Randy Weaver-Kevin Harris trial had its
beginnings in the mid-1980s at an Aryan
Nations gathering in North Idaho.

199s

.-

- --__

shootout, Deputy U.S. Marshal Wifliam
Degan and Samuel Weaver die.
n Aug.

22
Hundreds of federal and state police oHicers
surround the cabin. Shots are exchanged
late in the day. Weaver’s wife, Vicki, is killed;
Weaver and Harris are wounded.

..~_. ____-

8 July
A federal undercover agent meets Weaver at
an annual gathering of white supremacists,
neo-Nazis and Ku Kfux Kian members af the
Aryan Nations church near Hayden Lake.
-----

E!!Y-

-.-.

a October
After two meetings in Sandpoint, the agent
buys two illegat sawed-off shotguns from
Weaver. Federal agents attempt to convince

l Aug.23

FBI agents find Samuel Weaver’s body in a
shed. Federal murder chsrges are filed
against Harris.
l Aug.24

News of Samuel Weaver’s death enrages a
crowd of protesters at the roadblock leading
to the cabin. Weaver is charged with
assaulting federal officfjrs.

Aug. 26

n

Weaver makes his first contact wiv, federal
agents after 8 robot deiivers a phone.
Former Green Beret Bo Gritz offers to spaek
to Weaver. L3eg8n is buried in Ouincy, Mass.
m Aug. 28
Weaver reveals th8t his wife was killed and
Harris was shot. Authorities accept Gritl’s
offer to speak to Weaver.

m Aug. 29
Weaver tells Gritz he needs to pray with his
daughters about surrenderihg. Wyoming
defense attorney Gerry Spence agrees to
represent Weaver.

Rachel Weaver from court In Boise.
motion objecting to Spence and attorney
Chuck Peterson of Boise making out-of-

courtstatements.
mod.1

The Weaver cabIn atop Ruby Ridge.
Weaver to he/p them investigatei//egalgun
sales involving Northwest white
supremacists.
em.!-!.
l

-_-.

-

..

December

.-.-.. -.

The standoff ends. Weever is arrested and
taken to Boise. His daughters are taken
away by relatives from Iowa.

n80pf.1
Weaver claims that federal snipers killed hi
wife in retaliation for Degan’s death.

.--I___.-

Weavrrr refuses to cooperate. A feder8l
gr8ndjuryin5oiseindictshimon
two
ch8rges of manu&ctudng 8ndpossessing
ilkpt .sawed-otYshotguns.

1991

l Aug.31

__ ___.--_.

_

B Jan. 1748
Weaveris arrestedby federalagents affer
leaving his mountain home in Naples, Idaho,
far su~pks. He is *8s8d after signing a
T~I
to pay $lO,oW if he doesn’t 8ppear

lS4bPt.3
U.S. Justice Department ofi?ci8fs claim m
Weaver fired shots at a sut-veillance
helicopter.

m Feb. 20
When Weaver fails to appear in U.S. District
Court in Moscow. Idaho, on the firearms
charge, a fudge orders his arrest. Federal
marshals begrn lo try to get Weaver away
from his Ruby Rdge hone, During
sun&lance, they learn fnat Weaver and h/s
ramily Men weat firearms

l

h/S

ScJn.

unr ~m?ctedly encounter
sa/77w,,ma

ILWl5.

DurffJy.1

Weaver:

mJan. 20
FBl~~~~~
Rich8rd Ragem tells
a federalgmridjqf that snipers were
ordered to ahoot VickiWeaver on sight only
if she offered am& resistance atier being
asked to surrender.

c8ves or bunkers at Weaver’s cabin.

aDeo.22
U. s. b&@&t&?

l.8rry Boyle rej8cts 8 defens8

challenge of the grand jury indk%nent

n

mFob.18
U.S.Disbfct Judge+Edward Lodge seys

s~~~~~~~~

Sept.11
n

l

Sept. 18

rl~s;~tcu~! !J.S Ittnmey flnrr ?!cfHm;rw

hl?s d

April 15

l April19

Federal informer Kenneth Harold F8deley
testi&?s Weaver sold him two iltegat sawedoff shotguns in 1989. During crossexamination. Fadeley s8ys the government
wiflpay h,m more money if Weaver is

= Sept. 17

Sept. 24

April 13

Deputy U.S. Marshat Cooper, the
government%i I%& witness, teslilies he saw
tiarris shout Degan.

Federal prosecutors release new
indictments charging Weaver ana his family
with assisting Ham3 in fhe premeditated
murder of Degan.

n

April 12

Jury sekKhbn begins. An a#-white jury of
seven women 8nd five men is picked.

FBI Agent Greg Rsmpton testit& that the
bullet that killed L3eg8n matches the type
used in a rifte carried by H8rri.s.

Federal grand jury finds there 1s enough
evidence to hold trial on charges Harris and
Weaver used firearms to resist L?egan and
other marshals. Weaver pleads innocent to
charges he helped Harris kill Degan. The
next day, Harris pleads innocent to the
murder charges.

thecase wdd

Lodge rules the refigious and racial beliefs of
Weaverand this
8ra 8dmissible as
evidence.

w8apt.15

n

Jan. 22
FBI sniper Lon Horiuchi testifies that he
accident& shot Vicki Weaver while aiming at
Hams

l

US. Marshal Larry Cooper t&if&
that
Weaver shot at a marshal during the Aug. 27
gunfight.

‘Aug.2l
marsh&

illegally ordered to kill 8ny anned ad&t. They

n Nov.17

Defense
attorneys unsuccessfully ask a
judge to dismiss murder and conspk8cy
ChatgeS.

Jan. 12
Defense afmmeys claim FBI snipers were
ask that the murder charges be dismissed.

Preliminary court hearings begin in Boise.

rps3
On surveillance around Weaver3 cabin,

Nov. 10
Secretdocuments reve8t federal agents
expected to find bombs, gren8des and

l8ept.10

rpeb.7
Weaverissentanoticeth8rhrs
trialhasbeen
ch8ngedtoMarch~,
1991, whenithas
actually been reset for Feb. 20.

l

against Weaver and Hams

1993
n

A federalgrand jury releases a new t&~unt
indictment ageinst Weever and Hanis,
daffy,
finearms and harboring 8
fugitive counts.

n Aug.30

ti8ms2 surr8nd8rsp 8dmitting in 8 letter he
shot Deqan. Weaver allows Gritz and a
f8mi/y friend to take his wife’s body from the
cabin.

m

convicted.

a April 22
Federal court officialstest& they gave
Weaver two different dates for his 1991trial.

lMay3
Randy weaver sttll faces sentencmg
on two lesser counts.

Judge tells prosecutors they haven’t proven
conspiracy charges, which prohibits them
from introducing new testimony.
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1 Thechargesandverdicts 7/q/w
i

I May14

Iowajwrnalist

Dan Dundon says Weaver
in 1963 that he p/anned to move to
Idaho and build a home with a -yard
“‘kill
zone. ”

whim

l Y8y 1s

Federal prosecutors show~urors 14 guns
and 4,500 rounds of ammunition, recovered
tiom Weaver’s cabin.

I

;

A federal jury acquitted Randy
Weaver and Kevin Harris of
murder and conspiracy charges
Thursday. Here’s the verdict on
each count.

Count1
-- --_. ---

1 9 Weaver: Not guilty

DeputyUS.
MarshalArthurRoderiCk,
oneof
two marshals who survived the initial gun
battte, stands by his testimony that Ham3
fired first.

Conspiracy to commit certain
crimes, including resisting and
interfering with federal officers,
firearms violations and murder.

Count 2

i __j

l

FBI agent Joe Venkus says key pieces of
evidence wem lost or misplaced by federal
investigators following the shootout.

Count 3

n May28

Associate Marshal Serviw Director Wayne
Smith contradicts an F6l agent’s earlier
grandjury testimony when he says his
helicopter never flew over Weaver’s cabin.

m Weaver: Guilty
Failure rb appear in court for
trial.on Feb. 19, 1991.

June 2
Deputy U.S. Marshal Frank Norris says the
firstshots tired during the shootout sounded
like they came from the type of rifle used by
the marshals.

June 3

n

;

count4
__- --_..---- __ __.

’

l

FBI sharpshooter Horitichi testifies he
botched two shots fired into the Weavers’
yard Aug. 22.
Judge punishes prosecutors for delaying
release of evidence to the defense. He
orders the government to pay a fine of about
§woo.

._-----.

Weaver: Not guilty

m Harris: Not guilty

June6

n

Weaver: Mot guilty

I

Forcibly resisting, assaulting,
opposing, impeding,
in timida ting and in terlering with
deputy U.S. marshals in the
performance of their duties.

. _

-.

Weaver: Not guilty
Aiding and abetting Kevin
Harris in murdet?ng Deputy U.S.
Marshal William Degan.

a Harris: Not guilty
Murdering Deputy U.S. Marshal
William Degan.
count 7
-_.
___ .--n

..-.

Weaver: Not guilty

l

Harris: Not guilty
Harboring, concealing,
receiving, comforting and
assisting Weaver after an arrest
warrant had been issued for
him.

Count
9 ..-_-.__~ _ ~-.

-.- -- -

Committing the crime in count
3 while on a judge’s release.

Count
10
._~_____.

-- -

. Harris: Not guilty
Knowing/y carrying and using
firearms during the commission
of violent crimes.

June 10
Attorneys for Weaver and Mrriis rest their
case without calling a single witness.

n

June 11
Judge throws out two lesser counts against
Weaver and Harris. Defense attorneys call
for a dismissal of all counts. During his
response, prosecutor tfowen ends his
argument abrupt/y and returns to his chair.

m June 15
Attorneys for both sides finish the tria/ with
closing arguments, but lead prosecutor
Howen isnl in court. There are reports he is
ill.
n

Jutiil6

Millions of dollars were spent by
the federal government
apprehending and prosecuting
Randy Weaver and Kevin Harris.
Here are estimates of some of the
more costly expenditures.

m $loo,wJo
in overtime
and expenses
In spring 1992

Jurors begin deliberations.
n

June 29
Jury foreman Cyri/ Hatfield is drsmissed from
fhe jury because of head problems and is
replaced by an alfernate/uror. The judge
tellslurors they must startdelrberations over
again.

l

July 8
Thejury acquits Weaver and Harris in the

death of the federal marshal. Harris is
acqurtted on a//other charges; Weaver is
convectedon two minor counts.

R $110,ooo
for video
system
-

m W-$1.4 mlllion for overtime,
equipment and ex enses,
according to U.S. RIarshal
Service estimate
mw
m $8oo,ooc
for cecurity

li $58,000
for jury
SOUHLE

_

9 Weaver: Not guilty

A ballistics expert wntradicts Cooper’s
eyewitness account of Degan 3 shooting.
n

--

mWeaver: Guilty

June 9

l

.- _.... _.. .-

Possession of firearms and
ammunition while a fugitive
from justice.

--____-

Making, possessing and
receiving two illegal shotguns
between Oct. ll-241989.

n M8Y26

n

n

. Harris: Not guilty

m-2-l
Jud& delays trial afterpefense aftomeys
complain the prosewtum hid evidence and
a key Mtness that wntradicts testimony that
Herris1sredMt.

lYay24

__._. -.-----.--

Count
5..--._
_-

m $300,000
for
governmentprovided
defense
attorneys

Staff
research
Staff gra(lhlc: Molly Clu~nn
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Gunther Russbacher
Gaining Some REAL
Editor’s note: Pages 35-49 is a story
told mostly in letters--just
like the ones
all you great readers have been bombarding the State of Missouri
with to
support Gunther Russbacher.
The second letter, from Missouri Secretary of State Roy D. Blunt, is a most
interesting,
disguised
and “sensitive”
document
dating from May 14, 1989.
Pardon the poor quality.
As Rayelan
Russbacher
said in a faxed comment
about this letter, “Roy Blunt withheld

evidence in my husband’s case. And,
when we finally did get our hands on the
charters
to the CIAproptietary
company
that Gunther was running and tried to do
something
with Gunther’s
certificates,
the present
Secretary
of State hinted
that if we tried to negotiate the shares or
use them for collateral,
that Gunther
would be charged with the veru same
things
that are mentioned in this letter,
.
selling
unregistered
securities. n
L7mmmmm.

Update
Ground
The remaining letters and update are
pretty much selfexplanatory about the torturethatGuntherhasbeenundergoingwhile
“games” are played behind prison walls,
out of the sight of you-the-people.
Both Gunther and Rayelan express
their very deepest appreciation for what
you-the-readers
have been doing on their
behalf.
The pen is, indeed, mightier
than the sword!
- Dr. Edwin M. Young
Editor-In-Chief

GUNTHER KARL RUSSBACHER
* 18701 OLD HIGHWAY 66 * PACIFIC,
MISSOURI u 63069 *

July

Consulate

Republic
Chicago,

‘1993

of

the
of Austria
Illinois

Attn.

: Mr.

Dear

Mr.

Paul

Jenrwein,

Consul

Jenewein:

As per our recent
conversation,
and hope that the information6
the much needed
assistance
for
Please

9,

take

note

of

I am restating
my cause on
contained
herein
will bring
which I desperately
pray.

gaper,
about

the following issues:

I have been assigned
to kitchen
duty, cleaning
and bussing
1.
tables
even though
X have suffered
two recent
heart attacks
and
am in need
of cardiovascular
intervention.
As you might rem&nber
from a previous
visit,
I do have considerable
medical
problems,
which had been properly
addressed
by the medical
staff of JCCC.
2.
Although
I had advised
medical
and custodial
staff of
having
had Hepatitis,
and the same having
been documented
by this
facility,
they still chose to assign
me to work in Food
Service.
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3. Au yuu kr~ow, my f+.lnge:rsand ndls
had suffcrcd
considerably while
I was in Southeast
Asia.
(Please
see: Wilchars'
extensive
Debriefing
Repurt
on KUGSDACHER,
of which you hsvc a copy on file.)
The fingernails,
and
nail beds errupt
into bl.oody pulps when exposed
to any form of chemical
solutions.
My job assignment
in the kitchen,
'although I am told to wear yloves, cauges the fingers to erupt and
bleed each and every time I place my hands into any chemical
solution.

I have made mention,
numerous
times,
to proper medical and Unit
custodial
and office
staff that I suffer
greatly
when placed into
such environment.
Howcvcr,
all my appeals have been to no avail1
into this mess,
Even the Office of Lhe Governor hss been brought
Again,
to date there has been no relief.
youl

your

office

and

my

Please address

your

correspondence

country

to

assist me in preventing
additional and serious problems to my health, by contacting the
institution advising them of your protest to such inhumane treatment,

I beseech

of

to Mr.

Paul

Ca'spari,

Superinten-

Eastern Correctional Center, asking him to take
the time, and persdnally have a look at these serious medical
issues

dent

Missouri

and problems.
I don't
want to leave here in worse health than when 1 arrived.
Also, please know that I have not been permitted to see an internist
or cardiologist since my arrival, even though I am in dire need
of such consultation.

Anything you can do to assure me proper medical treatment/and
humane
treatment at the hands of these people shall be greatly appreciated.
With many thanks in advance for your attention
in matters

outlined

Most respectfully

and referred

your

and intercession
to above, I sign,

servant,

Gunther K. Russbacher

II

Want to voice your complaint

about Gunther

Russbacher’s

Dora B. Schriro, Ed.D.
Director, Missouri Dept. Of Corrections
2729 Plaza Drive
Jefferson City, MO 65 102

treatment

in the Missouri

Mel Carnahan,
State Capitol
Jefferson City,
office: (314) 751-3222;
mansion: (314) 751-4141;

State Prison System?

Governor
Building
MO 65 10 1
fax: (314) 751-4458
fax: (314) 751-9219
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PHONE NO.

: 488 479 8666
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NATIONAL VIETNAM P.O.W.
STRIKE FORCE
1
1

2615 WAUGH DRIVE, SUITE 217 - HOUSTON, TEXAS 77006-2799
(713) 680-3181 VOICE - (713) 680-3185 FAX

FORMAL COMPLAINT AGAINST
THE STATE OF MISSOURI
(Editor’s note: TIze original document which was received by CONTACT is poor quality for
reproduction. We have retyped the document verbatim while maintainiq the letterhead on the original
document.)
Missouri Eastern Correctional
Paul Caspari, WARDEN
18701 Old Hwy. 66
Pacific, MO 63069-9799

Center

Sent by Fax to
314) 257-5796
f uly 13, 1993
CONFIRMED

*:**
b

Dear Warden Caspari:

An inmate of your facility, Gunther Russbacher, Capt. USN, Ret. has requested our organization
intervene on his behalf over inappropriate treatment he is receiving at your facility.

is’ CAVAUI'VOfWSW

Captain
Prisoner
Agency.

to

Russbacher
is a highly-decorated
combat veteran of the Vietnam conflict, a former
of War who was brutally tortured and a former full field agent of the Central Intelligence

During his confinement
at the Hanoi Hilton, Vo Van Kiet and Du Muoi (Vietnam’s current
leaders) ordered, among other things, that burning bamboo shoots be shoved under his fingernails
and then had them ripped out one at a time with a pair of pliers in order to extract information out
of him. His hands have never recovered from this treatment.

101~AWOfWCOIVWQN

Captain Russbacher has had two previous heart attacks and alleges his heart medication is being
denied him. He has been ordered to work 14 hour days, seven days a week in the scullery and
forced to put his injured hands in boiling water containing lye soap. When I asked him what would
happen if he refused to work, he said, “I am a military man used to following orders. I am trying to
be a model prisoner.
If I refuse I will lose all my good time and be placed in total darkness in
solitary confinement on bread and water, not allowed mail, and not allowed to see my wife or my
attorney.”
This is not the Hoa Loa prison in Hanoi in 1968, but right here in the ol’ show-me state of Missouri.
Captain Russbacher is the only known POW from Vietnam incarcerated in the U.S. today. If his
allegations are true, then in addition in being in serious violation of Federal Law you are a Nazi and
Communist war criminal of the worst imaginable order. You have desecrated the American Flag
and tortured a war hero. You are a despicable and reprehensible
disgrace to everything our
country has ever stood for.
This letter will be printed in mass quantities and distributed to attendees at the annual convention
of the National Alliance of Families POW/MIA in Washington, D.C. this weekend in addition to
the people below and media nets in your state. We demand that the civil and human rights of
Captain Russbacher be restored and that a physician and attorney of our choosing be allowed to
visit him immediately and verify his allegations.
Joe L. Jordan
’
National Commander
RESPONSE

REOUESTED
FAX NUMBERS

Governor Mel Carnahan
American Red Cross, Dole
Ammesty Int., Heale
ACLU, Ira Glasser, d res.
CIA Director Woolsey
CIA Chief Legal Counsel
Assoc. Frmr. Intel Ofcr.
Prison Fellowship, Colson
ENTIRE

Attorne
General Reno
FBI DIJECTOR
SESSIONS
Assoc. of Frmr. POWs
Amer. Legion Nat’1 Cmdr.
VFW Nat 1 Commander

MISSOURI

CONGRESSIONAL

DELEGATION
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Mel Camahrn, Governor

Mis6oufi

D]EPmT
&isioa

OF’CORRECTIONS

qf Adult Insdtudops

2729 P&a l&ivc
P.O. Box 238
Jefferson City, Missouri 65102
314-751-2389
TOD Avaibbh
314-751-4099
IFax)

Oars 6. Schriro. Ed.D., Director
George A. Lombardi,
Oivirion OiiOctOr

July 15, 1993

Mr. Rick Martin
Cgntact, Inc.
P. :O. Box 27800
Las Vegas, NV 89126
Deqr Mr. Martin:
.
In response to your July 6, 1993 correspondence alleging
that Mr. Gunther Russbacher continue.8to be subject td inhum'ane
‘treatment
.at the Missouri Eastern Correctional Center, I
requested updated information from the medical etaff at the
facility. _
.
Reviewing the information obtained, I can assure you that
Mr. Russbacher's medical,.condition is being monitored and
treated appropriately. Contrary to'your assertions, Mr..
Russbacher, who previously denied any history of hepatitis in
February, 1992, and later on May 7, 1993, stated that he had
contracted hepatitis in 1970 or 1971, has never demonstrated any
clinlcal evidence to support that statement. Given the
circumstances present at that time, his assignment to food
setvice duties in June, 1993, was in accordance with established
procedure and do86 not ,pose a health'risk. Tt is certainly
I
noteworthy that since Mr. Russbacher's assignment to food
service duties, he has only worked on two (2) day9 (June 16 and
July 12, 1993) as of this writing and then for only periods of
/*
less than two ('2)hours.
:
The,issue of Mr. Rusgbaclrer's fingernails were only brought
to the attention of the medical section at the time;that he wa3
assigned to food service duties. Me was evaluated at the ,time
of complaint by the institution's physician and contfnues'to
receive appropriate medical treatment for what has been
characterized as a fungal infection. Aa his duties in the food;
service section did not involve handling of food for other
inmatPs, there was no potential health risk involved. In fact,
on June 24, 1993, Dr. William Wade, Statewide Medical Director
for the Correctional Medical 'Systems, in consultation with the
institution's physician approved the light duty work assigxzment.
The light duties involved in this work assignment consjst of the
wiping of fifteen (IS) tables in a section of the'food servicQ
dining room with a wet rag and pail containing liquid
diohwashing soap solution at the three (3) mealtimes on an every
w *AN EQUAL OPPORfUNlTY EMPLOYER+ rt
S&fttkO;5ptlovkfed on & N&t-ciisrrimhsrof 7 bask

AD EXCELLEUM CONAMUR f WE STRIVE YOWARDS EXCELLENCE
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other day basis and as such required no lifting or other related
physical exertions.
At the June 24 consult, Dr. Wade did recommend a follow-up
consult with a cardiac specialist to provide a definitive
assessment of Mr. Russbacher's previously self reported history
of cardiac problems. As of this writing, Mr. Russbacher has
indicated a willingness to cooperate in these evaluations
despite his previous documented refusals in 1992.
Even given the lack of clinical evidence, the
Superintendent, in consult with CMS medical staff have
recommended that Mr. Russbacher be placed on unassigned status
unql the results of these clinical evaluations can be made
aval'lable.
Based on the above, it would certainly appear that the staff
involved are being more than prudent in response to Mr.
Russbacher's concerns.
This obviously includes Ms. Jennifer
Sachse, who is the functional unit manager for Mr. Russbacher's
housing unit. I am, therefore, unaware of what reports you have
received which would cause you to conclude she has acted in a
manner unbefitting an officer of the correctional aystem. If
you are in possession of such specific reports, you may be
assured that they will be investigated if forwarded to my
attention.
Should you have further concerns in this regard; please feel
free to direct them to my attention at the above-listed address.
&
Sincerely,
a'&. Schriro, Ed.D.
WDo'rector
DBS/rj
cc:

George Lombardi
File #184306

PROJECT
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Jcly 16, 1993
To: Dora Schriro, Dire&or of Mimouri prison System
Fran: Rayelan Russbacher
Re: Gunther RussbacherMECC #184306
After reading the letter you vrota to Rick Martin fsa the Contact
newspaper, I am forced to conclude that either the staff and management
from MECC are lying to you in an attempt to protect themselves, or you are
knowinglyputting out lies. Only you know for sure, and only your actions
will tell the public which it ia.'

I have jmt received in the mail photographs of my hu&mds
fingertip6
which wcrc t&m
yeoterday, July 15th. I will have them enlarged 80 that
you can mc what wc are talking about. Then I vould like you to tell me
that a nun who60 finger6 look like his do, should be forced to put his
hands in dekargent that is etrong enough to disinfect;an eating area.
You must know by now that the Austrian Rnbassey, Amnesty International, the
National PUW Network and many other agencies and ti&wsnetworks am atready
involved in this. For four years I have been trying to get nat.kmal
attention to my hmband~s problem, and now thanks to you and your staff
at
MECC, my efforts
to bring national attontlon to my husband's case have been
fulfilled.
I don't think this is the way the ~vexmox wanted you to handle this. While
he has had his hands full with the flood, your sCaff at KECCcontinued to
harrass and torture my hw&and. I am 6ure they felt t& Govemor would be
too busy to notit* what they x-e doing, whey must alvo feel that you will
believe and back them and that your office
will cover fut them. BuC ask
yourself...once the Govt?rxror &arts feeling the heat fran international
watchdog agencies, who will cover for you? mn't you thixlktIlatyou should
look into this mattec permmlly? ATter all, it is your boss who will pay
the price if you and your etaff mess up and bring down the attention of the
international media, watchdog agencies, and the Federal Guverment. Please

=-m.ba,

just because my husband'sgroup is out of favor in the present

federal gwerntnenl;,matter6 like this change very quickly, and tomorrow his
faction within governmm could be back in power. Do you understandthe
iaq?licationsof this for you and all your staff that
b involwd in this
harrasment and the submquent cmmrup lice?‘
I said in an tarller leLl;erthat thoas who are politicsll~ correct today
are convict& criminals serving prison time tomorrow. Dr. Sehriro, you
should be lochhy toward your own enlightened self inblrcate. There are t0c
many letters to yciurotatingLhe facts of Gunther RwsMchcr%
case. YW
trail continue6 to grow
yourself
have written
too
many letters.The ppr
and you will be held accountable, not only by tho public, but also &y the
GoverporTkour
.
Information in the letter to Rick I%rtin ia wrong. The &y
way
that you will ever get the real story is to talk to tnyhu6band YOUrSelf.
HUW difficull;is it for you to put through a tclophone call or to go visit
him? Neither yti nor the Gmernor war&d this issue to grow to
international proprxtlom, IYULI atmure you it already has. Act now to
p-sent
further aabarr=menL to the state oE~Misso~ri.
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Hot
Interview
With
Rayelan
Russbacher
Editor’s note: The following is a transcription of a telephone conversation between RayelanRussbacherand
Rick Martin, for CONTACT, on Monday, July 19,
1993. Please understand, readers, that
some of the information in this conversation may contain errors due to the method
in which communication
takes place between Rayelan and her husband, Gunther.
Often there are only bits of information,
for security and other reasons.
THE GOOD NEWS IS-as
of Friday,
July 16, Gunther is off of the kitchen
assignment-officially
due to intervention
from the Austrian Embassy through the
State and then Justice Departments. We’re
“sure” that all of the pressure you good
readers have brought to bearon Gunther’s
behalf had “nothing” to do with this victorious state of affairs.
Let us all be
thankful for God’s Hand at work through
His Lighted helpers...ALL of you!
Following
this interview are several
other important documents related to the
earlier material and to the points discussed in the inter-mew itself.
7119193

RICK

MARTIN

Rick: Which embassy has interceded on
Gunther’s behalf?
Rayelan: The intervention, I believe, has
been by the Washington, D.C., Austrian
Embassy. What I am about to say is
accurate, but we don’t know how much
more is going on, on either side; and
that’s very important.

kitchen. The prison has been ordered dieted for. these crimes that he now is
NOT to put him in any work detail until spending time for in prison.
further notice.
And so, the Justice Department, under
Rick: They were ordered by whom?
the Democrats, has now issued some
sort of call to the State of Missouri to
Rayelan: Ok, what has happened is, the investigate what is happening to Gunther
State of Missouri has been hit from two Russbacher. But, I have great fear, that
fronts. As you know, last week some- there may be no truth and justice left in
time, Gunther filed aTemporary Restrain- the United States Justice Department
ing Order & Preliminary Injunction. A and so, while today the news from Friday
restraining order was put in effect against looks good, I still have great doubt that
the prison by the Federal Courts. That anything positive will come out of either
means that the prison cannot force the Restraining Order or what the EmGunther into kitchen duty until it has bassy has done. The thing that I bebeen further investigated.
lieve something
positive will come
At the same time that this restraining
order was put into effect, the Austrian
Embassy in Washington, D-C., filed a
formal protest with the United States
State Department, who in turn contacted
the Justice. Department, who in turn
contacted the State of Missouri. All I
know is that news. I do not know what
action the Justice Department will take
against the State of Missouri, if any. It is
true, we now have a Democratic Justice
Department and it was the Republican
Justice Department that started all of
this. People should realize that it was
Dick Thornburgh who was in charge of
the Justice Department. And, on August
30, 1989, the very day that I married my
husband, in fact, the call went, believeit-or-not, the very pilot who flew us to
Reno to get married called my husband’s
boss and said, uGunther is in Reno and
is getting married.”

Rick: I would imagine the pressure is
coming down.
Well, I don’t know whether it was my
.’
husband’s boss who told Donald Gregg,
Rayelan: Yes, it appears to be coming the CIA Discipline Director and said,
down. The other thing we need to know: ‘Russbacher has defied orders and gotwe may have won this little skirmish, but ten married.” But, somebodv got the
realize the skirmish has gone on since word to Donald Gregg, who was the Head
April, when Jim Vassilos was arrested, of CIA Discipline and, of course, Donald
held in jail, and then disbarred. And Gregg hated me and hated my husband.
then, Paul Wilcher was killed. Then Donald Gregg called Dick Thornburgh,
there was also a judge in Chicago killed. who was the head of the Justice DepartAnd so, this little skirmish that we have ment. Dick Thornburgh called William
been having with these people who have Webster, who was the Attorney General
been keeping Gunther incarcerated has of the State of Missouri. William Webster
cost 2 lives so far, a lawyer disbarred, it called the prosecutor in St. Charles
has almost cost Gunther’s life, and it County before the day was over, August
looks as though we’ve won this skirmish 30,1989. There was awarrant to pick up
because Gunther is now out of the Gunther Russbacher and he was in-

out of is the fact that there is someone
within the Missouri government who
is leaking documents
to us.
It is
someone who is disgusted with the
Republicans and is disgusted with the
Democrats and is disgusted with the
crimes that have been going on.

Rick, you’ve seen the document [onpage
37. It is a letter from the Secretary of
State in which the Secretary of State lays
out the way that they will indict and
smear the reputation of the Republican
candidate who will be running for the
Republican nomination for Governor
against this very same William Webster,
who was the man who told the prosecutor to indict Gunther. In other words,
the Republican candidate for Governor,
who ran in the primariesagainst Webster,
was indicted and framed by William
Webster’s good buddy, the Secretary of
State...his name is Roy D. Blunt. The

very same modus operandi that was
outlined in that letter from Roy Blunt
to a prosecutor in Missouri to frame
and indict and smear this Republican
candidate, is exactly the same modus
operandi that this crooked political
party used to indict Gunther.

One of the things that Roy Blunt did to
insure that Gunther was indicted is, he
hid all of the original charters to the
companies that Gunther was running so
that, when Gunther was on trial, it looked
as though Gunther had never even chartered these companies in the State of
Missouri, which would have been an
even greater crime. One of the reasons
that Gunther chose to plead guilty was
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because the Secretary of State had hidden the Charters and they were threatening to charge even greater crimes than
these twenty-thousand-dollars-worth of
crimes that he was charged with. And
so, this letter that you have from the
Secretary of State telling the prosecutor
to frame, indict, and smear William
Webster’s Republican opponent, is the
same tactic they used to smear Gunther’s
reputation and to indict him.
When I say that I don’t have a lot of hope
over the Restraining Order or what the
Austrians did, let me explain and clarify.
We are playing at such a high level that
we never know who is going to blackmail
who, who is going to kill who, who is
going to threaten to kill who-and so, I
believe that what is being done at a lower
level through the American Patriot Fax
Network, through the POW Network, and
through Amnesty International, these
are the backups.

process of doing so. This was something
that was spoken about 3 or 4 months
ago. I think that this has already, or is
in the process of, happening.

as a result of this flood. I think that the
American patriots who live in Missouri
are going to, shall we say, get mad as hell
and take back their state.

Rick: We haven’t heard anything recently about getting Gunther released to
Austria. Is that idea pretty much in the
background now and they’re just going
to hold him or is it completely unknown?

Rick: Very interesting. Do you think
Dora Schriro is really that out of touch or
just covering up?

Rayelan: No, I think she’s that out of
touch. I hate to say it, but I think that
Rayelan : I’m glad you asked that be- she is one of these bleeding heart liberals
cause one thing that Gunther did say is who was put in charge of the prison
that Governor Carnahan, yesterday, system because she had wonderful ideas
signed into law some reforms in the and a wonderful open heart.
parole procedures, which may show
what’s going on here. You see, Gunther’s Rick, believe-it-or-not, when I went to
parole hearing, if everyone remembers, college, I went to college to go into the
was June 2nd and we were supposed to prison system. Can you believe this? I
have an answer within 10 days. That was one of these bleeding-heart liberals
would have been June 12. It’s now July who went to college at the University of
19th and the parole people have said California under the reign of Governor
nothing. If you remember, they told us Jerry Brown. Jerry Brown, at that time,
in 10 days parole will either be denied or was very big on reform of the prison
system because he said that all prisons
turned over to immigration.
do is warehouse, they don’t rehabilitate.
Well, they did send in a passport pho- And that’s true. It’s been 20 years and
tographer. And now, yesterday, we find they still warehouse, they don’t rehabilithat Governor Carnahan has signed into tate. And so, I went to school to study
law some new parole procedures. The psychology to learn how to rehabilitate
only thing that I can think of is that prisoners, right? On the very day that I
Gunther did not qualify for parole under graduated, or the very last day of school,
the guidelines that WERE then in effect I met the Dhali Lama and the Dhali Lama
changed my life forever and I didn’t go
on June 2nd.
into the prisons.

Even though we may have won the skirmish, don’t for a moment think that our
enemies aren’t flanking us on all sides
and aren’t ready for their attack. Of
course, Gunther said today, the 19th’
that if I don’t hear from him today, then
I know full well that something has happened. He’s afraid that he’s going to be
killed. And so, it may be good news but
it is good news that has enraged our
enemies and now we have even more to Possibly, Governor Carnahan wants
fear.
rid of Gunther Russbacher before his
entire career is ruined-because that is
Rick: What is the name of the judge who what these people will do... the people
was taken out early on?
within Carnahan’s government releasing the documents. Ken Vardon, at the
Rayelan: I’ve never known whether it American Patriot Fax Network, is getting
was Parsons or whether it was Posner, in these documents and spreading them all
Chicago. And it was a judge who was around. And then we’ve got the POW
going to, somehow, who was in charge of Network.
a RICO lawsuit which a number of different people who are associated with Carnahan is scared to death that the
Gunther were working on.
forces we have assembled are going to
ruin his careet in politics! I think that
Rick: My understanding is that Amnesty he may very well have signed into law
International can apply a great deal of new changes in the parole system which
pressure and that there could be some will allow him to release Gunther
degree of hope there. ’
Russbacher on parole and he will think
that the minute Gunther Russbacher is
Rayelan: I hope you’re right Rick, again, released on parole, all of this will die
Amnesty International is an organiza- down.
tion that only has pressure because of.
what it can do with the press. It means My feeling is, it won’t die down. My
that the New World Order’s controlled feeling is that it is out of our hands and
press is going to have to cooperate with the people in Missouri have discovered
Amnesty International, do you see what the corruption in their government as a
I’m saying? If they refuse to print the result of what has been uncovered as a
stories that Amnesty International gives result of Gunther Russbacher being in
them, I’m not quite sure what recourseprison.
except for Amnesty International to go to
the World Court. I believe that the Aus- I think that all of Missouri is in for some
trian government has already gone to the reformation as a result of this flood and
World Court on this. Or, they are in the the hard times that will come to Missouri

Rick: What a ‘coincidence”!
Rayelan: Interesting, isn’t it?
Rick: Well, I appreciate the update.
Rayelan: As I said, the modus operandi
that is outlined in that letter [onpage 37j
is the exact way that they got Gunther.
And how many other innocent people are
spending time in Missouri prisons because they don’t happen to have a wife
who believes in them. Or they don’t have
any family or friends who believe in them
or know how to work this kind of mess.
So many times, the psychology of attackingandcallinga
man a criminaland a
con-man...what it does, it alienates the
family. Usually the FBI or the investigators go in separately and they win the
confidence of each family member and
then turn the family members against the
‘prisoner” so that the family members will
not stand by the person and fight, as I have
fought to free Gunther. So, how many
others are there in the Missouri prisons
who are just like Gunther, but have no
friends or family? I can but thank God for
the “family of friends,, who have come
forward to walk with Gunther and myself
along this painful path.
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
EASTERN DISTRICT Of MISSOURI
ST. LOUIS DIVISlON

GUNTHRR

K.

RUSSBACHER,

)
1

Plaintiff,

1
1
1
)
v.
I
1
PAUL CASPARI, Superinkmdent;
)
DORA SCHRIRO, Directnr DOC;
)
of the )
CHARLIE BAKER: ipd assigns
above defendant
representatives
1
of the Missouri Department
of
Corrections.
et al.
;

Civil

Cause

No.:

)

Defendants.'

)

EMERGENCY:
1) TEMPORARY RESTRAINING ORDER,
.r
&

Appears

on

grant
an

Plaintiff

anc3 in proper

Pro-Se,
and

now

his

Petitioner

person,
For
,-

application

emergency

basis,

AND

and

2) PRELIMINARYINJUNCTION

GUNTHER

KARL

RUSSDACHER,

petitioning

this

a TEMPORARY

RESTRAINING

for

a PRELIMINARY

Court

to

issue

ORDER,

INJUNCTION,

stating

as follows:
1) Plaintiff
ifi
A prisoner
of the Missouri
Department
of
Eastern
CdrreCtiOnal
Center
Corrections
(DOC), at Missouri
.'
'(MECC), Pacific,
Missouri
(MO.),
a suburb
of St. Louis,
MO.
2)

This

Court

to Rule,6b
and

rules

3)

This

Court

4)

Plaintiff
physic:al,

has jurisdiotion
over this petition
pursuant
(Title 28 USC), and the statutes,
procedures,
applicable
thereto. '
is the

proper

venue

for this action.

has been and continues
to be the
and madioal
harassnklerrt.
mental,

subject

of
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5)

Plhintift.
in9 being

hat; a well known medical
history
with the followDocumented:
1) Dr. White,
MD writing;
2) Dr.
Schoensn, the prior Chief
Medical
Officer
for
the Missouri
Department
of Corrections,
.,writ.ring;-plainti-ff has suffered
t.wclheart attacks (M.I.1 d uriug the last few years': 4)
Plaintiff
currently,
accordilly to last angiogram,
has

Iws than 15% active blood flow through the affected coronary arteries:
5) Cardiovascular
bipass
surgery
had been
recolemended

when

petitidner-was

Incarcerated

at Jefferson
City Correctional Center, just. prior to hia tranefer
to
Missouri
Eastern Correcti0rlul
Center;
6) Numerous
coronary
medications
are prescribed,
and we
a parL uf petitioners'
daily rol1t.j
ne; such: as Frocardia,
~opre~~ur,
Isorblde,
Nitro-Stat,
and ASA, Such medicatiuus
are taken
several
tifiles daily,
and provide
the lift? sus;taining
levels
of
m6difzfltions, needd
to
assure snd yt-ulorly
and ncccssclry
thy very life of'i.&jtant
petitioner.:
7) Hepatitis,
as
douumentcd by institutional,,,filt:y, as well as informations
received
from Mrs. Pu&bacher,
wife of instant
petitioner:
8) Plaintiff, owing to severe-torture
while cormbat imprisor'lcd, during
the Viet Nam conflict,,,in
Vientienne, Laos,
sutfered
iil3Gry to al1 ten (?O) fingers,
causirry
loss
ot nails,
to become
QP well as causing the nail bed (flesh)
Gevorely deform&
and permanently
injured:
9) FUNGAL
type
which without: the groteclio~~ of the deformed
of INFECTION,
nd; Is, periodically
break
open, erupt and lacerate,
&n&or

tipilling blood and body fluids at unpodictable
for
6)

each

affectvd

8)

finger.

T.Iiat the DOC Director
has stated
I'ctitioner
ban a 'Good Record‘,

' That dsspilx
ongoing
and

intervals

the above, Plaintiff
repeated
harassment,

in wri.LirLy that
has

been

Plaintiff

sub3ecLed

to

neeently,

among other
pexputrptions
such d6 blocking
and
visits
by
defendants,
despite
&e
above
collllraunicationtl
clear showing
of medical
contra-indication,
speak deliberplaintiff
was suddenly
and most
ate medical
indifference,
maliciously
ordered
to food service
work duty, endangering

.' plaintiff

as well

SG others,

&r~ referred

to food

sexvice

incident,
9)

in order
to proLect
himself,
Plaintiff
.has been forced,
to file J very strong
and well documented
"OEficial
&copy
of
caid
document
is
herewith
attached.
Grievance,fox‘e'sees
further
abuse
and punishment
for daring
to speak out and clearly
set forth
and
the
clear
pregent
danger
to
condition,
others.
presented by the acts an6 cm&'ft

10) Plciirrtiff reasonably
forthcoming
his medical
himself
and
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11)

-

Plaintiff
reasonably
foresees further
acts of harassment,
and the ongoing
and continued
endangering
of
punishment,
acts such as A) MOVQmQnt
and other, by continued
himeelf,
of Plaintiff
to another
institution
as punishment
for
daring to file a ~~11
documented
'Official
Grievance':
or work assignments
to areas
which
B) further
work orders
tzhall O~UEQ
plaintiff
onyoiny
and continued
pain and undue
eufferingt C) aontinuod
blocking
of mail from outside
'
information
as to petitioners'
cause
sources, providing
on visits,
in the public
arena: denial or restrictions
and or the outright denial or blockFng
of visitor
request

approval forms.
Plaintiff

WHEREFORE,
to

Issue

a Temporary

RePtraining

cll~! tu yr,eliminarily
in accord

with

the

petitions

onjoin
above

tho

this

hiqh

Order,

on

Dofendantu,

and
an

honorable

emergency

and

each

of

Court
basis,
them

petition.

Reg.
MECC

. .
Dated:
July -I',.19-93
Mis6our.i Eastern
Correktional

# 184306
Pacific,

2-A-10

MO

63069

Center

Icl'lOlOld Highway 6'6
Pacific, 'Missouri -63069'

Tho u~~d~r~iyrwd, pursuant
to 28 USC 5I.746, duclaxua that the
allcryatiolllsmade in thilr document are true and corretik, except
as
to certain allegations which are made upon information and b,elief,
and as to such allogationc,
bolicvcc thcrn/cp ba true and-correct.

Dated:

This
MECC

1st"; day of July,

Pmifio,

MisGOUXi

1993
63069
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Missouri

Mal Cmahan.

DElPARTMENT OF
2739

THE PHOENIX PROJECT

PIea

Oorp 8. Schrlro.

Ed-b..

Director

Drrvf,

P.O. Barr 236
JeffersonCity.
314-751

CORRECTIONS

Governor

Missouri

-2389

65102

TOOAvoilable

314.761*4099

(Fax)

July 16, 1993

Mr. Gunther Russbacher
Regidzer No, 184306
Missouri

Eastern

Correctional

Center

Dear Mr. Russbacher:
I have

received

your

questions regarding

1993 in which you raise
to your wife.

letter
of June 30,
my previoua response

You state that you did not recant an earlier claim of a history
Hepatitis. By copy of this letter, I am requesting thaL Mary

of

speak with you regarding
her
MECC Nursing
Director,
1992 University
Hospital
and Clinics
statement.
The March,
Discharge
Summary
does not note Repatitis
in your past medical
history. This is usually based upon information supplied by the

Moore,

patient.
Laboratory
work performed
at the University
Repeat
blood
institution
do not show liver problemo,
been

ordered

and

will

be

drawn

and the
work

has

shortly.

Discharge
Summary
nor hates prior
to June
15, 1993 list a complaint
of Finger
or fingernail
problems.
The
first recorded complaint was on a Medical
Service8
Request
dated
June lG, 1993.

Neither

the University

duty statue was reviewed on June 22, 1993 anc3 July 2, 1993.
Dr. Rhee has approved you for food service aaHiynment - light
Dr. Rhee and
He has also order-cd rubber gloves for you.
duty.
Dr. Wade concurred on this recommendation.

Your

'fou are on medication
For previous cardiac hlstory, but there has
been no recent physician's
order for surgery or outside
that Dr.
By copy of this letter, I am requesting
consultation.

+ + AN EQUAL

OPPORTUNITY

Stvwr:tQ.r fWfWtr.icu
AD EXCELLEUM

CONAMUR

EMPLOYER

on a Nf~n.(/,~.~.r~frr~rytc~fy
*

WE STRIVE

TDWAR~S

* rc

bx1.5
EXCELLENCE
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Rhee mset with you to answer
your
questions
and concerns.
No
pne has denfed your previous
history, but: rather ym~r record
doea not reflect
any acute
problem
or exacerbation
at this time.

I hope this will be helpful to you.
Sincerely,

B. Schrlro, Ed.D.
DBS:JH:kg
--Ed

st-qehn

RtrrrabachsrWil.J.iam Wade III,
ILO.
Mary Moore
Classificatzion
file

file

“Oh, I’11 print it all right, Mr. Paine-hut

a title like ‘Common

Sense’ isn’t going to appeal to very many people.”
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Just Wh
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ontrols

(Continued

from

Most of these people who live near or
at the edge of the rivers have no flood
insurance, for there was none available
to them, and now they have lost all their
belongings. The farmers do not have
flood insurance, either, and these ones
were already in dire straights, financially speaking, before the waters came
and washed everything away.
All these people have counted upon
your government to come to their rescue
in the event of a natural disaster. Well,
folks, your disaster is here and guess
what1 Your government has no money
for it has all been given away to ‘help”
other countries! Ask the people in Los
Angeles who were wiped out in the riots
of 1992 how much help they have ACTUALLY received from the government. Ask
the people in Hawaii, who were struck by
the hurricane last year, how much help
they have ACTUALLY received from your
government. They will gladly tell you:
zip-zilch-nada-the
big goose egg-01
In fact, many of these people are in the
process of filing a lawsuit against FEMA
because, after one year, there has been
no money for rebuilding. Why? SIMPLETHERE ISN’T ANY MONEY TO BE HAD!
Chelas, we have been harping on
this subject for four years now and yet
the majority have not gotten the message that your government is simply
It is insolvent and the bill
broke.
collectors are knocking upon the door.

Where do you propose the money come
from? You can file lawsuit after lawsuit
to the highest courts in the land and the
only thing you will,achieve is a big lawyer’s
bill because you’ cannot squeeze blood
from a turnip and that, dear ones, is in
essence what you are trying to do.
There is one thing that your politicians are NOT lying about and that is
that your national debt and deficit are
out of control. They do lie about telling
vou that it can be fixed by all their little
band-aid bills, proposals and budgets.
t is so great that in no way can it ever be
wiped out for the amount of the debt is
far greater than the amount of currency
In circulation-and
yet your government
::ontinues to borrow at astronomical rates
from the Federal Reserve. And, Chelas,
i hey now have you ones in the big squeeze

Front

Page)

for they are in the process of property
seizure to cover the indebtedness. Paying for the debt is one place where your
politicians will step aside and agree with
you that it is your government, your
nation and your responsibility...and then
they will simply high-tail it out of town
when the chips begin to fall upon YOUTHE-PEOPLE.
So, if any of you are waiting for Uncle
Sam to come in and bail you out of your
troubles and rebuild your farms, your
businesses, your lives -well, thinkagain
for it is NOT going to happen! What shall
you do? That is a good question. I do not
know what to tell you for it is as closing
the barn door after the horse is let out. It
is too late to plan ahead for these ones
caught by the rising waters; their “rainy
day” has come to them already.
The bad news is that there are yet
MORE disasters on the horizon! Have

you yet, perhaps, realized that these are
the times of Tribulation? And if you are
sitting in church pews this day and waiting upon the Lord, you are in for quite a
long wait. The Lord is not going to do
your work for you. And, he is not going
to ‘rapture” you onesout of the troubles
up to some fluffy white cloud. So, I
would suggest you get up out of those
Prayer is a
pews and get to work!
wonderful thing--hat are you only talking the talk, or are you willing to get
up and walk the walk? Until you are
willing to put your hard labors and sweat
of the brow into the work, you are not
going to get anywhere.
You have been informed over and over
and over that these days were coming
soon. We have told you that it could be
today, tomorrow or a year from now but
they were coming, and yet most of you
have continued to sit back and wait for a
‘SIGN” of some sort. Well, what kind of
a sign do you ones expect? Are you
waiting for “666” to appear in neon
lights in the sky, or are you waiting for
some shiny silver spacecraft to land in
your front yard with a personal message
for you?
The Hosts of God and your space
brothers do not work that way. We have
used the available media upon your own
place through which to reach as many of

THE
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you as possible. There are some 78
JOURNALS and a 40-60 page weekly
newspaper in which you have had information available to you about how to get
selves prepared and ready for that which
was coming upon you. We hear the
supplications continually-“Oh, please,
just come get us now, we are ready to go
home.” No you’re not.
There is still
much to be done on the Earth and, until
the job is done, none of us can go home,
including us! We are all here for the
duration, Chelas.

Responsibility for selves is the key,
precious ones-responsibility.
It is a

word tossed about your world today, but
not understood and certainly not practiced. Everyone wants their freedoms
but few are there who are willing to act
RESPONSIBLY.
Depending upon your government to
bail you out of your troubles is not acting
RESPONSIBLY. Pushing your warped
lifestyles in others’ faces is not acting
RESPONSIBLY. Promiscuous sex, producing unwanted babies is not acting
RESPONSIBLY, and certainly aborting
these little ones before they have opportunity for a breath is not acting RESPONSIBLY.
Your greed and lusts and living for the
moment and living only for selves is not
acting RESPONSIBLY. But the sad part
is that all these things are viewed by
your warped culture and your society as
taking responsibility.
For example, if you get yourself pregnant, then be “responsible” and do not
bring that unwanted life into the world.
Furthermore, if you want your sexual
freedom, then go out and “responsibly”
start shoving it in others’ faces. And, if
you want your possessions ‘responsibly” taken care of, go to the government.
Do you not see what is wrong with the
picture here? You have simply taken
responsibilities that should be your own
and passed the buck to someone else. As
soon as you turn your responsibilities
over to another, then that one has the
right to call the shots for you-to tell you
what to do. This is what you ones have
done and now you are paying the piper.
The enemy has you ones right where
he wants you and is moving in for the
final kill. It is exactly that which we have
spent four years informing you about.
When you are finally brought to your
knees (and you are not far from that
point), then he will openly move in and
declare himself the winner.
In the meantime, the farmers are apt
to lose all that they have been struggling
to save because they are indebted to the
hilt and that land, even though it be
underwater now, will be repossessed.
Many ef the fa-rms have been in the
family for over one hundred years, and
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within twenty, they are bankrupt. The money-changers in your world have no ethics other than to claim
what they feel is rightfully their own, regardless of
what it may do to you ones. If these ones were not
mortgaged to the maximum limits, when the flood
waters recede, they would at the very least have their
land upon which to rebuild.
As it stands, most of
these farmers will not even own their land once the
waters recede.
Where will they go? How will they
survive? How will they rebuild their lives? Many of
these people have never done anything except work
the family farm and are equipped to do little else.
Your president has promised to send in Federal
Troops to assist the National Guard if the governors
ask.
What does this tell you ones?
IT SHOUTS
LOUDLY OF MARTIAL LAW, CHELAS-more
tent cities and people being driven off their lands, by force,
if need be-just
as your government did to those in
Florida last year.
As Commander
Hatonn has reminded you ones
before, you are moving into the funnel’s neck, and it
is becoming quite a tight squeeze for many of you.
Remember, the funnel gets narrower the farther into
it you travel.
Earthquakes.
Yes, there have been yet more in
Japan. They have averaged seven to eight per day for
a week, with magnitudes ranging from 4.6 to 5.9. The
shakers are not isolated to the area so hard-hit last
week, however, for it is shaking from the northern tip
to the southern tip and out into the ocean all around
these little islands. You can look for more damaging
activity, I fear, in this place. The plate movements are
increasing as is evidenced by the additional activity in
other areas of the Ring of Fire.
There have been several small earthquakes again
in the Los Angeles area that are in the 3.3 to 3.4
range, earthquakes in Costa Rica in the 4.9 to 5.2
range, a 4.8 temblor in Nicaragua, a 5.9 in the Fiji
Island region, a 6.1 in Northern Chile, a 5.1 in the
Aleutian Islands off the coast of Alaska and the
Mammoth Lakes, California area is dangerously shuddering with low level activity, as well.
It should be clear to you ones, by just this list of
activity, that your Pacific Plate is very busy. It should
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are. You shall never be required to endure more than you are able. If
you were not able and ready, the lessons would not be presented. Let
these words be of comfort in the coming days.
Let us draw this writing to a close now. We have been a bit harsh,
I realize, yet there are times when a teacher must come down a little
hard upon the students in order to bring home an important point.
The point I have brought unto you ones this day is indeed important
and one that cannot be missed. I hold you ever in the Light of Holy God
and within the Shield. You ones are blessed and are serving in a
mighty way, though it may seem so much mud unto you who are on
the front lines. We thank you and we are honored by your service.
Toniose to clear. Salu.

also ring some alarm that the probability
of more
widespread
seismic
activity
is most imminent
at
this point in time. Those that occurred in Southern

California in the Los Angeles area were on the critical
trigger called the Whittier Fault, Chelas.
You are simply into one more week of the trials,
dear ones, but regardless of what comes upon you,
remember that which you ones are about-for
without this knowledge, you are’set up for failure before
you begin. Unless you come into the Knowledge and
Understanding that you are Beings of Light upon this
world to serve in a mission-unless
you carry that
Light with you at all times and keep it in the forward
places of the mind, you too will soon slip into the
darkness.
It is very easy to be all caught up in the troubles of
the day and playing the “Poor Me” games, but I tell
you now that you came into your present expressions
for this very purpose and mission. There are lessons
available to you ones that shall never be learned any
other way. And remember also that the more difficult
the lessons, the greater the learning curve.
So, as each day comes upon you, arise to greet the
morning sun with the knowledge of who and what you

Available NOW for $25.00 + $2.50 shipping and handling
Phoenix Source Distributors, Inc.
P.O. Box 27353
Las Vegas, NV 89126
(800) 8004565
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You Keep
Asking
Us
cLHow Can
I Help?”
Getting

THE WORD out to those who do not YET

know

about

CONTACT
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Weekly

more and more jobs are being cut?
there are so many floods and earthquakes?
the National debt increases and nothing is getting better?
you’re being poisoned through air, water and food?
a One World Government will affect you & your children?

Here’s hdw you can find the answers and much more...
Call l-800-800-5565
for a FREE copy of CONTACT, the
weekly newspaper that keeps you informed.
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A Free And
Independent
PRESS
Is
Long Dead
(Editor’s note: The following piece of rare
and candid insight comes from 1953, a solid
40 years ago now. Egads! How much more
controlled do you think the media is now?
Keep this in mind and show John Swinton’s
remarks to your doubting friends who wonder
why you subscribe to and honor CONTACT so
highly above the typical Satanic-Elitecontrolled regular news media.
We like to run this following message
periodically, both as a caution to those still
naive enough to think there is a free press out
there in the commercial world controlled by
the Elite, and as a special kind of “thank you n
to our many, many readers who so consistently
support and encourage CONTACT and, before that, THE PHOENIX LIBERATOR. We
are &&
grateful for your constant and
sincere messages of encouragement.
Those
ofren highly emotional &thankyou n notespouring into the ofices every day are what give us
the necessary boost to keep on keeping on.)

JOHN SWINTON, THE FORMER CHIEF
OF STAFF OF THE NEW YORK TIMES,
CALLED BY HIS PEERS, “THE DEAN OF
HIS PROFESSION”, WAS ASKED IN 1953
TO GIVE A TOAST BEFORE THE NEW
YORK PRESS CLUB.
HE RESPONDED
WITH THE FOLLOWING STATEMENT:
“There is no such thing, at this date of the
world’s history, in America, as an independent press. You know it and I know it. There
is not one of you who dares to write your
honest opinions, and if you did, you know
beforehand that it would never appear in print.
“I am paid weekly for keeping my honest
opinions out of the paper I am connected with.
Others of you are paid similar salaries for
similar things, and any of you who would be
so foolish as to write honest opinions would be
out on the streets looking for another job. If
I allowed my honest opinions tq appear in one
issue of my paper, before twenty-four hours
my occupation would be gone.
“The business of the Journalist is to destro truth; To lie outright; To pervert; To
vili r y; To fawn at the feet of mammon, and to
sell his country and his race for his daily
bread. You know it and I know it and what
folly is this toa;!ingnan Fdependent press? We
are the too s a d assals for rich men
behind the see es
We are the jumping
jacks, they pull Be’ strings and we dance.
Our talents, our possibilities and our lives
are all the property of other men. We are
intellectual
prostitutes.”
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Tapes,

Transcriptions

&

Videos

In addition to audio tapes of meetings with Commander Hatonn and writter
transcriptions of some taped topics, FEWWORD also offers other tapes and video!
3n selected topics.
Donations to cover the costs of tapes are $4.00 for one tape, $6.00 for two tape!
and $2.50 per tape for three or more, except where otherwise noted. Tht
transcriptions are $3.00 each. (Mexico or Canada add 00.25 and other foreigr
countries add SO.50 per tape or transcription.) Postage is included in tape ant
transcription
prices.
Please send check or money order to: 7tff WORD, P.O. Box 6 194, Te hachapi
CA 93582 or call 805-822-4176
if you have questions or you wish to use YOUI
r/isa, Discover or Master Card.
If you desire to automatics//y
receive tapes from future meetings, please send al
,east a $50 donation from which tape costs will be deducted. We will try to notify yol
5s your balance reaches zero.
SpeciulOrdertapes
are noted below by * and are not automatically sent since th[!
material is usually eitheralready in print orwill be soon. Available written transcription!
are noted by #.
The following is a complete list of meeting dates with the number of tapes ir:
bold in parentheses and mentioning if the meeting has a special focus:
2/22/92(4);
3/2 l/92(2);
4/12/92(2)
Church;
4/l 3/92(l)
4/l 7/92(l)
tians?”
4/2 5/92(2)*
4/26/92(3);
The Bigger

3/l 4/92(4);
3/28/92(l);
4/4/92(3);
a talk at local Community

7/26/92(3);
8/3/92(2)
radio program, KTKK;
8/8/92(2);
8/3 l/92(2) Anti-Christ Ban ksters;

# ‘What is a Semite?“;
# “Who Were the First Chris-

WVW2);
9/l 2/92(2) radio program, KTKK;
1 O/4/92(3);
1 O/l O/92(2);
1 O/l 7/92(2) radio program, KTKK;
1 O/24/92(2);
11/l /92(2);
11 /l/92( 1) radio program, New Mexico;
1 1/8/92(2&l
l/l 4/92(3);1 l/22/92(2);
1 l/25/92(1)
radio program, Gallup, NM:
11/Z g/92(2); 12/6/92 (2);
12/6/92(2)
Cosmos Patriot Group-b
12/7/92(
1) Cosmos Patriot Croup-II;
12/l 2/92(2) Cosmos Patriot Group-III;
12/l 3/92(2); 12/20/92(2);
12/3 l/92(1)* Constitutional Law Center;

# “The Photon Belt”;
5/l /92(l)
“L.A. Riots and
Plan”;

5/mm;
5/8/92(2)
radio talk show;
ww2w;
5/l l/92(3) * “Silent Weapons For Quiet
Wars”;
5/l 3/92(3) meeting with European visitors over lunch;
5/l 6/92(3); 5/2 3/92(2);
5/30/92(3)*
“The Divine Plan and Places
In Between” tapes l-3;
6/l /92(3); 6/4/92(2);
6/6/92(4);
6/l 3/92(3); 6/2 l/92(3); 6/2 7/92(2);
6/28/92(2)
radio program, KTKK, Salt
Lake City, UT;
6/30/92(3)*
“The Divine Plan and Places
In Between” tapes 4-6;
7/4/92(2)
radio program, KTKK;
7/l 2/92(3);
7/l 8/92(2) radio p.rogram, KTKK’;

VISA, DISCOVER
AND
MASTER CARD ACCEPTED

l/2/93(2);
l/l 4/93(2) Seminar speech by Retired
Police Officer Jack McLamb;
1/16/93(2);
l/23/93(3);
l/30/93(2);
2/6/93(l);
2/l 3/93(2); 2/l 8/93(2);
2/20/93(2)
radio program on KTKK
featuring Soltec with Hatonn;
4/4/93(3)
including Soltec and Sananda;
4/l O/93(2) radio program KTKK;
4/24/93(3);
5/2/93(2);
5/l 6/93(2);
5/23/93(3),
6/20/93(2);
6/20/93(1)*MysteryVirus
in New Mexico
7/2/93(2)*
Rayelan Russbacheron KTKK;
7/l l/93(3); 7/l 8/93(2).
#l-H

Corporation Lectures ($5 each tape).
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Hydrogen

Peroxide

Purification
Editor’s note: We are r-e-running
this important
information
on the
purifzcation
uses
of
Hydrogen
Peroxide
not only because
of its
bearing
on the New Gaia Products
items
(on the next-to-last
pages)
during
these
warmer
summer
months,
but also because
of the
Elite’s
water
contamination
and
other “plague” introduction plans.
4127193 #I

CERES

‘ATONN

NECESSARY INSTRUCTIONS:
GAIANDRIANA AND OTHER
uPRODUCTS”
As we sit to pen this information I am
at a loss as to how to keep you from
thinking me idiot-material.
However,
you who already have past information,
say, regarding Hydrogen Peroxide and
its antiseptic-antibiotic properties, please
be patient while we offer information to
those who have not received same, Further, Summer is upon you and such as
Gaiandrianaand the MO-Gustarters andor tea need updated care instructions.
[See next-to-last pages for the New Gaia
Products being referred to here.]

We have gotten back from ONE who
said he had the “stuff’ tested and found
a few bacteria, avirus or two and some E.
Coli in the test-run.
If it were the
Gaiandriana I question that result very,
very much. It is important for you to

know that in the culture medium utilized there is a combination of items
which CREATE AND PRODUCE
HYDROGEN PEROXIDE in the Gaiandriana
transformation;
This will purify the

liquid. This does not mean that you
cannot contaminate the bottle in some
manner.
However, since intake decreases, usually, let us consider the “setting” bottle, etc. Of course it is recommended that you store the larger quantity in refrigeration facilities.
HOWEVER, if you have no refrigeration facilities, etc. Place the equivalent
of 10 drops of food-grade (35% ) hydrogen peroxide (H202) in a small quantity
(approximately an ounce) of water (to
first dilute the H202) and then add this
diluted
H202
to the 32-ounce
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Use For

Of Cc
Stuff”

Gaiandriana or Aquagaia bottle. Remember to scale down the number of
H202 drops utilized for the smaller 16ounce and 8-ounce product bottles. The
Gaiandriana or Aquagaia will continue
to thrive and the unwanted bacteria andor any virus will be destroyed and then
actually removed by ingestion by the
Gaiandriana or Aquagaia activity.
The “tea” (MO-Gu) is a very different
matter. You are making a very sweet
growing medium for the membrane and
in addition you are growing it in a warm
condition (necessary) and further you
are setting it for a couple of weeks or so,
give or take a bit. What do I suggest?
Well, I suggest that probably you won’t
want to ship much “tea” during the hot
months because of lack of refrigeration
in route. But, you CAN purify the water
used in making the tea with the general
rule-of-thumb water-purification formula
of 7-10 drops of 35% food-grade H202
per gallon of water-which will additionally help enhance the membrane growth.
Then, later on, as you process or
“harvest” the finished MO-Gu tea product, and store it in the refrigerator, add
another 7 to 10 drops (say, for a gallon
storage cqntainer of MO-Gu, with scaled
down number of drops for smaller storage containers) of the 35% food-grade
H202. Again, first dilute the H202 in
some water before adding to the MO-Gu.
You will not taste it and neither will it
hamper the value.
I always suggest, in adding any 35%
food-grade H202 to anything, that it be
DILUTED FIRST.
Just as you must
NEVER drop concentrated anything into
the mouth (for it would damage living
cellular structures), neither do you dump
it full-strength into living culture medium. Dilute it in a bit (say, an ounce) of
water first and STIR rapidly whatever it
is you are dumping the diluted H202
into for purification purposes. Naturally, if just purifying a gallon of water,
there is no need for active stirring, though
a little closed-container agitation (a few
-shakes) won’t hurt.

slimy goo in the bottom of the bottle of
Gaiandriana or Aquagaia if left out of
refrigeration? GOOD GOO! I suggest
you now go get some FOOD-PROCESSED
ALOE VERA LIQUID. Take a half cup or
so of it (some of it is even orange or
lemon-lime flavored, etc.) and dump in
the “goo” and last portion of a
Gaiandriana or Aquagaia bottle. Or,
strain the ‘goo” out of its original bottle
and place it into the new aloe vera
“home”. Leave set for a couple of days
and you will have a concentrated batch
of Gaiandriana or Aquagaia product
which will be an addition to the original
bottle.
This is NOT a replacement for the
original batch you get for it will not
contain all you need. However, in ones
who intake products which tend to kill
off a portion of the Gaiandriana in the
body (like caffeine in coffee)-this will
enhance the potency-even if you just
drink a little. Remember, Aloe Vera itself
has a tendency to make some people feel
“queazy” so DO NOT OVERDO how much
of this you drink!! However, a full-blown
AIDS victim could take ten times a ?ormal” amount and only improve-for perhaps “feeling good” is a very relative
state of being.
Some people are going to run fevers
and have “crisis” symptoms as healing
takes place. If this goes on for very long,
look to other health problems for the
cause. First, treat the ‘liquid batch”
with hydrogen peroxide as above described. THEN start on a regimen of
hydrogen peroxide according to the instructions given again herein [chart on
following

page

at bottom].

I happen to know that you do not need
to work up to any 25 drops as the instructions vollowing] claim UNLESS you
are suffering from flu, infection, or other
maladies. If you are “well” and ‘anything” makes you feel bad-either stop it
or, certainly, decrease the amount. USE
YOUR REASONING MIND!! Like anything of this nature-TOO MUCH WILL
MAKE YOU SICK OR BE DETRIMENTAL-EXCEPT
WITH GAIANDRIANAGETTING ‘SLIMED”
AND THEN EVEN THOUGH YOU MIGHT
NOT FEEL GOOD (BECAUSE OF THE
OVERDOSE
OF ALOE FROM THE CULAnother question: What about that
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HURT of the body: skin, lungs, ki-dneys and
bowels.
Some reactions to the cleansing effect
HYDROGEN
PEROXIDE
IS202
could include skin eruptions, nausea,
(35% Food Grade)
headaches, sleepiness, unusual fatigue,
diarrhea, head or chest cold, ear infecPurchase a small eye dropper bottle tions, boils or any other ways the body
at the drug store. Fill your small dropper uses to loosen toxins. This is a natural
bottle from the large bottle as needed. cleansing of the body and should be of a
The large bottle may be stored in the short duration as you continue to mainrefrigerator or in the freezer inside an- tain your program.
Formula to make a 3% solution of
other plastic container. The small eye
dropper bottle should also be kept in the hydrogen peroxide. Put 1 oz. of 35%
refrigerator. Always use caution when hydrogen peroxide in a pint jar. Add 11
handling 35% hydrogen peroxide!
oz. of distilled water. This will give you
DO NOT use with carrot juice, car- 12 oz. of 3% H 0,. Use also for brushing
bonated drinks or alcohol.
For best teeth and applying to skin sores.
Do not use 35% H,O, ifyou have had
results, take on an empty stomach 1
hour before a meal or 3 hours after a transplant.
meals.
TO THOSE OF YOU WAITING
Formula: Mix the number of drops of
35% hydrogen peroxide into at least 6 oz. FOR NEW STRENGTH OF PRODUCT
of distilled water, juice or milk and stir
vigorously, then drink the mixture. Some
Because I have mentioned that work
people eat l/4 to l/ 2 of a banana imme- is being done on strengthening the
diately after drinking the solution. You Gaiandriana, some ofyou are backing off
may prefer something else to eat.
and waiting. Please don’t do that for
If your stomach gets upset at any research is being done and it will be a
level, stay at that level or go back one while. In addition, one of the items in the
level. Then proceed to increase your medium is being removed in order to
daily dosage again.
enhance the strength. This will mean
that you can get the same~basic result by
When free of complaints you may taper adding some food-processed aloe vera to
off by taking:
the initial product which will allow a
25 drops once every other day for 1 week, higher level of Gaiandriana presence.
25 drops once every 3rd day for 2 weeks, Gaiandriana will only grow to its level of
25 drops once every 4th day for 3 weeks. fuel (food) available-so just treat the
product accordingly.
A good maintenance could be 5- 15
I am, further, requesting that all furdrops per week, or whatever makes you ther product be receiving hydrogen perfeel good.
oxide for purification purposes. Any
If you get the 35% hydrogen peroxide
on your skin rinse it under running
water for several minutes.
Soak feet: l-1/2 oz. 35% to 1 gal. of
water.
Bath. 16 oz. 35% to a tub ofwater to
detoxify:
Colonic: l/2 pt. of 3% per 5 gal. of
water.
Douche: 6 tablespoons of 3% per qt.
.’
of water.
Candidiasis: 1 drop of 35% 3 times a
day; then increase schedule.
For the more serious complaints, stay
at 25 drops 3 times per day for 1 to 3
weeks. Then graduate down to 25 drops
two times per day until your problem is
taken care of. This may be from 1 to 6
months.
If you have a weak stomach you may
experience nausea similar to that in pregnancy. Also as dead bacteria or various
forms of poisons are released you will
experience a cleansing effect as they are
released through the elimination organs
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that YOU ADD, however, will only enhance-not damage.
OTHER PRODUCTS
We have tried to make available other
products to use in conjunction with the
Gaiandriana. USEYOUR REASON HERE
ALSO!! If something makes you feel
bad-don’t use it!, cut back on amount
or forget it altogether. These are all
natural substances so remember, if you
are eating anything that makes you feel
bad-you quit eating it, right? Just
continue the Gaiandriana-I
promise
you-it is not making you ill. If you are
reacting, then it may be due to the “base”
or ‘combining” substance in tableting,
etc.
CHLORELLA
We get complaints about chlorella
causing indigestion, etc. Chew the tablets or dissolve in a bit of liquid before
intake.
Now again, use reason. Are you still
eating in addition to the chlorella? Well,
perhaps you will wish to reduce the intake. It is better for you than food but
you DON’T NEED EVERYTHING. We are
efforting to show you what you could
take with NO food in survival situation
AND STILL BE ABUNDANTLY HEALTHY.
Adjust your intake accordingly. If you
are caught in an emergency and need
survival sustenance-now
you know
what to take for health needs.
You can subsist on chlorella and water alone. Add MO-Gu tea, a bit of spelt
bread and some lentils (preferably red)

&
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Adding 7 drops 35% H202jo
m
1 gallon drinking water
purifies it. Shake well..
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and you can live healthily
ever after-in other words,
it would not be malnutrition that would “getcha”.
AND ALWAYS KEEP FOODGRADE HYDROGEN PEROXIDE AVAILABLE TO PURIFY EVERYTHING.
REMEMBER, 7 DROPS OF35%
FOOD GRADE HYDROGEN
PEROXIDE TO A GALLON
OF WATER WILL PURIFY IT
ANDTHE WATERWILLPICK
UP A MUCH IMPROVED
‘FLAVOR”
OF FRESHNESS-UNDER MOST CIRCUMSTANCES NOT EVEN
NOTED AT ALL.
THIS is why one of the first
items confiscated
from
health food stores, labs, and
so on-IS HYDROGEN PEROXIDE IN FOOD GRADE. I
remind you readers of long
standing: the best treatment
for arthritis and other seemingly “incurable” diseases
is hydrogen peroxide therapy in accompanying regimen of Gaiandriana which
moves in and restores the
cellular restructuring of self.

treat that water with proper amounts of hydrogen
peroxide for YOU DO NOT KNOW WHAT IS IN THAT
WATER. IT WONT HELP CONTAMINATION BY TOXINS BUT IT WILL TAKE CARE OF THE VIRAL OR
IT IS CHEAP AND
BACTERIAL CONTAMINATES.
NON-TOXIC IN PURIFICATION AMOUNTS. The best
mouthwash and gum enhancer is a mouthwash of
several drops of hydrogen peroxide in a fourth cup of
water (or so) and cleanse mouth after brushing (or
just do it several times a day as convenient). If the
solution is “light” just swallow the wash-it can only
help you unless you have an active mouth infection.
Moreover I suggest keeping some hydrogen peroxide
near and handy to drop a few drops of undiluted
peroxide on your toothbrush a couple of times a
week-or daily-whatever.
You will have a sterilized
brush and stop spreading germs and recontamination.
SPILLING
If you spill full strength (35%) peroxide on your
skin-it will burn you. Rinse immediately under
water and it will be fine. It will bleach so rinse
anything that gets spattered-in water. It is simply
one of those substances which needs to be handled
properly. Peroxide offers so many ‘cleaning” uses
that I won’t even effort to list them-but you will find
it about the most useful item around your kitchen,
bath, etc. You can find information at health food
stores and vitamin supply outlets.

CRYSTAL LIFE
That is an exceptional
product but has become almost out of sight expensive.
However, the best results
with Gaiandriana are being
reported with continued,
even if remarkably
decreased amounts, of Crystal Life continued right along
in conjunction
with the
Gaiandriana-mixed or otherwise. About 8 to 10 drops
mixed or separate under the
tongue three times a day is
excellent. In illness, however, increase within reason. If I did not already
state it prior to this&add 710 drops of hydrogen peroxide per quart to the Crystal
Life also-especially if nonrefrigerated, after opening.
This will decontaminate any
passible “unwanted visitors” and not damage the
product.
WATER
I cannot urge you often
enough to TREAT your faucet water. Even if you have
a reverse-osmosis
unit-

TASK
FORCE b
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Our people may also be able to
direct you or help you with product or
information; I do not attend those things
unless brought to my attention. We offer
these things as a service rather than a
major business so we are perhaps remiss in full-range material. We can do
better when the full load eases a bit.
Thank you for your patience and loving
support of the ones who have taken this
load on in addition to their other tasksever without complaint and ever wishing
to help and please. At present they are
trying to build refrigeration facilities to
bring you exceptional product as the
months heat up and yet do so with very,
very limited resources-so we do thank
you for your patience. With George
Green’s attack on the Institute a lot of
things have had to wait or be actually
closed down until the audits are over
and the reclamation can begin. As you
might realize, the impact has been great
on all entities in these projects. It is
fine-rewards will be in like measure to
that which is given forth.
I ask that this message be both run in
the paper and sent in addition to all
packings in mailings of product.
Thank you.
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aresimplymportinginanefforttoexplainWHAT
takes place within the cellularstructuresof.
livingorganisms.Ifyou reallywant to wimess
nx-narkablegmwth
inplantsandgoodstamina
andhealthinpetsandotheranimals-tryalittle
of these additivesas you would vitamins or
fertilizers. Use in a mildly vitamin C based
solutionon same.At transplanttimeforgarden
plantsand houseplants-soaktheirlittleroot
systemsin thisnaturalandmildsolution.Just
adda tablespoonof Gaiandriana,
a fewdropsof
liquidvitaminC or C-crystalsto a quartof water
supplyof healthymitochondria- like “fi-esh andletsetfor48 hours+hen it isreadyforuse.
GAIANDRIANA
Itwillnotnegativelyintenxtwithanythingother
batteries”for the body’scells.
The betterour cellsfunction,the greateris than perhaps harboredviruses and disease
Gaiandrianais a non-alcoholichealthtonic
which provides basic “foods” to help cells, the staminareturnedto our internaldefense spots and organisms.
weakened by the stressesof modem life, to systems,and the better we can counter the
NOTE
constantonslaughtof biologicalandviralinvadreturnto a stateof health.
The betterour cells function,the greateris ers. The end resultis a feelingof well-beingby,
Ifanyplpductyoureceivehasanunpleasant
the stamina returnedto our intemaI defense of course,beingwell.
odor-it
is fi-omthe finishingcultureprocess.
systems, and the better we can counter the
2/
11/93
#2
HATONN
Leave
the
bottleopen to air and it will quickly
constantonslaughtof biologicalandviralinvaddissipate.Then,dependingon tasteand preferers.The end resultis afeelingofwell-being
by,of
GAIANDRIANA AND AQUAGAIA:
enc+-refrigerateafteropeningand mclosing.
course,beingwell!
IMPORTANT: Do not mix the two,
The Gaiandriana(commonlyreferredto as
-andAquagaia,together
far
To
help
in
understanding
the
workings
of
“chondriana”in the Biologicalliterature)am
capableof intelligent,organizedattackagainst theseorganic“pat-men”you mustrealizethat M=tl=AQuaglaia(Vk
The -aild*touethedlular invaderslike viruses. Think of it as a the~isaproteincovering”mp”onviruses.
“pat-man”operationof sorts.However,beyond proteincap is centeredon a chatgedzincatom f~fbLTheygoabouttheirappointedtasks
that,theGaiandrianaare
capableof stimulating andisthepartofthevirusthatrecognizesand onceingested,butinbottlepxisonsth~are
binds to DNA-in turn sllowingthe virus to not partkuhly compatible once the availcelktlarstructumlrepairsduetodamagecaused
ablefuelsupplyisexhausted.
Juicesare
by, for instance,free radicalsand cumulative RpClUCe.
Aquagaia, in conjunction with the eixdlenttotakewiththeAquagaiahecauseJ
levels of so-called“background”radiationin
knockoutthezincatom(a simple the~mu8thavethefkelderived
our modem environment. HealthyDNA and Gaianm
RNA withinthe nucleiof our ceilsthen lead to Wmrgf change),which rendersthe protein eomaam~themostdectivejuicebeing
Thisisabreakdownof*parts”ofthe fromthetropieal”Guava~~~~~
properly formed and concentratedenzymes, ineffective.
Gaiandrianamale/femaleDNAstxucturewhich
5e+wwwr,andi8moatpkmanttointake.
upon whichhealthycellularfunctiondepends.
Gaiandrianaliquid is made entirelyfrom releasemany working variantsbut frees the Diahetb8houldutilizew-~are
GaiandrionettesorQille&totakeoutthatzinc almhhleonthelrfibodplantokeep~the
wholesomenaturalingmdients.
atomandpassrightintotheaffectedcell, With- rafeg4ddeba~~axul~~
AQUAGAIA
out the ‘cap”, the viruscannotreproduceand merits.
infkctmom cells-further, the damagedvirus
Themo6tinuocuousand~intake
Complementaryto the Gaiandrianapmd- feeds the Gaiandrianaunified cells and the axdableisdmplyafwQopd=the
tongu~bothproductstakenatthesame
uct, Aquagaia is also a non-alcoholichealth &xlaGngmitochondria
Healthycells am not affectedbecausethey t3meoratdiEkxenttimes&heday.Oncethe
tonicwhichprovidesbasicWoods”to helpcells,
proteincap on thevirus. “iz&ial”prog;ramisbegunand~tenance
weakened by the stressesof modem life, to lackthe zinc-centered
These“Gakf compoundshavean effecton kpfoao11R8d,certawythedropsunderthe
returnto a stateof healthyfunction.
Aquagaiacontains&o&on&x Theseam cancercellsbecausetheystopanenzymeonthetonguearetheleastannoyingtoanydaily
the major biochemicalenergy “pmcessorS cancer cells from producinga “messengd regllmen.
within cellular metabolism. First, enzymes moleculethat blocks a second enzyme from
A-C-E ANTI-OXIDANT FORMULA
begin the breakdownprocessof organicnutri- attackingthe cancer cell’s DNA. The coments (like fats, carbohydratesand proteins)to pounds(Gaia)have been seento actuallytakeintermediatesubstancessuch as amino and out leukemia,breast,brain and colon cancer
There is growingevidencethat essentially
vvic
acids. Then, in the next “bucketbxi- cells. We haveno claimto anythingotherthan everyonein our societyis exposedto f?eemdigade” step, these various acid moleculesare statingthat people utilizingthese simpleand cals,nowmorethanever.
Whileffeeradicalsare
processedwithin the mit0zl-iondria
to release natural substancesdo show impmved well- normalproductsof our cellsand have certain
beingand do reportfeelinggenerallyand,often beneficialrolesin the body,incmasedlevelsof
chemicaleneigymcogn&dasadenosinetriphosremarkably,improved as to state of health, fnx mdicalsin our body tissuescan be detriphate (ATP).
mentalto our health.
About95% of theenergyneededto “runthe thoughtprocessesand stamina
The
obvious
conclusion
is
that
them
might
Free radicalsare highly unstablesubstances
machinerf that keeps each cell going and
healthyisproduced
inthemitochondriaUnfor- well be good reportsof betterhealthand Easter producedin the body through,among other
recovery followinginfectionby other viruses mutes,themetabolismofoxygen.Freeradicals
tunate~,themitochondriaareparticularlydamthanthosementionedabove.Allvirusesknown multiplythroughaseriesofchainmactionsand
agedby~~calsandcumulativelevelsofsocanattackthepolyunsaturatedfattyacidsofce
called‘background”radiationin our modern reactingenemllythesame manner.
Itis~ownthatmanydiseasesaredueto
membranes. Unless excess f&e radicalsare
environment. These compromisedmitochondria, like halfdead batteries,then lead to im- mtmvimlDNA and theseare the most affected neutmlized,theycan causeconsiderabledam(livingcrystal age to the structureand functionof cell mempairedcellularfunctioningand health.Thus is virusesby the Gaia-chondrianas
forms).
We,again,makenomedicalclaimz+we
branes, and thus the cells themselves. The
theimportanceofAquag&,withitsa&mi&able
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productsfrom free radicalreactionsare irnpli- usuallyharvestedfmm treesgrownon plantaCHLORELLA
catedin theprogressiveaccumulationof delete- tionsin SouthKorea Japanand France.
rious cellularchanges over time, which may
Ginkgois reportedto havea naturala&ity
Chlorellaisasingle-celled,
freshwateralgae.
eventuallyresultin nxognizabledisease. Free for the nervoussystem. It alsoseemsto stimu- Believedto be the iirst form of life with a true
r*adicaldamageisimplimtedintheinitiatonand
latethevascularandendocrinesystemsthat,in
nucleus,chlorelladatesbackapproximately2.5
promotionof many cancers,as well as harden- turn,stronglyaffectthefunctionof the nervous billionyears,makingitpThrough
ing of the arteries.
system, possibly increasing the capacity for the process of photosynthesischlorellacells
One area of Aging Researchsuggeststhat normalphysicalactivity,andtheflowof bloodto reproducethemselvesby celldivisionat therate
fire miicals damagebody cells and cause the thebrain.Someresearchindicatesthepossible of fournew cellsevery 17-24hours. It was not
pathologicalchanges associatedwith aging. e&ctiveness of Ginkgo in the treatmentof until the 1890s that chlorellawas identified
Besidesbeingbyproductsof the metabolismof Alzheimer’s disease.
underthe microscope.In namingit, the prefix
oxygen,suchas duringstrenuousexercise,we
Duetoitspharmacologicalpmperties,Ginkgo
chZorwasselectedto signifygreen,while the
also generatesignificantlevels of free radicals is now widely used throughoutEurope for sufIix+ indicatessmall.Chlorellaisthemost
hrn the envimnment,such as from so-called treatingmany forms of vasculardisease. In a researchedalgaein the world and remainsthe
“background”levelsof ionizingradiation.
surveyof packaginginformationof European mostpopularwithmillionsofconsumersworldCoopemtivedefensesystemsthat can pm- products,Ginkgohas been recommendedfor wide.
Chlond!aisanubitionally~whde
tect the body from freeradicaldamageinclude suchailmentsas headaches,vertigo,inner-ear
certainenzymesandtheantioxidantvitaminsA,
disturbances,diminishedintellectualcapacity fbo&.ndcontributestothehealthandgmwthof
C, and E and beta-carotene,
which protectcell and alertnessas a resultof insufficient
cimula- human cells like no singlevitaminor mineral
membranesfiomoxidativedamage.VitaminE, tion to the bmin, anxiety,and depression,to possiblycan.
CNorellais e.ximnely high in pmtein (W!?)
one of the fat-solublevitamins,is presentin the name a few.
bloodasd-alpha-tocophemlandiswellaccepted GinkgoBilobaExtmct(24%)
isconcenttated and containsmorethan20 vitaminsand minas the major antioxidantin lipid body tissues. fmrnthe leavesof the GinkgoBilobatree. The emls, 19 of the 22 essentialand nonessential
VitaminE is consideredthe firstlineof defense highly specializedextractionprocessyields a amino acids, enzymes and chlorellagmwth
against cell-membrane damage due to 5O:l concentratefrom the leaves(50 gmms of f&or. ItisoneoftherichestsourcesofRNAand
per@dation. VitaminEseavenges&eeradicals,leaf produce1 gmrnof extract).The extractis DNA known and has twenty times as much
termmatingchainmactionsandcon6ningdamthenfurtherstandardi&tocontain24%ofthe chlomphyllasalthka,
10timesmorethanother
ediblealgae includingspirulina,and 10 times
agetolimitedareasofthemembmne.Selenium activeGinkgoFlavoglycosides.
more thanbarleygmss.
containedintheenzymeglytathionepemxidase
(Zhbdlaisanaizuulvaalityerzhanaer.The
is the second line of defense that destroys
MO-GU ELIXIR
vitaminsfoundin chlorellacellsinclude:Vitaperoxidesbefore they can damage cell memThe firstrtxmdeduse of Mo-GuElixirwas min C, provitaminA, Bcamtene,chlomphylla,
bmnes. Beta-carotene,
aprecumor of Vitamin
A, also tmps f&e radicals VitaminC is water duringtheCh.ineseTsin-Dynastyin B.C. It chlorophyllb, thiamine (Bl), riboflavin(B2),
solubleand servesto neutralizefreeradicalsin wasrefenedtoas’ %Remedyform
@oxme (B6),niacin(B3),pantothenicacid,
folicacid,vitaminB-12,
biotin,choline,vitamin
or”?ReL&ine7!x+3x?.
aqueoussystems.
The antioxidantsshow pmnise as cancerIthasbeenwelldocumented thattheream K, PABA,lipoicacid,inositoland pax-a-amino
preventionagents,aloneand in combination. certainpeoplewholivetobewellpastahundmdbenzoicacid.Theminenalsinclude:phosphoyearsof age. Thesepeoplelivein suchareasas rus, potassium,iodine,magnesium,sulphur,
GINKGO BILOBA
themountainousCaucasus,YakutiainSii
iron, calcium,manganese,copper, zinc and
(Ginkgo Biloba extract 24%)
the RoltsyaDistrictof the Ukraine,Tibet and cobalt.
Spain.ThereisanaxeainRussiacalledKargasok The aminoacidsinclude: lysine,histidine,
TheGinkgoBiloba,orMaidenhairttee,isonewhere the peopleare a dairy- and vegetabb a@nine, asparticacid,thmoinine,serine,gluoftheoldestlivingspeciesonthisplanet
Ginkgo eating populace. Centenariansam common tamic acid, pmline,glycine,alanine,cystine,
has flourishedalmostunchangedfor 150mil- amongthesepeople.
Theyattributetheirlongev-valine,methionine,isoleucine,leucine,tyrsine,
lionyears,and its ancestorscan be tracedback itytotheYeastEnzymeTea(Mo-Gu
Elixir)which phenylalamne,
ornithine,uyptophan.
Thesuggesteddailyconsumptionis3grams
250 millionyears. It is becauseof thisantiquity has beenin theirdietforhundredsofyears. It is
that the GinkgoBilobatreeis calledathe liuing said that Mo-Gu and yak butter are staples per day.
fbs.sZ’.Individualtreesam believedcapableof amongthe dwellersof the high Hima@as.
ECHINACEA
GOLD PLUS
living2OOOto4000years.
Duringthelasticeage,
MoGuhasbeenusedthroughouthistoryin
with
American
Ginseng
Ginkgos nearly became extinct. These trees China,Japan,Russia,Korea,andIndia. It has
surv&d only in Chinaand otherpartsof Asia, beensaid to promotea feelingofwell-beingand
Inmcentyeamfewmedicinalplantshave
where they stayed until approximately1,000 ovemllphysicalrestoration.
It hasbeenknown
as E&nacea
yearsago. Atthattiine,Girikgotmeswexealso bymanynames, some of which are: Fungus garnemd as much attention
.
‘dia).
planted around monasteriesin Japan,where Japonicus, Fungojapon Kombucha, Pichia (EdtinrmeaR4puteam
Femxntans, CembuyaChientalis,
Combuchu The genus name is derived from the Greek
they stilllive today.
The name w
may come from the Chi- Tschambuoco,Volga-Spring,,
Champ&nonde ~~(hedgehogorseaumhin)refeningtothe
andKargasok pricklyscalesofthedxiedseedhead.
Echinacea
nese Nor
Yii(YinGuo),
meaning“hill LongueVie,Teekwass,Kwassan,
The Mo-Gu fungus constructsin a mem- was widely usd medicinallyamong Native
apricoi?or’silverfiuit”.Theword &Wxzmeans
“two lobes” and descriis the young leaves. bmneformandis a symbiosisofyeastcellsand Americans,particularlyin the Plains. It is a
Although modern medical research focuses diflierentba&ena. Among these bacteriaam: productwhichis now usedwidelythroughout
mainlyontheleavesofGinkgo,theGinkgofruitsBacteriumXylinum,BacteriumGluconicum, UnitedStatesand Europe.
and nuts have been used in Chinasincetime AcetobacterKetogenum,andFichiaFermentans.Echinaceaisanon-specificstimulantto the
immemo& as a delicacyand tonicfood. AnTheMoGufungusneedstoliveinasolution immunesystem.ClaimsforE&imxeainclude:
cient Chinese texts record Ginkgo’suse as a composedof common(black)teaand sugar. In stimulationof leukocytes,mildantibioticactivactivity,stimulationof the
medicinalagent as far back as five thousand the propertemperature
environmenttheymul- ity,anti-imkxnatory
tiply
constantly.
They
do
not
build
spores
as
adrenal
cortex,
stimulation
of the properdin/
yearsago.
The Ginkgo Biloba extract is a complex yeast normallydoes,but insteadmultiplyby a complementsystem, interferon-likeactivity,
stimulationof generalcellularimmunity,and
compound. The green leaves of the tree are processof branching.
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an~activity. Intemalpmparationsaresaidto
assistinalleviatingcoldandflusymptams,mspiNew
Gaia
Products
mfmy infiins, and arthritis,to namea few.
Goldenseal(HydmsEis canadensis) isgenP. 0. Box 27710
erally placed in the buttercup family. The
Las Vegas,
NV 89126
name Goldensealwas adopted in 1880,previously having been known as Yellow Root.
For credit card orders, call (805) 823-1644
Goldenseal was widely used among the NativeAmericanpopulation,particularlyamong
We accept Discover,
Visa or Master Card.
those in the East. The Cherokee used the
Please
make
all
checks
and
money
orders
payable to: New Cuia Products
roots as a wash for local inflammations,for
general debility, dyspepsia and to improve
appetite. The Iroquois used it for whooping
cough, diarrhea, liver trouble, fever, sour
(NAME)
stomach, flatulence,and pneumonia. Benjamin Smith Barton firstreferredto the useof
(ADDRESS-PLEASE
GIVE STREET ADDRESS FOR UPS DELlVERY.)
Goldenseal for rattlesnake bites as early as
1793. Clinical recognition of the use of
mw
Goldensealcame in the early 1850sand has
continued to this very day.
Goldensealisamongthemostpopularherbs
(TELEPHONE)
(STATE)
(ZIP CODE)
in the Americanhealthfood market. Uses are I
EXP.
numerous,includingbutnotlimitedto:antisep
CREDIT CARD (Visa, Master Card or Discover)
tic, hemostatic,diuretic,Isumtive,
and tonic/
anti-inflamatoryfor the mucous membranes,
hemorrhoids,na.salcongestion,mouthandgum SIGNATURE
soresand eye afflictions.
10-19
20OR MORE
QUANTlTY
ITEM
TOTAL
(LESS 1096)
(LESS 15%)
pE%!:R
Ginseng can be literally translated from
CAIANDRIANA
$21.00
$21 .oo
Chinese as y the ease= of man” or a man$21.00
8 oz. LIQUID (no discount)
shQped,vn&ousroot.” Few medicinalplants
GAIANDRIANA
$41.00
$41 .oo
541.00
16 oz. LIQUID (no discount)
in the world possess Ginseng’s near-legendGAIANDRIANA
ary status. Dating back thousands of years,
$81 .lXl
$81.00
$81.00
32 oz. UQUID (1qt.) (no discount)
its history of use in the Orient records theraAQUAGAIA (Mitochondria)
$21.00
$21.00
$21.00
peutic properties so wide ranging that it was
8 oz. LIQUID ho discount)
firstdismissedby Westerndoctorsas a”pana- I
I
AQU lAGAlA (Mitochondria)
$41.00
$41.00
$41 .oo
lb oz. UQUID (no discbunt)
CfSl”.
When fatigued, Ginseng reportedly
AQUAGAIA (Mitochondria)
restores both physical and mental functions
$81.00
$81.00
$81.00
32 oz. LIQUID (1 qt.) (no discount) *
to peak efficiency and, with regular use,
MD-CU ELIXIR
$40.00
$40.00
$40.00
improves resistance to disease and stress.
Culture start (LIQUID) (no discount)
American Ginseng’s genus name is Fu.n.a~
A-C-E Anti-Qxldant Formula
524.95
$22.46
52121
I1 At-lTARI FTC\
Quinquefblius.
GINKGO
BILOBA
‘(24% b&act)
Over 40,000 speciesof mushroomsexist,
$24.95
$22.46
$2121
(180 TABLETS/40mg. EA.)
many of which are used as medicines. Of
CHLORELLA (I /2 LB)
$32.00
$28.80
$2720
particularnote are such remediesas penicil(SO0 TABLETS- 500 ma. EA.)
ECHINACEA GOLD PLUS
lin- and ergot-based extracts used in mi$24.50
$20.83
$22.05
(90 TAELEFS)
graine treatment,to name a few. Extensive
SUB-TOTAL
research has been done with one mushroom I
I
in particular, namely, Reishi. This mushSHIPPING ‘(ALL ORDERS)
I
room is now considered a tried and true I
immune system fortifier.
References to the use of Reishi in the
**PLEASE
USE THE SHIPPING RATE CHART BELOW WHEN CALCULATING
SHIPPING
treatment of a variety of complaints date
FOR ALL New Gaia Products.
back as far as 2700 B.C. in Chinese literaNOTE:
SHIPPING RATES:
ture. It is referred to by a number of
ORDER
UPS
UPS 2ND DAY AIR
**For UPS 2nd day to Rural Alaska, please
names, including the “ten thousand year
call for rates.
GROUND
STATES ALASKA/HAWAII
**For Priority Mail to any location, please
mushroom”. The rarity of this particular
ss.2s
$11.00
516.75
3
IOKZ
s
19.00
513.00
call for rates.
mushroom has increased its value. The S 2Oj-300
2;:
$16.50
$22.50
**All Foreign orders, please, contact our
Chinese emperor Shih Huang Ti (250-2 10 s 301-400
s7:OO
$19.00
szs.00
ofice
in writing
for specific rates as
$7.50
s
401-500
$21.25
s3o.so
B.C.) mounted expeditions of hundreds, S Sol-600
rates
vary
greatly.
$8.00
S24.SO
533.50
even thousands of men to find the Reishi.
Recently techniques have been developed
DUE TO PRODUCT
SUPPLY AND DEMAND,
PLEASE ALLOW 4-6 WEEK5 FOR DELIVERY.
for the cultivation and harvesting of the
Reishi Mycelium. Writings about Reishi
place it in the category of “fir zher@’ herbs
and claim it is a medicine that improves
the ability of the body to maintain balance

I

I

by strengthening natural resistance
generally improving health.
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